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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the 

cues and miscues singers produce while reading musical text 

with written text. Analysis of the miscues focuses on 

defining the process and strategies singers use as they 

sight-sing a piece of music never before seen or heard. The 

research of Kenneth S. Goodman forms the basis for the 

procedures and methodology used in data collection and data 

analysis. 

Sight-singing data collected from eight singers, 

including all cues, miscues, asides, and specific notes, 

was transcribed on a musicscript. This data yielded 923 

musical text and written text cues and miscues. Analysis 

provides the data that evolved into the Sight-Singing 

Musical Miscue Taxonomy, a tool for evaluating the miscues 

of singers orally reading music. A Musical Miscue Inventory 

Coding Form also was developed using the categories and 

sub-categories of the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue 

Taxonomy. 

The results of the eight singers' use of cues and 

miscues of the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy and 

the Musical Miscue Inventory Coding Form provides evidence 

for the parallel but distinct nature of sight-singing as 
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two semiotic systems working in conjunction with each 

other—musical text and written text. The results also 

provide the means to establish a relationwhip between the 

sociopsycholinguistic transactive model of reading and the 

sociopsychomusical linguistic transactive model of sight 

singing. 

The findings of this research show that sight-singers 

utilize the same holistic process and strategies as readers 

do. The cueing systems, the cognitive strategies, and the 

learning cycles are the same. 



CHAPTER 1 

WHY A STUDY OF SIGHT-SINGING 

The purpose of this dissertation is to develop an 

understanding of the sight-singing process through an 

examination of the strategies that singers employ as they 

sight-sing a whole musical text with written text (a song 

with lyrics new to the singer). There is a need to go 

beyond the visible symbol structure of musical text in 

order to form a deeper understanding of the process of 

sight-singing, of music as a semiotic system, one that not 

only explores musical knowledge but also demonstrates a 

relationship to all learning. From this perspective the 

data from my research identifies cues and miscues that 

inform classroom teachers and music educators of the 

strategies that occur during the process of sight-singing. 

It then relates my findings about the process of sight-

singing to the sociopsycholinguistic transactive model of 

reading (K. S. Goodman, 1969, 1982, 1987, 1996, 2003b, 

2003c, 2003d), thus creating a sociopsychomusico linguisti 

transactive model of sight-singing. 

I adapted the term sociopsychomusico linguistic 

transactive from the sociopsycholinguistic transactive 
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reading model, the Goodman Model of Reading, in order to 

acknowledge the two semiotic systems a sight-singer uses 

when reading musical text with written text. The actual 

sight-singing by eight singers transcribed and the ensuing 

data analyzed using the methods and procedures of K. S. 

Goodman's early research (1969) and of Miscue Analysis (Y. 

M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987) provides base-line data 

to understand the process and strategies of sight-singing. 

It shows the interrelatedness between reading musical text 

and written text. 

This chapter presents key assumptions specific to my 

research. Experiences leading to this dissertation, 

including the power of music as observed in my teaching, 

personal experiences leading to my research, and concerns 

about current educational policies, follow. The 

significance of ray dissertation, Reading Music and Written 

Text: The Process of Sight-Singing, is followed by a 

discussion of music as related to language and to the 

research questions. The final section is an overview of the 

dissertation. 
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Key Assumptions 

Key assumptions specific to my research are: 

• Reading is viewed as a sociopsycholinguistic 

transactive process. This view of reading is based 

both upon my experiences as an educator, and on the 

vast research by Kenneth S. Goodman and others (Brown, 

K. S. Goodman, & Marek, 1996). Sight-singing, then, is 

a sociopsychomusico linguistic transactional process. 

• A complete text is necessary to gain understanding of 

a singer's use of strategies and process (Y. M. 

Goodman, Watson, & Burke 1987). The music must be a 

whole song (musical text with written text) at a 

length and difficulty level to provide data for 

analyzing each singer's strategies. 

• The singer's observed responses (OR) to musical text 

with written text reveal distinctive features that 

represent those miscues likely to occur for other 

sight-singers. 

® The small number of subjects (eight) for this research 

is appropriate for data collection and analysis. 

K. S. Goodman (1973) says that a small number of subjects 

for research purposes is appropriate because: 
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Miscues are evaluated in relation to what they indicate 

about the relevance, appropriateness, and the potential 

difficulties. . . . The assumption, which underlies 

this procedure, is that, the miscues of readers will 

represent those likely to occur in other readers. 

Particularly when readers make similar kinds of 

miscues, the miscue-causing features of the text itself 

will be revealed. It is not necessary to use numbers of 

subjects to find these text features, (p. 40) 

Experiences Leading to This Dissertation 

Experiences leading to my research questions are three

fold—the power of music for children as a semiotic system 

in the classroom, my personal background and interest, and 

an interest in understanding relationships between reading 

written text and reading musical text 

The Powex of Music for Children 

Children continuously transacting throughout the day 

in my classroom with music, art, drama, and language 

planted the seed for my research questions. Children showed 

me the power of music in their lives. A series of vignettes 

of actual events that occurred in my classroom show how 

music had an impact on the lives of children. 



Nic, a budding learner six years of age, stretched out 

his hands in which he held a sheet of paper with invented 

musical notations of music he composed. "Look what-I did! 

Sing it!" Nic was confident that I could read and sing his 

composition as easily as we read books with musical text in 

our multiage grades one-through-three classroom. Together 

Nic and I read and sang his composition because for Nic, 

the composer, and me, the sight-singer, his work was 

personal, a way to create meaningful language. His work was 

so personal that when a volunteer offered to help him 

rewrite his composition so that others could more easily 

read his writing, his response was, "No, I already wrote 

it. Why do I want to write it again?" 

Nic as a first grader was an energetic and focused 

learner with purpose and goals. In addition to composing 

musical texts, he performed the most lengthy and demanding 

lead in a musical, Rudyard Kipling's The Elephant'' s Child 

(1991), produced by the first through third graders. He 

memorized and sang his part, stretching his abilities, his 

knowledge, and his strength. He was a trooper mustering 

energy to carry out his part in the face of a serious cold 

just as would a professional singer or actor. 
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An email from Nic on January 27, 2003, now in high 

school, provided follow-up information. 

I am still very involved in music. I am making a band 

with some of my friends soon. I also have taken some 

lessons on some different instruments like recorder, 

drums, flute, and just for fun I play guitar and piano. 

I do remember writing music back at Wakefield. It was 

fun. It gave me a goal because it inspired me to do 

better in school, and it helped me in reading by giving 

me practice at it. 

Nic continues to have energy, purpose, and goals for his 

learning. 

Tom, a second-grader in the same classroom as Nic, had 

fallen from a second story window and did not function the 

same as other children, according to his grandmother with 

whom he lived. He had extreme overt and sometimes 

aggressive actions evidenced through kicking, screaming, 

and self-imposed isolation tactics. He frequently 

commented, "I can't read, and you can't make me" (Knox, 

1997, p. 71). His apparent distaste for music was equal. 

"During music he would hold his hands over his ears and 

appear to withdraw totally. Later we would discover that he 
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actually was listening and participating in his own 

aggressively passive way" (p. 71). 

Did this mean he was not listening and learning? Just 

before our soon-to-be produced musical. The Elephant's 

Child (Kipling, 1991) , Tom informed me that he knew 

all the songs even though he appeared not once to be 

an active participant. "Do you want me to sing the 

Limpopo River song?" He didn't wait for a yes or a no-, 

the song flowed from his mouth in the most beautiful 

bell-like tones, (p. 85) 

This is proof that Tom was listening, learning, and 

participating in all of our music and language activities. 

It is proof that we, his teachers, needed to respect 

different and multiple ways of knowing and be receptive to 

his successes through alternative means of evaluation. 

A five-year-old Spanish-language only boy in my class, 

Francisco, empowered himself to take the risk of entering 

the classroom community through use of his primary 

language, Spanish, and his new language, English, after 

several weeks of silence (Krashen, 1985) . Weeks passed as 

Francisco sat alone, never speaking and only occasionally 

drawing pictures that showed his exceptional ability in 



art. Gradually he moved closer to the group whenever he 

heard the children singing songs in both Spanish and 

English and having conversations about the songs. One day 

there he was, sitting in the midst of the children, singing 

every song and asking to sing particular songs. Music was 

his initiation into the world of our classroom. His silent 

period ended. From this moment onward Francisco joined in 

all class activities. Investigating money, he came to me 

and said, "Look, mucho dinero." His knowledge of how and 

when to use languages developed quickly,, but he especially 

participated when we sang songs, discussed stories, and 

used art to express his ideas. 

A third grade boy newly arrived from the Azores, 

Paulo, decided that the way to rebel at leaving his home, 

his friends, and his country was to physically hurt as many 

children as he could. This issue persisted until we began 

to plan a forthcoming production of The Nutcracker 

(Hoffman, 1984, 1987) through story, music, and dance. 

Paulo spoke very few English words, but he began to listen 

intently to stories and discussions about the Nutcracker. 

It is possible that he had heard the story in his homeland 

and was connecting the English and Portuguese texts. 



Then Paulo made a decision—he would be the Prince in 

our musical performance. His passionate desire for this 

particular part in the production created concerns with the 

collaborating teachers about a possible negative outcome, 

but Paulo did everything in his power to show that he was 

the prince. He walked with a princely step, he danced, and 

he constantly pointed to pictures of the prince saying, 

"Me." The result—Paulo created the perfect Prince in the 

performance, and best of all he became a serious learner 

with new ways to create meaning, to express his thoughts, 

and to appropriately work and play with his peers. Several 

years later, I was informed by a junior high school teacher 

that Paulo still was an excellent student and exemplified 

outstanding leadership qualities. 

Older children also evidenced the power of music on 

their lives. Upon the request of the sixth grade teachers, 

I formed an after-school chorus. The boys and girls who 

came to the first meeting were told that once they signed 

up, they must attend every rehearsal and participate in 

every performance. The result was most rewarding, A few of 

the boys and girls identified as having serious behavior 

problems in the school and community came to the first 
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chorus meeting. They stayed, they listened, they sang, and 

they participated in all of our performances. In addition, 

their teachers reported that all of the boys and girls, the 

known problem students, became much better in both attitude 

and academics for the remainder of the year. 

Later, in Tucson, Arizona, the importance of 

understanding what readers actually do as they read 

continued to blend with my desire to know what singers 

actually do when they sight-sing. 

A graduate class with Dr. Yetta M. Goodman at the 

University of Arizona during the spring of 2000 involved 

transcribing the dialogue between a teacher at Borton 

Elementary School and first through third grade children. 

This research described numerous language, literacy, and 

musical elements identified both by the teacher and the 

children as a natural result of the music session. The 

first-grade boys and girls were enthusiastic and full of 

statements and questions concerning the different cueing 

systems of both the musical text and the written text. 

A research project with fourth and fifth grade 

students during the fall semester of 2001 using music as a 

tool for learning and the inquiry cycle as the basis of 



curriculum (Kauffman, 1996; Short & Burke, 1991; Short, 

1986; Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996) continued to fuel my 

interest in the relationship between musical text and 

written text. The children in Gloria Kauffman's classroom 

explored ways to use and understand music to inform their 

individual and whole class inquiries and they participated 

in literature discussion groups. These experiences always 

were followed by whole class meetings that brought out deep 

discussions about concepts, relationships, and topics under 

study. 

A musical journey into the realm of children creating 

their own opera occurred in Wendy Goodman's second grade 

class during the fall semester, 2001. The children wrote a 

complete libretto based on The Legend of El Dorado (Vidal, 

1992). Excitement was high as Wendy negotiated and wrote 

the dictated lyrics of children on large chart paper. I 

elicited the musical melodies from the children to fit 

their lyrics. At this point. Dr. Carroll Rinehart, 

consultant for the Opening Minds through the Arts (OMA) 

project in Tucson, transcribed my musical score in order to 

accompany the children on his keyboard. We all rehearsed 

the songs with the children. The entire process involved 



continual learning phases of perceiving the idea of opera, 

ideating the construction of opera elements, and presenting 

the opera in it's full form (Y. M. Goodman, Watson, & 

Burke, 1987; Langer, 1957; Smith, K. S. Goodman, & 

Meredith, 1976). Dr. Rinehart uses the terminology to 

describe this process as creation, function, and forum. 

These empowering and revealing vignettes showing 

learning through the process of perceiving, ideating, and 

presenting are but a few among many examples not included 

in this dissertation. They all involve children transacting 

with musical text with written text. They show children 

with energy and desire to learn. They show how the 

strategies children create and use do create and affirm 

meaning. Children become more informed about themselves as 

learners. In other words, the children grow socially, 

aesthetically, and academically as they transact with 

musical texts and written texts. 

There always is a sense of excitement when one 

observes a child learning as described above. It "somehow 

transports us all to another level of understanding" 

(Gallas, 1994, p. Ill). 
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Children who know that their artistic expressions are 

valued take their work seriously. They know what I 

[Gallas], as a student, never did, and that is that 

the arts are transformative: What you know and what 

you create from that knowledge changes you and changes 

everyone around you. It makes you powerful and gives 

you authority within that community. It enables you to 

feel some control over your history as a learner. 

. . [It] enables children to think about new 

knowledge in more complex and meaningful ways by 

transforming their understanding of difficult concepts 

into metaphoric language and acts. (pp. 111-112) 

This quote from Gallas expresses my feeling when I view 

children's changing attitudes and learning over time as a 

result of their transactions with music, language, and 

learning. 

Personal Experiences Leading to Research 

Specific interest in singing is attributed to my 

experiences growing up in a musical family—two sisters and 

a father practicing and performing on their instruments of 

cornet, clarinet, and trumpet. All played the piano as 

well. Weekends were spent at bandstand concerts in the 
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park. My mother always sang. She was not a performing 

singer, but she sang wherever she was. Like my mother, I 

sang when I was happy, I sang when I was sad, and I just 

sang. 

A quarter-sized violin sits on my piano as a reminder 

of my first formal music lessons as a kindergartner in an 

all-school orchestra. My interest in singing and learning 

basic elements of music continued as a natural part of my 

education throughout my elementary school years, an 

extension of the music in my home. 

Formal voice lessons began in high school after it was 

evident that singing was my love. Experiences now included 

singing soprano solos with symphony orchestras and singing 

roles in musicals, light opera, television programs, and 

the Denver Opera Company. This singing focus continued at 

the University of California, Los Angeles where Dr. Jan 

Popper became my voice coach. Singing in his musical 

productions throughout southern California, in radio 

programs, and on television enlarged my musical background. 

Many musical experiences prepared me for a richer 

curriculum when my lifetime career became teaching 

elementary grade children. 



During these years, the late 1960s, 1970s,and 1980's, 

it became obvious in my capacity as both a classroom 

teacher and a reading specialist, that multiple systems of 

learning were not being included in many classrooms or by 

curriculum specialists. In addition, basal readers were the 

only source of books available in most classrooms for 

children to learn how to read. As a classroom teacher and 

reading specialist, I searched for and tried many programs 

and approaches. These included a variety of basal reading 

programs in addition to Dekodiphukan {Baratta-Lorton, 

1985), DISTAR (Engleman, 1972), Mastery Reading (Engleman & 

Hanner,,1973), Lippincott's Basic Reading (McCracken & 

Walcutt, 1969), Linguistic Readers (Stratemeyer & Smith, 

1967), Sullivan, (1964), language experience (VanAllen, 

1976), and individualized reading (Veatch, 1978). 

The 1987 International Reading Conference in New 

Orleans, Louisiana opened a whole new world for me 

concerning reading process and strategies. Dr. Maryann Eeds 

from Arizona State University shared her experiences 

working with Don Holdaway in New Zealand and the value of 

using whole texts and over-sized books for reading. 
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A group of known educators, including Drs. Lucy 

Caulkins, Donald Graves, Ken and Yetta Goodman, Jerry 

Harste, and Dorothy Watxon met during the conference to 

discuss the theory and practice of Whole Language in the 

classroom. The discussion connected to my beliefs. It 

provided the rationale for the successes I had observed in 

my classroom of children empowered to learn through 

accessing multiple ways to create literacy. I now had new 

tools and a support system to build a knowledge base of how 

children learn and to support the process already 

established in my classroom. 

Upon returning to California, I had a wider view of 

the place and importance of reading and music to 

incorporate. My classroom became the object of interest for 

other teachers. Five teachers requested that we form a 

first through sixth grade group as a collaborative effort 

to inform and expand our teaching and learning options. We 

visited many schools, including the Fair Oaks School in 

Redwood City, California, where Lois Bridges, Leslie 

Mangiola, and Gloria Norton became our mentors. We called 

ourselves the Wholelingual Family to indicate our holistic 

views and to acknowledge the multiple languages spoken in 
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our classrooms. Whole Language, multiple sign systems, and 

different ways of knowing, were more and more incorporated 

into our curriculum. We all saw growth in our children who 

specifically were involved in music or art, both as ways to 

learn and ways to express their learning. 

Study groups to share professional literature informed 

our teaching. Literature study included Beach (1994), Beach 

and Hynds (1990), K. S. Goodman (1986),Y. M. Goodman, 

Watson, and Burke(1987), Graves (1994), Hartman (1994), 

Meek (1988), Moll (1990), Rosenblatt (1978, 1983, 1994), 

Short and Burke (1991), Short, Harste, and Burke (1996), 

Taylor (1993), Vygotsky (1978), and Wolf and Heath, (1992). 

Literature to inform us about music as a process related to 

learning was virtually non-existent, yet music and visual 

arts played a primary role in our curriculum. The results 

of our curriculum were clear from our observations and our 

test scores: Children involved in holistic theory and 

practice using multiple sign systems were interested 

learners, creative and critical thinkers, and involved in 

their own learning. 
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Concerns About Music in the Classroom 

Changes in the political climate in California 

concerning public education and a new principal during the 

1990s took a toll on acknowledged successful teaching 

theory and practices and the curriculum we all had 

developed. The numerous requirements of a growing 

California trend to focus on test scores over learning 

abolished our holistic curriculum. 

The superintendent of the district informed the 

teachers at a monthly rap session that there would be no 

field trips, no music, no special projects, and no science 

until test scores went up. The superintendent, later 

invited to view a video by Pam Perkins (1994) with a group 

of teachers, called me aside and informed me that he highly 

recommended I never use the words whole language. My 

response was simple, I could and should be able to express 

my views on teaching. Henceforth I was removed from all 

committees in the district. 

A planned in-service for teachers in the school 

district on spelling with a nationally known authority was 

cancelled when the superintendent was told that the speaker 

was an advocate of Whole Language. At this point I became 
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more actively involved in advocating for teacher 

empowerment and curricula decisions. At a California State 

Department of Education meeting.I asked the question, "Why 

were there no language educators, bilingual 

representatives, teachers, or researchers, on the new State 

framework adoption committee?" The reply was that no 

educators were on the committee "because you have failed to 

teach our children to read." My concerns continued to grow. 

The current national trend promotes teaching to the 

test for reading and mathematics. It promotes fluency and 

accuracy over meaning and comprehension. This viewpoint is 

the cause of many districts nationwide to eliminate music, 

among other disciplines, in order to meet the standards for 

reading and mathematics. Budgetary problems also exist. 

(Coles, 1998; Freeman, Freeman, & Fennacy, 1997; Garan, 

2002; Graves, 2002; McQuillan, 1998; Taylor, 1998) 

Susan Neuman (2002), U.S. Assistant Secretary of 

Education who recently submitted her resignation, is quoted 

as saying 

The new federal No Child Left Behind Act, if 

implemented the right way, will put an end to creative 

and experimental teaching methods in the nation's 
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classrooms. It will stifle, and hopefully it will kill 

them. (October 25, 2002) 

In the same article, Neuman is quoted as saying, "One of 

the key variables is good instruction. If you have good 

instruction, children can learn regardless of what the 

neighborhood looks like." 

Good instruction, from my experience and my 

perspective, is allowing children time and support to 

experiment, explore, and be creative while participating in 

an informed and thought-provoking educational environment. 

As Eisner (1998) says: 

Literacy is far more than being able to read or to 

write. Such conceptions are educationally anemic and 

shortchange children in the long run. . . . When we 

include forms of representation such as art, music, 

dance, poetry, and literature in our programs, we not 

only develop forms of literacy, we also develop 

particular cognitive potentialities, (p. 16) 

In the introduction to Building on Children''s 

Strengths: The Experience of Project Spectrum 

(Chien, Krechevsky, Viens, & Isberg, 1998)^ Feldman (1998) 

points out that there are many different ways of knowing 



and thinking about the world. "The issue is not the 

importance of the basic curriculum. Certainly reading, 

arithmetic, and the like are essential goals of schooling" 

(p. 1). The point is that in addition to the linguistic and 

logical/mathematical intelligences stressed in schools, it 

is equally important to discover what each child uniquely 

can contribute. 

What is lost when a child's potential has no outlet 

for expression? What could be gained by trying to 

recognize the unique contributions each child can 

make? ... It appears that if schools do not engage a 

child during the first few years, the chance may be 

lost forever, (pp. 1-2) 

Whole Language is one aspect of theory and practice used in 

Project Spectrum to engage children in multiple ways to 

learn. 

Justin Timberlake (Stout, 2003), a current musical 

teen idol, also is concerned about the lack of music in our 

schools, especially since he did not have much music in his 

education. "There wasn't a lot of music education around" 

(p. 10). Timberlake says in the same article in the USA 

Weekend that, "I want to give a kid who has the same 



aspirations as I did that outlet." The article points out 

that the National Assessment of Educational Progress showed 

that only 25% of eight-graders had music classes. "Tough 

times and a growing focus on academic testing have meant 

less time and money for music." Timberlake established the 

Timberlake Foundation to provide grants to schools that 

need music programs, in partnership with the Educational 

Tour Bus of the John Lennon Songwriting Contest. 

Music educators, researchers, and theorists, such as 

Bamberger (2000), Davidson and Scripp (2002), Eisner (1998, 

2002), Greene (1988, 1995), and Sarason (1999) all see the 

need for more emphasis on music and the arts in public 

schools as a necessary ingredient for learning. M. Greene 

(1998) says it this way: 

To recognize at the same time that there are always 

multiple perspectives and multiple vantage points, is 

to recognize that no accounting, disciplinary or 

otherwise, can ever be finished or complete. There is 

always more. There is always possibility. And this is 

where the space opens for the pursuit of freedom. Much 

the same can be said about experiences with art 

objects—not only literary texts, but music, painting. 
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dance. They have the capacity, when authentically 

attended to, to enable persons to hear and to see what 

they would not ordinarily hear and see. (p. 129) 

I am concerned that many children and young people are 

not in classrooms where uniqueness, creativity, and 

multiple ways to learn are available to them. This is a 

result of several possibilities. Teachers lack knowledge of 

the importance of multiple sign systems, specifically 

music, and of critical literacy. The politics and 

politicians today promote reading, writing, and mathematics 

as the only areas of learning as necessary for children to 

be literate. I am especially concerned that by not 

acknowledging the uniqueness of children's talents and ways 

they learn, that their talents may be lost or at most their 

full potential may not be realized. 

These concerns lead to the significance of my research 

for this dissertation. 

Significance of Research 

My research provides a base for classroom teachers, 

music educators, and researchers to broaden the knowledge 

base of how musical text and written text are related a la 

the sociopsycholingistic transactional model of reading 
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(K. S. Goodman, 1969, 1982, 1987, 1996, 2003b, 2003c). 

Additional significance of this research is as follows: 

• To provide a basic understanding of the relationship 

between reading music and reading text, 

• To build base knowledge of the two semiotic systems, 

musical text and written text, to help classroom 

teachers and music educators alike better plan 

learning experiences and exploration for their 

students, thus facilitating learning, 

• To suggest that parallel strategies and processes used 

in reading musical text and written text (see Chapter 

6) provide a strengthening of both semiotic systems, 

to help learners become more effective and efficient 

readers through use of more than one semiotic system, 

• To address the need to understand the multiple ways 

(specifically music) that semiotic systems other than 

language and mathematics interrelate and contribute to 

over-all learning. (Blair & Caine 1995; Blythe & 

Gardner 1990; Edwards 1988; Gardner, 1983, 1999). 

® To show value in introducing sight-singing at the 

earliest possible time in the life of the child, and 
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• To develop a Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy as 

a natural result of my research. 

Music and Reading as Semiotic Systems 

Music and reading, two separate but parallel semiotic 

systems conjoined by the singer, create song. The young 

people described in this chapter naturally knew this 

concept as they experienced renewed views of themselves as 

sight-singers and learners. 

There is, however, much speculation about music as a 

semiotic system or a system that has a degree of meaning to 

which music alone is capable (Aiello, 1994; Bernstein, 

197 6; S. Brown, 1992; Langer, 1993; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 

1983; Swain, 1997). This issue is more clearly defined in 

Chapter 2. However, it is a discussion of the universality 

of music as a language, music with oral text, that sets the 

tone for my dissertation. 

Aiello (1994) says that the "presence and importance 

of singing in most of the world's cultures attest to the 

universal binding of music and speech" (p. 43). Aiello sees 

music as present throughout the world, therefore it is 

universal 
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Bernstein (1976) speaks of music as heightened speech, 

including the word universal. He states that; 

We all display the same physiological manifestations 

of affect; our eyebrows go up with anticipation; our 

hearts pound with passion; and fear affects us 

universally with goose flesh. And in the sense that 

music may express those affective goings-on, then it 

must indeed be a universal language, (p. 15) 

Bernstein also describes in detail musical notes that he 

considers universal [E and G]. They are found in some form 

in most countries around the world. According to Bernstein: 

Research seems to indicate that this exact 

constellation of two notes (and its three-note 

variant) is the same all over the world, wherever 

children tease each other, on every continent and in 

every culture. In short, we may have here a clear case 

of a musico-linguistic universal grammar, (pp. 16-17) 

Singing games around the world use the same two notes [E 

and G] only now extended to three notes [E, G, and A]. (see 

Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1. Universal musico-linguistic language. 

These notes "are handed to us by Nature on a silver 

platter" (Bernstein, p. 27), the tonic, the dominant, and 

the sub-dominant, or the third note of a major scale. 

The example in Figure 1.1 provides simple and clear 

evidence of the need to go beyond the visible structure of 

music and form a deeper understanding of music. The idea of 

the universality of music is of itself a reason to 

understand how music, written language (reading and 

writing), and oral language are interrelated. Aiello 

(1994), Bernstein (1976), Blair and Caine (1995), J. Brown, 

K. S. Goodman, and Marek (1996), Csikszenthihalyi (1997), 

Dewey (1934), Edwards (1988), Eisner (1994), Gardner (1983, 

1995, 1999), K. S. Goodman (2003), Langer (1993), and Swain 

(1997) theorize about the interrelatedness between music 

and language. All contend that music is a necessary part of 

our lives. Dewey (1934) puts it this way; 
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If all meanings could be adequately expressed by 

words, the arts of painting and music would not exist. 

There are values and meanings that can be expressed 

only by immediately visible and audible qualities, and 

to ask what they mean in the sense of something that 

can be put into words is to deny their distinctive 

existence, (p. 74) 

The sight-singer must understand how to create meaning from 

the musical symbols and the orthographic symbols. Knowledge 

of how singers sight-read music is needed in order to 

provide support for the singer. This knowledge is achieved 

in different ways. K. S. Goodman (1996) develops insights 

into reading as language through observing real readers 

reading real texts. Y. M. Goodman (1996) gains knowledge 

about reading and writing from kidwatching, and Bamberger 

(1994) finds her most compelling questions about music 

learning from everyday work with students in the classroom. 

I found the compelling questions for this research from the 

insights of the children in my classrooms. In each case, it 

is the reader or singer who provides the focus for 

questions and informs the researcher. 



The Research Questions 

In order to understand the sight-singing process 

through an examination of the strategies that singers use, 

the following is my major research question: 

How does the process of sight-singing relate to the 

sociopsycholinguistic transactional model of reading? 

This question involves two sub-questions. 

Sub-question 1: 

What tool is available to analyze sight-singing for 

the purpose of understanding it as a process? 

Sub-question 2: 

What is the process of sight-singing? 

My research, identifying, comparing, and analyzing 

those strategies used in the process of sight-singing forms 

a baseline study to determine and compare sight-singing 

process with the sociopsycholinguistic transactional model 

of reading. Classroom teachers, music educators, and 

researchers alike will be able to have a more informed 

understanding of the power music in our classrooms and be 

able to associate music to all learning. 

The distinctive features of music for my dissertation 

are defined in Appendix A; Glossary of Terms for Sight-



Singing Research: Musical Miscue Terminology. Miscue 

analysis terminology appropriate for my dissertation is in 

Appendix B: Glossary of Terms for Sight-Singing Research: 

Miscue Analysis Terminology. 

An overview of my dissertation follows. 

Organization of the Dissertation 

This introductory chapter introduces my research on 

sight-singing musical text with written text as a process 

and states my research questions. I include the 

significance of the study and present the questions for my 

research. 

Chapter 2, the literature review, includes studies and 

research that relate to this dissertation. It provides 

insight into the views held by music educators, 

philosophers, and singers about music, reading, and 

language that view music and language from different 

perspectives. 

Chapter 3 presents the design, methodology, and 

procedures of the study. Data collection procedures and a 

structural analysis of the music used for this research are 

included. 



Chapter 4 presents a profile of each of the eight 

singers who were communicators for my research. Samples of 

cues and miscues based on the sight-singing session are 

provided as well as the perceived understandings and 

beliefs of the singers based on the initial and final 

interviews. 

Chapter 5 describes the process and events leading to 

the design of the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy, 

the tool I developed to provide answers to my major 

question. 

Chapter 6 compares my Sight-Singing Model developed 

from the Sight-Singing Taxonomy to the 

sociopsycholinguistic model of reading (K. S. Goodman, 

1969, 1982, 1987, 1996, 2003b, 2003c, 2003d). 

The final chapter. Chapter 7, presents an overview of 

my dissertation, findings of my research, implications of 

the findings, and questions for further research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 

THE SEMIOTICS OF SIGHT-SINGING 

This chapter provides a review of literature that 

focuses on understanding the semiotics of sight-singing. It 

addresses focal areas concerning music and language that 

support my view that a singer relies on two semiotic 

systems, musical text and written text, that must flow 

together to create a song with lyrics. This review of 

literature includes: 

• The Relationship Between Music and Language 

• The Semiotics of Music 

« Music Instruction: A Word on Learning 

• The Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscues and the 

Goodman Model of Reading: A History 

I begin this literature review with a discussion of the 

relationship between music and language. 

The Relationship Between Music and Language 

The beginnings of music and the relationship between 

music and language (written and oral) have been the focus 

of aesthetic and philosophical interpretations throughout 

history (Aiello,1994; Bernstein, 1976; Deutsch, 1999; Dewey, 



1934; Hargreaves, 1996; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). The 

views presented in this literature review show the diversity 

and ambiguity of past and current viewpoints. 

The Beginnings of Music 

S. Brown (1992) proposes that both music and language 

evolved from a common ancestor, a musilanguage stage. They 

are "two related but dissociable tiers, each derived from a 

common set of principles dealing with phrases and phrasing" 

(p. 274). They are the result of emergence, where music and 

language are reciprocal specializations of a "dual-natured 

referential emotive communicative precursor, whereby music 

emphasizes sound as emotive meaning and language emphasizes 

sound as referential meaning" (p. 271). 

Structure of basic musical intervals is attributed to 

Pythagoras during the 2"^^ century, a philospher and 

mathematician (J. James, 1993; Katz, 1996). Pathegoras also 

is believed to have been the first person to designate 

music as a science (Langer, 1942/1993). 

In the 17*^^ century Mersenne measured the velocity of 

sound and heard pitches higher than the pitch frequency in 

the sounds of strings. Galileo, at the same time, proposed 

a similar theory, the rhythmic theory of consonance, with 
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the most pleasing consonance being the octave (Pierce, 

1999). 

Leonard Bernstein (1976), after an elaborate discussion 

of the beginnings of sound and of the commonalties in 

-Children's speech and chants (see Chapter 1), concludes 

that, "if the theory of monogenesis is valid and speech indeed 

has common origins, and if the heightening of that speech 

produces music, then music may also be said to have common 

origins—and is therefore universal" (p. 16). 

Functions of Music and Language 

The functions of music and language are many and 

varied. Chapter 1 presented the impact of music on the 

lives of children and young people in my classrooms. 

Bernstein (1976) presents the universality of music used 

throughout the world; this implies that a function of music 

is as a world language. Swain (1997) shows how music 

foreshadows events. Aiello (1994) views a function of music 

as communicating thought. 

Del Hymes (1972), the anthropologist and linguist, 

says that "In our society sung and spoken communication 

intersect in song; pure speaking and instrumental music are 

separate kinds of communication" (p. 39). He views language 

as not always equivalent in role and value. He views speech 
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as "a surrogate for all forms of language, including 

writing, song and speech-derived whistling, drumming, horn 

calling, and the like" (p. 39). 

Feld (1982) provides examples of music as a form of 

mythical language from his research of the songs and poems 

of the Kaluli people of Papua New Guinea, an ethnographic 

study of sound as a cultural system, one that is closely 

related to bird sounds. The Kaluli men produce specific vocal 

sounds to replicate events in their story telling. In the 

mythical story of "The Boy Who Became a Muni Bird, " they 

tend to make a naturalistic imitation of a call, using a 

three-pitch descending melodic contour (see Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1. Melody one: The first bird call. 

A second call is then sung using a four-pitch descending 

melodic contour in response to the first call (see Figure 

2.2) . 
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Figure 2.2. Melody two: Response to the first bird 
call. 



The pitches create an emotive meaning in that they stand for 

sadness and weeping. This example of music as language is 

mythical in nature but for the Kaluli people it functions 

as part of their culture. 

A function specific to culture is the use of tone and 

pitch by Asian countries to denote meaning (Aiello, 1994). 

Foreshadowing. 

Foreshadowing, predictions of forthcoming events in 

both music or language, is a function of music that creates 

a feeling of anticipation of events, such as the emotion 

caused from the ring of a doorbell or a telephone. Early 

films, especially when technical aspects of language 

production were not as clearly defined as today, emphasized 

the use of music to foreshadow events. A classic example is 

To Be or Not to Be (Lubitsch, 1938), a film starring Jack 

Benny and Carole Lombard. Music is used to foreshadow 

coming events that follow a dialogic sequence. 

Dewey (1934) discusses foreshadowing through use of 

music. Instruments allow sound to be "freed from the 

definiteness it has acquired through association with 

speech. It thus reverts to its primitive passional quality" 

(p. 239). Responses from the foreshadowing "thus [enrich] 
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the content of perception instead of being dispersed in 

overt discharge" (p. 239). Dewey says: 

By the use of harmony and melody of tone, it [music] 

introduces incredibly varied complexities of question, 

uncertainty, and suspense wherein every tone is 

ordered in reference to others so that each is a 

summation of what precedes and a forecast of what is to 

come. (p. 239) 

Swain (1997) explains music as a metaphor to 

foreshadow an event in a scene in the third act of 

Rigoletto. Fast rhythms, dissonances, and a minor mode 

provide a metaphor for violence. The storm is expressed 

literally while the murder is expressed metaphorically. 

Swain states that "a concept of musical metaphor works best 

where the linguistic character of music is strongest in 

syntax" (p. 99). The structure of music creates 

anticipation, emotion, and meaning. 

A few of the many possible functions of music 

discussed above leads to views of the relationship between 

music and language. 

Parallels and Constrasts 

Bernstein (1976), Henson (1977), Katz (1996), Langer 

(1942/1993), and Swain, (1997) are among those music 
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researchers and theorists who discuss parallels and contrasts 

between music and language. 

Katz (1996) views the essense of the process of 

reading musical text with written text as anticipation and 

retrospection. He discusses the application of Gestalt 

psychology to music, the organization of perceptions in 

patterns of expectation according to an economy principle. 

Gestalt schemata, according to Katz, reduce the complexity of 

the world into patterns that constitute our perception, 

experience, and knowledge. ''Dissonance and disequilibrium 

underlie '"all human activities' and are the result of the 

relative nature of all human knowledge, which is subject to 

continual revision" (p. 37). Katz includes the work of 

Wolgang Iser (1978) in his discussion. 

Iser believes that the discrepancies between the 

reader's schemata, or expectations, and the schemata 

of text are a source of disequilibrium and dissonance 

that the reader must try to resolve by revising his or 

her own schemata in the light of the new experience 

the text presents. 

The result of the difference between the reader's 

schemata and those contained in the text, between the 

background and the foreground, is the creation of 
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expectations, of tension or disequilibrium. It is this 

tension . . . that motivates the reader to create "the 

aesthetic object" (Iser distinguishes this "aesthetic 

object" that the reader creates from "the text" that 

the author creates in much the same way that Rosenblatt 

does between "poem" and text."), (pp. 150-152) 

Katz thus views the musical text as a meaning-making 

aesthetic response. 

Swain (1997) comments that however imprecise most 

musicians will admit that the "meaning" of what they compose, 

perform, and hear, that meaning from music not only is 

important but is an essential aspect of the art. 

These sounds, whether phonemic or tonal, are never 

understood as isolated events strung together to make 

speech and music. Rather, every sound is heard in a 

contextual background, so that the listener takes an 

active and essential role not only in figuring out the 

grammatical function of the sound but in the very 

identification of the sound, (p. 15) 

According to Swain (1997), we are dealing with perception, and 

context is an irreducible part of that perception. 

"Communicating meaning is the raison d'etre of natural 

language" (p. 44) . He also points out that music as 
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communication breaks down when comparing it to language. A 

good sentence conveys understanding of text. Music seems 

full of meaning . . . yet no community of listeners can 

agree among themselves with any precision that comes close to 

natural language about the nature of meaning" (p. 45) . Swain 

considers music as having a semantic range that is 

essentially the same as that of any word in a language, 

"only much broader in its scope; sharing the same kind of 

elasticity but of much greater degree than is typical in 

language" (p. 55). 

The role of context in perception, according to Swain 

(1997), is central to meaning, covering grammatical, 

semantic, and episodic knowledge the listener brings to 

interpretation of acoustic signals. Swain credits a renewal 

of interest in semiotics of music late in the twentieth-

century to the renewing interest in language and music, 

making the analogy of music and language worthwhile, 

developing more and better insights into the nature of both. 

Whatever the specific causes, the idea of music as 

language has returned to favor because the analogy is 

too persuasive, too rich in comparisons and images to do 

without if we want to talk about music and its 

experience in depth and detail, (p. 5) 



Swain (1997) and Langer (1942/1993), among other 

music-educators, researchers, and theorists agree that 

music is meaning-making (Bernstein, 1976; Katz, 1996). 

However, ambiguity exists relative to the kind and depth of 

meaning, as well as what constitutes and does not constitute 

language relationships. 

Langer (1942/1993) says that "logically, music has not 

the characteristic properties of languages—separable terms 

with fixed connotes, and syntactical rules for deriving 

complex connotes without any loss to the constituent 

elements" (p. 232). Speach and music have essentially 

different functions, despite their oft-remarked union in 

song. Langer (1942/1953) considers "music [asjthe illusion 

begotten by sounds" (p. 107). The "elements are not pitch, 

duration and loudness, nor chords and measured beats; they 

are, like all artistic elements, something virtual, created 

only for perception" (p. 107), they are moving forms of 

sound. For Langer, motion is the essence of music of forms 

that are not visible. 

Henson (1977) offers a specific quote from the Shorter 

Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles (1959). 

Language is a "method of expression, otherwise than by 

words" (Henson, p^ 233). This "other than by words" in 



Henson's view includes music. He believes that the real ground 

for debate is not whether music is a language but "what it 

conveys to the listener" (p. 233), showing the ambiguous 

nature of defining music as related to language and meaning. 

Henson (1977) quotes Isidore of Seville on the ' 

universality of music from What Music Can Do, written 

between 6.22 A.D. and 633 A.D. Isidore said, "Without music 

no discipline can be perfect, for there is nothing without 

it. For the very universe, it is said, is held together by 

a certain harmony of sounds" (p. 233). 

Music and language have commonalities(Henson, 1977). 

Both are expressive and receptive, including functions of 

composition, invention, performance, and comprehension. 

Music is expressed vocally in song, while speech has its 

own melody. Poetry, with its rhythm and melody and music are 

affinities; both are linear, but music is linear in both 

horizontal and vertical planes. The ultimate difference 

between music and speech is that "Music is always an art, 

though sometimes debased, whereas speech is the language of 

common people who employ it as a practical means of 

communication" (Henson, p. 69). 

Aiello (1994) agrees that music and language have both 

parallels and contrasts. Parallels include the universality 
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of music and language. Music and language both have an 

inherent structure that evolves over a temporal continuum 

incorporating phonetic, syntactic, and semantic levels. Modes 

of communication include thought, emotion, and 

aesthetics. These parallels are in consonance with K. S. 

Goodman (1969, 1982, 1987, 1996, 2003b, 2003c, 2003d). 

Both language and music are in a state of convention and 

invention over time. 

A basic contrast in the purpose of music, according to 

Aiello (1994), is that language is to communicate thought 

while a main goal of music is to heighten emotions and 

express them aesthetically. The purpose of meter and rhythm, 

accents, and stresses define both linguistic and musical 

patterns, but they differ in cultures. For instance, Asian 

languages depend on pitch and tone for meaning, which in 

turn involves a musical sense. Western languages depend on 

intonation and stress. 

The implications of this literature review on the 

relationship between music and language thus far are clear. 

Through our experiences, the world is built through many 

connecting ideas that simultaneously affect the whole of our 

thoughts. Parallels and contrasts have an intricate 

relationship with the meaning of music and language. 
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Grammar, Syntax, and Sexaantxcs 

"All musical thinkers agree that there is such a thing 

as a musical syntax comparable to a descriptive grammar of 

speech" (Bernstein, 1976, p. 56) in which analyzing and 

accounting for most musical phenomena is possible. There 

really are no sentence units, for example, because "they 

must come to a completion of sound rather than a period" (p. 

61). According to Bernstein, the closest we can get to a 

musical prose sentence is an entire movement. "It is the 

nature of music to be ongoing" (p. 61). Bernstein's first 

lectures were on origin of music, syntax, and structure, but 

he considers his lectures to be about semantics, of tonal 

relationships that produce meaningful structures. 

Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983) view grammar of music as 

generative-transformational in which auditory and visual 

perceptions are intertwined throughout the text. Their goal 

is to understand musical cognition, a psychological 

phenomenon. Generative linguistic theory is an attempt to 

characterize what one knows when he knows how to speak a 

language, "enabling him to understand and create an 

indefinitely large number of sentences, most of which he 

has never heard before" (p. 5). 



Levy (2001) presents a succint description of Lerdahl 

and Jackendoff's theory to music-reading. 

Lerdahl and Jackendoff's (1983) generative music theory 

proposed that music listeners psychologically 

generated interpretive rules similar to those proposed 

in linguistics by Chomsky. The authors asserted that 

listeners infer rhythmic groupings in specific 

interactive and generative ways. They presented 

rhythmic grouping preference rules based on local and 

global considerations such as accent, symmetry, motivic, 

thematic, and rhythmic or harmonic parallelism. 

Empirical studies have supported Lerdahl and 

Jackendoff's grouping rules (Clarke & Krumhansl, 1990; 

Deliege, 1987; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1987) and confirmed 

that listeners' aural structuring of music can be 

understood as analogous to listeners' aural structuring 

of language in some specific ways. (p. 48) 

Grouping, or structuring, is stated by K. S. Goodman 

(1969) . 

The oral and written forms of the language are not 

simple phoneme-grapheme correspondences, but are 

relationships between patterns of sound and spelling 

patterns. . . . Reading is a process in which the 
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reader picks and chooses from the available information 

only enough to select and predict a language structure 

which is decodable. (p. 17) 

Music educators, researchers, and theorists agree that 

the meaning of music is the most difficult to evaluate 

(Aiello, 1994; Bernstein, 1976; Langer, 1993; Swain, 1997). 

However, the one element that appears to be agreed upon is 

that of emotion. 

Music and Emotion 

Emotion is an element that is associated with the 

semantics of music. There is a growing interest among music 

eduators, researchers, and neurologists concerning emotion 

and music (Bernstein, 1976; Cook & Dibben, 2001; Eisner, 

1998; John-Steiner, 1997; Katz, 1996). 

Langer (1979) says that "every mode of thought is 

bestowed on us, like a gift, with some new principle of 

symbolic expression" (p. 201) . Music is ^^formulation and 

representation of emotions, moods, mental tensions and 

resolutions—a ^logical picture' of sentient, responsive 

life" (p. 222). 

Bernstein (1976) continuously discusses meaning in 

relation to emotion in music. 
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When a piece of music "means" something to me, it is 

a meaning conveyed by the sounding notes themselves— 

what Eduard Hanslick called "sonorous forms in motion" 

(a wonderful phrase), and I can report those meanings 

back to you precisely in terms of those forms" (p. 

135). 

Vera John-Steiner (1997), comments on the work of 

Gardner (1983). Music, in relation to creativity and 

cognition, is one of the intelligences that "unites 

affective and cognitive competencies, living up to Aaron 

Coopland's characterization of music as the language of 

emotion" (p. 142). Vygotsky (1987) says that "Every idea 

contains some remnant of the individual's affective 

relationship to that aspect of reality which it represents" 

p. 50) . 

LeDoux (1996), a neurobiologist, points out that 

cognitive science is really a science of only part of the 

mind, "the part having to do with thinking, reasoning, and 

intellect. It leaves emotions out. Minds without emotions 

are not really minds at all" (p. 25). 

The Semiotics of Music 

A discussion of music as a semiotic system, an 

assumption of this dissertation, naturally includes multiple 
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sign systems, multiple intelligence theory, and current 

research on the relationship of the brain to music. I first 

present a review of semiotics and music inclusive of multiple 

sign systems. This discussion provides support for my 

viewpoint that music (musical text) is a semiotic system 

and that sight-singing involves two semiotic systems-

musical text and written text. 

Semiotics and Music 

The work of Charles S. Peirce on semiotics is often 

referenced in literature on music and language. As Aiello 

(1994) says, researchers have "probed extensively into the 

relationship between music and semiotics" (p. 56). 

Dewey (1934) discusses the arts and music as language 

systems. 

If all meanings could be adequately expressed by words, 

the arts of painting and music would not exist. There 

are values and meanings that can be expressed only by 

immediately visible and audible qualities, and to ask 

what they mean in the sense of something that can be 

put into words is to deny their distinctive existence, 

(p. 74) 



Dewey (1934) views music as a system that creates values and 

meaningful communication. From this point of view, by 

nature of its code and impact on humanity, music meets the 

triadic systemic relationship of meaning (Peirce, 1977; 

Hoopes, 1991). Figure 2.3 depicts one such view of a 

triadic relationship. 

Interpretant 
The Song 

Representamen (Sign) Object 
Notations Transformation of Thought 

Figure 2.3. Sight-singing conceptual frame represented 
through the triadic relationship theory of 
Peirce. 

The notation symbols (the representamen, the sign vehicle) 

are representative of some arbitrary relationship that 

provides transformation of thought and results in the 

intrepretant, thought and action. Merrell (1995) says of 

this conceptual frame; 

There is no master plan that one can take in hand and 

foray out into the universe of signs . . . the ideas 
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Peirce offers are rich, but, with no all-encompassing 

blueprint, the parts are not separable from the whole 

in order that one can by studying the parts assimilate 

the whole, bit by bit. (p. 30) 

Hoopes (1991), a Peirce scholar, points out that 

Peirce had various definitions and descriptions of the term 

sign. However, "it is generally accepted that a 'sign' is 

also a thought, but it differs from an 'idea' in that its 

meaning is not self evident." Thus, "a sign receives its 

meaning by being interpreted by a subsequent thought or 

action" and^the meaning of every thought is established by 

a triadic relation, an interpretation of the thought as a 

sign of a determining object" (p. 7). 

Eco (197 9) maintains that "semiotics is concerned with 

everything that can be taken as a sign" and a sign "is 

everything which can be taken as significantly substituting 

for something else" (p. 7). Music is a semiotic system 

according to Eco, but it is purely syntactic with no 

apparent semantic depth. "Sign vehicles of syntactical 

systems have denotations inasmuch as they possess some 

interpretants" (p. 88). 

Suhor (1992) acknowledges a relationship between music 

and semiotics: "The student's background knowledge, indeed 



the student's entire repertoire of life experiences, 

determines the qualities of meaning derived from a text" (p. 

229). This view approaches that of Deely (1990) who says 

that "the whole of our experience from its most primitive 

origins in sensation to its most refined achievements of 

understanding is a network or web of sign relations" (p. 

13) . 

Semiotics in the classroom is a focus of Berghoff 

(1993, 2002; Berghoff, Borgman, and Parr, 2003). The 

interpretant, meaning, can be gained from use of different 

sign systems, a process known transmedition. "In music, 

art, drama, an other sign systems, learners use signs and 

conventions to interpret and create meanings. Working in 

multiple sign systems simultaneously, learners are able to 

prolong thinking and consider multiple perspectives" (1993, 

p. 225) . 

Eisner (1985) provides evidence of relationships 

between music and language. He states: 

Human beings possess the capacity to contact and 

construe reality in a variety of ways. The sensory 

and symbol systems that humans have invented to 

express what they have come to know create 



different forms of awareness and make different 

modes of understanding possible, (p. 123) 

The extent to which we are literate in the 

symbol systems appropriate for conveying or making 

such knowledge public, to that extent we are able 

to share what we know with others, (p. 150) 

Langer (1993) considers all thought to be symbolism. 

"Symbolization is the essential act of mind, and mind takes 

in more than what is commonly called thought" (p. 41). 

Langer sees music as a language system, but she maintains 

that there is a difference between music and language. 

Music has all the earmarks of a true symbolism, except 

one: the existence of an assigned connotation. It is a 

form that is capable of connotation and the meanings 

to which it is amenable are articulations of emotive, 

vital, sentient experiences. But its import is never 

fixed, (p. 240) 

Langer (1993) continues by saying that: 

What is true of language is essential in music: music 

that is invented while the composer's mind is fixed on 

what is to be expressed is apt not to be music. It is 

a limited idiom, like an artificial language, only 

even less successful; for music at its highest, though 
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clearly a symbolic form is an unconsummated symbol. 

Articulation is its life, but not assertion; 

expressiveness, not expression. The actual function of 

meaning, which calls for permanent contents is not 

fulfilled; for the assignment of one rather than 

another possible meaning to each form is never 

explicitly made. (p. 240) 

The concept of music as a semiotic system with limited 

meaning-making discussed above evidences the need for more 

knowledge of process and strategies that relate to the 

language of music. 

The topic of semiotics focuses next on defining music 

reading and sight-singing. 

Defining Music Reading 

The body of research on music reading is quite extensive. 

I therefore present the research I find salient for informing 

my research. This review of literature focuses on two areas of 

music reading—instrumentalists reading music and sight-

singing. Research on instrumentalists reading music is quite 

extensive while research specific to sight-singing is 

extremely limited. Research in both areas tends to focus 

primarily on performance and production of skills on short 

musical extracts rather than on process. A story about 
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Mozart by Scott and Moffett (1977) begins the discussion of 

defining music reading. 

Realizing that he had an exceptional talent, Mozart's 

father took him to London at the age of eight to sight read 

music.on a piano that he could not have previously seen. The 

music was in five parts—two for violin, one for double 

bass, and two vocal parts. According to the report, "the 

score was no sooner upon his desk than he began to play the 

symphony in a most masterful manner as well as in the time and 

style which corresponded with the intention of the composer" 

(p. 175). The assessment of this event is that Mozart was 

better at sight reading than his father. 

Scott and Moffett (1977) also relate childhood stories 

about Beethoven, Hayden, Handel, and Bach, documented by Cox 

in 1926, that show music experiences of these and other early 

talented musicians. According to Cox, as stated by Scott and 

Moffett (1977), early access to a musical instrument, 

supportive families, and composing a flurry of works" (p. 

199) at young ages typifies later musicianship. The 

interesting item about these talented musicians is that 

their early works were of little lasting import, but by the 

composers' early 20's major compositions emerge. Criteria for 

judging these composers early compositions was not provided. 



Scott and Moffett believe that interest and devotion appear 

to be of greater importance for success than actual ability 

from evidence of these young known composers, 

Hodges (1992), indicates that there is a lack of an 

accepted, research-supported understanding of the music-

reading process. Definitions different writers use to 

discuss the process vary and there is diversity in teaching 

methods. For instance, the use of syllables or other mnemonic 

devices to teach music-reading skills is advocated by some 

(Bebeau, 1982) . Tonal pattern instruction is considered an 

effective technique by Richardson, (1972). Different 

notational systems also have led to improved music reading 

such as a binary system (Bukspan, 1979). Shape notes, a 

distinctively American method in use in the southern United 

States, substitutes shapes for notes (Kyme, 1960) . Hodges 

(1992) suggests future research efforts might be toward 

understanding the process of music reading and determining 

effective means of supporting proficient music readers. 

Sloboda (1976a) says that "music bears formal 

relations to language which suggests that perceptual 

processes in the two modes may also be similar" (p. 1). 

One research study (Sloboda, 1984) shows that music readers 

aurally perceive notes before a note is sounded. He defines 
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music reading as a genuine species of music perception but 

adds that the task of investigating this process is 

difficult to investigate. The music reader has to provide a 

coherent performance of music not seen before. 

In the same research (1984), Sloboda discusses his 

study using musical extracts based on Bean (1938), Bennett, 

Hausfeld, Reeve, and Smith (1981), and Halpern and Bower, 

(1979, 1982). Sloboda's subjects attempted to reconstruct 

"highly simplified excerpts of music notation" (p. 224). 

Visual stimuli were presented for 20 msec and then 2-second 

exposures. Responses were scored in terms of accurately 

copied notes. The results suggest that with adequate viewing 

time, musicians have more efficient coding and storage 

mechanisms than nonmusicians. Sloboda proposes that the 

reason for this may be in the amount of knowledge the music 

readers have of names or functions of individual symbols. A 

common theme of Sloboda*s (1976a, 1976b, 1984) research is 

that sight-reading is determined by various structural 

features in the music and that "there is incontrovertible 

evidence that musical knowledge is implicated in sight 

reading" (Sloboda, 1984, p. 231). Sloboda focuses on 

elements of time, accuracy, and textual knowledge in this 
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literature review. He also, however, acknowledges the 

difficulty of investigating process in music reading. 

The Goldovsky ExpeTimentf Proofxea.deT ̂ s Ettot 

Sloboda (1976b) says that "readers appear to use 

contextual information to augment, and even supplant, 

information from the written word" (p. 228). "Music reading 

appears to be such a skill" (p. 231). 

Sloboda (1976b, p. 234) found that "repetition of a 

sight-reading task decreases errors on unaltered notes 

while showing a trend towards increasing errors on altered 

notes" as "strong" evidence that inference occurs in music 

reading" (1976b, p. 234). The way visual symbols are 

recognized depends upon their function within the "system 

that they symbolize" (1976a, p. 1) as well as their visual 

form. Just as letter recognition is supported by being 

presented in pronounceable groups, visual symbols can be 

supported by phrase structures, or superordinate sense of 

music. 

Sloboda (1984) relates an experiment based upon the 

mis-reading music incident of the pianist,Goldovsky. The 

"distinguished piano teacher and sight-reader, Boris 

Goldovsky, discovered a misprint in a much used edition of 

a Brahms Capriccio" from the sight-reading of the music by 
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a relatively poor pupil who played, the musically 

impossible" printed note at a lesson. Wolf (1976) retells 

the story utilizing and suggests that the pianist was using 

knowledge of music and the concept of proofreaders' error, 

"the tendency for readers to misperceive small inaccuracies 

in text as the 'correct' or ^intende' sequences" (p. 232). 

Goldovsky stopped the pupil, thinking her to have 

misread, but soon discovered that is was he 

[Goldovsky], and countless other pupils and 

colleagues, who had misread, inferring a sharp sign in 

front of a note because in the musical context it had to 

be G sharp, not, as printed, a G natural. So struck was 

he with his misperception, that he devised the 

"Goldovsky experiment," which consisted in telling 

skilled readers that there was a misprint somewhere in 

the piece and asking them to find it. . . .No musician 

found the mistake, (p. 232) 

It is interesting to note that Goldolvsky, as reported 

in Wolf (1976), does not consider this deviation from the 

musical text as a mistake, but as misreading from inference. 

This is a major change in looking at the deviations by 

musicians and researchers. Rather than considering this 

deviation, the observed response of the student, as a mistake 
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or an error, it is considered as a misreading. This view is 

similar to that of Y. M. Goodman, Watson, and Burke (1987) 

that all reading, in this case reading a musical score, is 

cued by language and personal experience. It is not "simply 

random, uncontrolled behavior" (p. 5). It is quite clear that 

in the Goldolvsky incident that the note played by the 

pianist was correct. The note was cued by the language of the 

music, the musical symbols, which were not syntactically 

correct 

Sloboda (1984) reconstructed the same experiment with 

the same results. All pianists substituted the correct note 

for an incorrect note that Sloboda had placed in the music, 

suggesting that the players had learned some things about 

overall melodic and tonal structure and reacted accordingly. 

Sloboda suggests that it is skilled, rather than unskilled, 

readers who are most likely to be susceptible to 

proofreaders' error, presumably because they are more likely 

to be reading for superordinate structures, (p. 233) 

K. S. Goodman (1996, p. 38) provides a reading sample 

(see Figure 2.4) that demonstrates the same theory as the 

proofreaders' error. The reader is to read the selection 

below only once, cover it, write everything remembered, and 

then uncover the reading for information about what was 
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remembered using the three cueing systems-graphophonics, 

syntax, and semantics. 

The Boat in the Basement 

A woman was building a boat in her 
basement. When she had finished the 
boot, she discovered that it was 
too big to go though the door. So he 
had to take the boat a part to get 
it out. She should of planned ahead. 

Figure 2.4. Reading process related to the concept of 
proofreader's error. 

The predictability of the story in Figure 2.4 and the 

anticipation of events cause the reader to make miscues, 

as the pianist did in the Goldovsky story. K. S, Goodman 

(1996) states that "expectation of form, structure and— 

most of all—meaning is what reading is all about" (p. 41). 

Redundancy as a sufficient condition for inference to 

occur is discussed (Sloboda, 1976b). Sloboda states that 

"much music is highly redundant in the sense that individual 

notes may be inferred from surrounding context" (p. 232). If 

there is a positional difference in redundancy within 

musical passages then Sloboda says that positional 

distribution of inference could occur. He suggests that 

phrases are primary psychological units in music reading. 

While he says that phrases may be construed as words in 
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music, he also points out that words have commonly accepted 

meaning, but musical phrases do not. 

What has to stand in for meaning [in music] is a 

knowledge of a particular idiom expressed in the 

implicit assumption that Mozart, or any other composer 

concerned, ^^just wouldn't write a string of notes 

like that." (pp. 232-233) 

This aspect of understanding music as a meaning-making 

process is little understood according to Sloboda. However, 

it agrees with Goodman (1996) who maintains in his writings 

that anticipation, inference, and prediction are natural 

strategies for meaning-making of text. 

Serafine (1988), on the other hand, views music as an 

, "act of decoding notes and coordinating muscular action 

based on thought processes that are nonauditory" (p. 72), 

while Petzold (1960) uses aural perception as a monitoring 

device. Petzold defines music reading as: 

The process of reading and interpreting the various 

kinds of music symbols and converting these 

symbols into sound. . . . The symbols become a guide 

for action with the individual making frequent value 

judgements regarding the accuracy of his performance, 
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and consequently changing that performance to agree 

with those judgements, (p. 271) 

Stanzione, Grossi, and Roberto (1990) comment that as a 

rule, professional musicians do not need to read single 

components of a musical pattern note-by-note. They define 

music as a linguistic system with a musical language that 

follows the general architecture of musical verbal language. 

In other words, they believe that there should be a 

functional parallelism between word-processing (word) stages 

and music-processing stages (note). 

Gabrielsson (1999) presents the concepts of interpreting 

and predicting while sight reading music in group as reading 

one note at a time would interfere with required tempo. The 

instrumentalist is involved in reading note patterns coming 

up while performing others just read. He says that an 

efficient music reader is one who is rapid and efficient in 

transforming the patterns and conforming them to a style 

that permits anticipation of what is coming next. 

Cognitive strategies and skill acquisition is the 

focus of research by McPherson (1997). Initial evaluation of 

53 twelfth-grade subjects in Australia was repeated after 

three years. All instrumentalists played clarinet. Four 

measures were given and a point system designed—one mark 

A 
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if the student could remember the key signature^ one mark 

for time signature, one mark for analyzing the first part of 

the music, and one mark for scanning the music to identify 

any obstacles. Strategies such as thinking about the 

contour of the melody, singing the melody in the head, 

thinking how it would look on paper, improvising, and 

playing from memory were noted. The results indicated that 

the best musicians on each of the measures "possessed a rich 

repertoire of strategies which they used when preparing to 

perform" (p. 70). 

The focus of doctoral research by Levy (2001) at the 

University of Iowa was on second-year band students (junior 

high) reading band music with an emphasis on rhythm. The 

eleven participants of her study were selected from 50 

second-year band students. Her study is quantitative in 

design but she also presents qualitative data from her 

students. As indicated in earlier, the vast majority of 

research is on instrumental short, musical extracts. Levy's 

research was collected from instrumentalists playing a whole 

musical piece. "The degree to which aural perception is 

included in music reading seems key to its characterization 

either as music condition or as a nonmusical visual and 

psychomotor coding process" (p. 4), Her dissertation includes 
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a coding sheet for musical miscues based on the coding form 

developed from the Procedure I coding form of the Reading 

Miscue Inventory (Y. M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987). 

Hahn (1985), also known as Lois Blackburn, connects 

sight-reading instrumental music with whole language. She 

says that: 

So closely related are music and language that they 

could well be classified as the two strongest ^wiring 

systems' in the human mind-body complex. ... I 

propose whole music as a pathway to learning, as a 

non-linguistic symbol of powerful and historic 

significance, as a mode of personal expression, as a 

natural partner to whole language, and as a teaching 

tool with a wealth of untapped potential. If you can 

talk, you can sing. If you can walk, you can dance. 

(p. 165) 

Hahn (1985) used the Goodman Reading Model (Y. M. Goodman, 

Watson, & Burke, 1987) to compare reading and music. She 

used partial familiar melodies for her pre- and posttest as 

well as for exercises. Her method of data collection included 

extensive experiences for fourth to sixth grade students with 

rote reading of music for string instruments. Eleven 
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students were in the control group and nine students in the 

experimental group. Eleven sessions provided data. 

Miscue analysis methods were used to record data 

consisting of note-by-note analysis and a Sight-Singing 

Musical Miscue Taxonomy created (pp. 107-109) "analogous to 

Goodman's miscue analysis of language readers" (p. 111). 

Hahn concludes that there was no significant difference 

between the groups on the recognition task, but there was a 

significant difference in the experimental group's ability 

to play an unfamiliar note. Her conclusion from the miscue 

analysis was that sight reading involves a search for and 

construction of meaning, using strategies of sampling, 

predicting, confirming, and correcting and that a whole to 

part approach to teaching instrumental music is superior. 

Hahn (Blackburn, 1998), from her doctoral studies, 

published a book on the use of music in the classroom 

viewed from a holistic perspective. 

Taetle and Cutietta (2002) present a variety of 

theories concerning the processing of information by music 

learners, including recent theories from neuroscience. They 

descibe different degrees of emphasis on behaviorial, 

cognitive, and constructivisit thinking in order to present 

this diverisity of music-learning theories. 
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The constructivist theories, according to Taetle and 

Cutietta (2002), "acknowledge the interconnectedness 

between the learners and their environment as crucial for 

understanding the process of learning itself" (p. 284). 

They include John Dewey and L. S. Vygotsky as models of the 

constructivist view. I would add the work of E. Eisner, K. 

S. Goodman, and M. A. K. Halliday to this reference list. 

The authors conclude that too few studies exist on 

learning theory as related to music education. "Far too 

many studies still stand alone in the field with little or 

no relationship to the body of literature available" (p. 

294) . 

Strategies mentioned in this research review of 

literature are the same strategies used in the 

sociopsycholinguistic transactive reading model. Sloboda 

(1977, 1976a, 1976b, 1984) writes of inference, of 

surrounding context, prediction, and redundant conditions, 

repetitions, as strategies. The Goldovsky experiment is an 

example of whole to part discovery and learning. Davidson 

and Scripp (1988) discuss the essential cycles for reading 

music as aural and visual perception, and they further 

discuss strategies of initiation, integration, and 

correction. Gabrielsson (1999) talks of the importance of 
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reading ahead while performing and reading music, a 

necessary inference and prediction strategy. These -.systems 

and strategies all are compatible with the , Goodman Model 

of Reading (1969, 1982, 1987, 1996, 2003b, 2003c, 2003d). 

Defining Sight-Singing 

Clippinger (1931), when he says that the tone is the 

thing and the note is its sign, appears to align sight-

singing to Peirce's semiotic theory. 

Music makes its appeal to the ear, but its system of 

visible signs, its note, appeals to the eye. What the 

eye sees represents what the ear must hear. On the 

other hand, what one hears he should be able to 

represent to the eye. Therefore the student must learn 

to see with his ears and hear with his eyes. (Preface) 

Clippinger discusses symbols and signs as important to the ear 

and the eye, but then writes a complete manual of sight-• 

singing exercises, which to me seems incongruent with his 

opening statements in his manual. 

Killian (1991) defines sight singing as "the ability to 

sing from note without assistance of a musical instrument or 

without hearing it first" (p. 216). An important attribute 

of singers is the ability to evaluate one's own performance 

by detecting and hopefully correcting errors. Killian 
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compared sight-singing accuracy between singers reading 

standard notations versis singers reading solfege letters 

with no notations (D-R-M-F-S for do-re-mi-fa-sol). 

Listening to recorded fragmented passagesthe students were 

told to circle any incorrect notes. The emphasis was on 

error detection. There was no statistically significant 

difference between sight-singing standard notation or 

sight-singing solfege (D-R-M-F-S). 

Demorest (1998) comments that one of the most desirable 

musical skills is the ability to sight-read music. Demorest 

and May (1995) tested members of four high school choirs in 

Texas the University Interscholastic League. The subjects 

were rated on their ability to sight-read two melody lines 

according to the Texas state evaluation procedure. Two 

schools used the fixed-do system of sight-reading and two used 

the movable-do system. Using multiple-regression analysis and 

the SPSS/PC+ procedure, regression, results showed that 

"instruction on instruments other than piano and voice are 

only important to increased sight-singing skill when taken in 

tandem with piano and/or voice lessons" (p. 161) . Factors 

in predicting success stressed private lessons in 

piano, instrumental, and vocal. 
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Demorest and May (1995) question whether singers are 

reading music or only following other singers. There is "one 

impediment to answering this question the lack of reliable 

and efficient individual evaluation procedures for sight-

singing" (p. 157). My research procedure, using the singers' 

interviews, could inform the answer to this question. 

Henry and Demorest (1994) conducted research involving 

students in a regular program of individual sight-singing 

testing in conjunction with group instruction and testing. 

The prediction was that research "will show a significantly 

greater improvement in individual sight-singing than students 

given only group instruction" (p. 184). The control group 

received only group instruction while the experimental group 

received systematic individual instruction in addition to 

regular group instruction. Students were given a three-

measure melody of musical fragments to practice "as they had 

been taught." At the end of 30 seconds, they were given the 

tonic chord and first pitch and instructed to sing the 

example. Any tempo was considered acceptable if consistent. 

Results indicate that individual instruction and testing is 

more useful than group testing. 

Cutietta (1979) conducted research in teaching middle 

school students sight-singing. 



Sight singing is possibly one of the most frequently 

neglected aspects of music education, yet just the 

opposite should be true. Sight-singing provides each 

choral student with a rewarding skill usable both now 

and in the future. In addition, its effects are felt 

far beyond the field of music. ''Sight-singing , . . 

involves elements of association, habit, memory, 

theoretical understanding and imagery, which must be 

learned over a period of time. (p. 12) 

Cutietta's research shows that children can learn to sight-

sing by devoting a short rehearsal time to systemized, 

highly organized, sight-singing instruction. 

Lucas (1994) says that the ability to interpret musical 

notes independently is a useful skill for the choral 

musician. Otherwise, the singer is limited to depending on 

other singers or means to learn new repertoire. He found that 

melodic context significantly influences memory of intervals 

embedded in short melodic fragments. Lucas conducted a 

quantitative study using fragmented melodies of 3-5 note 

configurations. His research finds that melodies isolated 

from harmonic contexts, single melody lines, are more 

helpful in sight-singing and that a melody-only context is 

superior to instruction within vocal-harmony contexts. 
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Henderson (1911) states the value of proficiency in 

sight-singing. "Every singer should be a master of vocal 

sight reading. A page of music should be to him as the page 

of a novel is to the reader of language. . . . With a 

knowledge of form and harmony the sight reader can grasp 

the music of a vocal at once" (pp. 266-67). 

Davidson, Scripp, and Meyaard (1988) and Davidson and 

Scripp (1988) state that an average of six years of private 

instrumental study forms the most important part of a 

students' background knowledge. This statement concurs with 

other reseach cited in this dissertation. It also supports, in 

my opinion, the importance of music in all elementary grades. 

This review on sight-singing indicates that a musician's 

ability to initiate performance corrections is dependent 

upon the performer's ability to integrate both the visible 

note and the aural. A more proficient music reader can 

integrate several cognitive skills, perceive errors, and 

choose whether or not to correct them, both a visual note 

and its aural context. 

This view of cognitive integration agrees with those 

of Sloboda (1976a, 1976b; 1977; 1984) that is more akin to 

the logic of the sociopsycholinguistic transactional model of 

reading (K. S. Goodman, 1969, 1982, 1987, 1996, 2003b, 2003c, 



2003d). It exemplifies the answer to the issue that reading 

music, whether instrumental or vocal, entails two semiotic 

systems of musical text and written text. 

Another aspect of this review entails the use of two 

views on how to evaluate music reading (Sloboda, 1984; 

Serafine,1988; Petzold, 1960; Stanzione, Grossi, & Roberto, 

1990). One view is analytic in nature by looking at 

individual components and the other is global in nature, 

such as Gabrielsson (1999), who views music reading as more 

than note-by-note and Davidson and Scripp (1988). 

Davidson and Scripp (1988) believe that the 

relationship between skill development and educational 

practice needs to be rethought. To be useful as a 

pedagogical orientation, a developmental view requires that 

"we take into account the entire range of discursive 

knowledge and intellectual skills a student brings into the 

classroom" (p. 12). 

It is clear from this developmental approach that the 

construction, visibility, and operational use of 

knowledge has more to do with the thinking involved in 

problem solving than with the acquisition of skills by 

relying only on rote learning or drill and practice, (p. 

22) 
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The literature review now turns to eye-movement 

research as it relates to sight-singing. 

Eye Movement and Siqht-Singing 

Jacobssen (1942), the only researcher to use a complete 

musical text, carried out studies of sight-singing using eye 

tracking methods. Singers read the text of two complete 

songs. Each song was six measures long and contained less 

than 4 0 notes. The purpose was to observe the eye movements of 

songs with simple intervals but a difficult rhythm. 

One song was sung with words, and one with Latin 

syllables (the fixed do system of solfege). Data was 

analyzed for errors in pitch (different note rather than 

off key), pauses, and problems with syllables. The results 

showed numerous fixation pauses, with less mature readers 

reguiring three times as much time as the mature readers. 

Regressive eye movements were more frequent in the reading 

of the vocal music than in the reading of the instrumental 

music, and the less mature readers made more regressive 

movements than the mature readers. Another conclusion was 

in relation to rhythm. Less mature singers made more rhythm 

errors than mature readers. It was pointed out that eye-

movements "are symptoms, not causes of a particular type of 

reading, that instruction should be such as will lead to the 
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desired type of eye-movements, and that mere training of 

eye-movements cannot lead to efficient reading" (p. 216). 

Jacobssen (1942) recommended abolishment of the Latin 

system for sight singing. Jacobssen also recommended that the 

practice of reading music prior to commencing performance or 

singing, since some familiarity with rhythm, intervals, 

accidental signs, and other complexities is needed in order 

to sight read music. He also stated that "few readers can 

perform the visual and mental gymnastics required in such 

vocal reading" (p. 219) . 

Goolsby (1994a) conducted an eye-movement experiment 

using SRI eye tracker. Subjects were asked to sing in a 

comfortable manner using solfege, humming, or aii-ing three 

four-line melodies while maintaining a given tempo. No 

starting pitch was given. The findings showed that the 

subjects used more fixations while sight-reading the initial 

singing than during the second and third attempts. According 

to Goolsby, the study indicates that skilled music readers 

may look ahead in the notations and then regress back to the 

point of performance. Goolsby states that: 

What may be the most important finding is the apparent 

difference between music reading and language reading. 
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A common measure of language reading ability is the 

murder of regressions used while reading, (p. 86) 

Goolsby (1994b) quotes K. S. Goodman (Smith, K. S. 

Goodman, & Meredith, 197 6) that an efficient reader can use 

knowledge of language to reduce the degree with which he must 

attend to the visual detail of the text. Goolsby says that 

one can assume that skilled music readers also "can 

successfully predict and not be required to attend to every 

detail of a melody" (p. 119) . They look further ahead in 

musical note and do not look at every note or rest. Less 

skilled readers, however, fixate on as much of the note as 

time allows and progress note by note, creating numerous 

errors (pp. 121, 231). Both of Goolsby's studies were on 

pre-selected short samples of melodies, rather than a whole 

piece of music. 

Kinsler and Carpenter (1995), using eye tracking 

monitors, found that music readers employ some cognitive 

estimations of note duration during visual perception and 

prior to auditory perception. Goolsby (1994a, 1994b) also 

interpreted his eye-movement research as supportive of 

Sloboda's assertion that music reading is a form of music 

perception that is predictive. 



Waters and Underwood (1998) revisited the studies of 

Goolsby (1994a, 1994b), Sloboda (1984), and Kinsler and 

Carpenter (1995). They conducted an experiment on eye 

raovement at Nottingham University. The 22 subjects, 11 with 

more than ten years of musical training and 11 a novice 

group, had a total of 80 trials at simple sight-reading one-

measure notations in common 4/4 time. The findings of 

Waters and Underwood (1998) were consistent with those of 

both Goolsby (1994) and Kinsler and Carpenter (1995) . "The 

duration of the first fixation on the stimulus was shorter 

for the experts than the novices . . . also in line with 

Goolsby's (1994a, 1994b) data which showed that "more 

skilled readers used shorter fixation durations than less 

skilled readers in a music-reading task" (p. 58). Waters and 

Underwood recommend more research allowing scanning time 

for reading notations in the singer's own time, similar to 

self-paced reading in the Reading Miscue Inventory (Y. M. 

Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987). 

Multiple Intelllgance Theory and Brain Research 

Music, inclusive of sight-singing, is regarded as one 

of the multiple intelligences. Current knowledge of brain 

research also relates to music and therefore relates to my 

research. 



Maltlple Intelllgon.cs Theory 

Langer (1942) believes that a balanced active 

intelligence is in reality a historical fact and 

significant form, "the all-inclusive realm of science, 

myth, art, and comfortable common sense" (p. 24). Langer's 

views on the multiple nature of human intelligence are 

repeated in her 197 9 edition of Philosophy in a New Key. 

The nervous system is the organ of the mind; its 

center is the brain, its extremities the sense organs; 

and any characteristic function it may possess must 

govern the work of all it's parts. In other words, the 

activity of our senses is "mental" not only when it 

reaches the brain, but in its very inception, whenever 

the alien world outside impinges on the furthest and 

smallest receptor. All sensitivity bears the stamp of 

mentality, (p. 90) 

K. S. Goodman, Smith, Meredith, and Y. M. Goodman 

(1976) relate their views on the idea that the activity of 

senses is mental. The "sign modes of communication other 

than language, such as music and the arts, behave in the 

same way as languages when they become infused with the 

artist's thoughts to the point where artists say, 'I can 

see it on canvas' or 'I can hear it in notes'" (p. 130). 



However, the authors point out limitations. "Even when used 

to the fullest by the great poets it cannot present 

imiTiediate gestalten" (p. 324). 

K. S. Goodman, Smith, Meredith, and Y. M. Goodman 

(1976) offer a "free elaboration of Langer'a formulations 

for the purpose of bringing a focus on ''knowing' into 

educational planning" (p, 98). Learning, as coming to know 

through symbolic transformation and representation of 

experience, involves three phases of mental activity. 

1. Perceiving new data in the environment. 

2. Ideating upon the perceptions. 

3. Presenting ideations to onself and others. 

The media of symbolic representation are language, art, 

music, dance, film, dramatics, or any combination of them. 

"The cycle begins again as those presentations meet new 

events and ideas that have to be newly perceived and 

conceptualized" (p. 98)(see Chapter 1). 

Eisner (1994, 2002) argues that no form of 

representation tells the whole idea. These forms of 

representation—i.e., art, music, dance, poetry, and 

literature-develop a form of literacy and they also develop 

"particular cognitive potentialities" (2002, p. 16). For 

instance, "Musical cognition requires the individual to 



think about, experiment with, and control patterned sound" 

(p. 17). Chien, Krechevsky, Viens, and Iserg (1998), Smith, 

K. S. Goodman, and Meredith (1976), and Eisner (1998, 2002) 

are among those who believe that children are deprived if 

not given the oppotrunity to learn how to read musical 

literature aand other nondiscursive forms. 

Dewey (1934), Eisner (1998), Langer (1993), and Smith, 

K. S. Goodman, and Meredith (1976) all mention that some 

kinds of meaning could not be represented through disursive 

form. According to Eisner (1998), Gardner's research 

focuses mainly on ways "in which people can be smart" (p. 

119) . 

[Eisner] focuses on matters of meaning, the kinds of 

meaning that can be made not only through different 

forms of representation, but also through what I 

[Eisner] refer to as different modes of treatment. 

Different forms of representation can themselves be 

treated in different ways—both form and mode matter, 

(p. 119) 

Originally, Gardner (1999) suggested seven 

intelligences. Linguistic and logical-mathematical, the 

first two, are the ones typically valued in school. The 

logical-mathematical intelligence involves the capacity to 
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analyze problems logically. The next three intelligences 

deal with the arts--Musical intelligence^ bodily-

kinestheticf and spatial intelligence. The last two in the 

original list are the personal intelligences. Interpersonal 

intelligence is the capacity to understand and work 

effectively with others. Intrapersonal intelligence is the 

capacity to understand oneself. Gardner consistently has 

stated that the original seven intelligences are 

provisional, and he now considers the possibility for three 

new intelligences—naturalistf spiritual, and existential. 

For purposes of my research, the intelligence Gardner 

identifies as musical is of particular interest. 

The musical intelligence involves skill in performance, 

composition, and appreciation of musical patterns. In 

Gardner's (1999) view, the musical intelligence almost 

parallels structurally to linguistic intelligences, thus 

making it nonsensical to call the linguistic intelligence as 

scientific, but music as a talent. 

Flohr and Hodges (2002), also building on the work of 

Gardner, point out that performing, listening, improvising, 

or composing music may require the use of at least eight 

intelligences. These intelligences include music, visual-



spatial, bodily kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, 

language, logical-mathematical, and spiritual. 

The above views on music as a multiple intelligence 

indicate that opportunities for learning through multiple 

ways of knowing are an essential part of every child's 

continuing education. Current brain research points to the 

same direction. 

Music and the Brain 

The fact that the human brain is "constantly carrying 

on a process of symbolic transformation of the experiential 

data that come to it cause it to be a veritable fountain of 

more or less spontaneous ideas" (Langer, 1979, p. 43). The 

brain as the thought center, therefore, is immportant in 

understanding current research on reading of musical text and 

written text. 

Flohr and Hodges (2002) point out that "theories of 

brain functioning and our understanding of the 

neurobiological forces that shape musical behavior are 

still in their infancy" (p. 991). Research shows that both 

sides of the brain are involved musical processing in 

locally specialized neural networks but widely distributed. 

A panel discussion of music and the brain concluded 

several points (Hodges, 2000); 



« Singing to infants is universal. 

® Music is as universal as language is. 

• It is unclear whether there are neural systems 

specifically devoted to music or whether systems for 

auditory pattern processing can serve both speech 

and music processing. 

A research paper by Hodges, Parson, and Fox presented at 

the 1998 Society of Neuroscience in Los Angeles, addresses the 

issue of the neural basis of the comprehension of musical 

harmony, melody, and rhythm. Their research indicates that: 

• There is a correlation between music and language 

mechanisms. 

• Both sides of the brain are involved in music. 

® The structure for music and people's use of it are 

similar in key respects to language structure and 

use. 

Flohr and Hodges (2002) also found that; 

• Neuroscience technologies are complicated and in 

evolution. 

• It becomes easy to relate good mathematical skills 

and music, but this concept should be approached 

with caution. 
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® The evidence shows correlation, not causation. 

Music and brain research by Raucher, Shaw, Ky, and 

Wright (1994) shows a possible spatial and music processing 

relationship. Flohr and Hodges (2002) point out that this 

theory is difficult to test. 

Steven L. Strauss (2003, in press). Division of 

Clinical Neurophysiology at Franklin Square Hospital in 

Baltimore, Maryland, states that, "Experimental research 

has shown that distinct areas of the brain may be used for 

specific psycholinguistic microprocesses, but the 

recruitment of these areas during the normal reading of 

authentic text is still very much an open question." The 

views of music researchers appears to agree with this 

statement concerning the reading of music. 

The National Association for Music Education (2000) 

provides a concise report of brain research in their book 

Music Makes the Difference: Music^ Brain Development, and 

Learning). This text includes articles on the academic 

achievement in relation to music and the brain. 

The above review of music and brain research shows 

evidence that language reading and music reading probably 

have the same imaging. The concensus from this review is 
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that music has more of a correlational than causal 

relationship to academics. It also finds that brain 

research is in an evolving stage in relation to reading and 

music. 

Music Instruction: A Word on Learning 

Examples of instructional practices that exemply the 

belief that music learning, like any of the arts including 

language, is learned naturally through constructivist theory 

and practice. 

New England. Conservatory 

The New England Conservatory in New Hampshire has an 

extensive music education program and the Research Center for 

Learning. The staff coordinates and. participates in programs 

and provides resources for the Boston Public Schools. The 

Conservatory also annually publishes the Journal for Learning 

through Music in the belief that this is a ''critical time 

for music and the arts in schools. This new journal is 

intended to promote a national discourse focused on the 

extraordinary range of learning associated with music" 

(Scripp, p. 1). The journal advocates that music can be a 

model for life-long integrative learning as expressed by 

Leonard Bernstein and Frank Lloyd Wright, with music 

reinstated in public education. Several sections titled 
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Interlude are included throughout the journal. Interlude Two 

(pp. 28-31) states that music can support math, science, 

language, history, social science, arts, emotional/social 

development, and learning skills. 

An article by Senders and Davidson (2000) provides 

specific information about how music can enhance concepts of 

situated knowledge, peripheral participation, multiple entry 

points, and distributed cognition or knowledge. They propose 

instructional strategies for enlarging a multicultural 

perspective through music. 

Bamberger (2000) discusses patterns in music and 

presents computer activities to enhance learning in music, 

math, and science. Bamberger's research is oriented to 

young children and ways they use music for learning. She 

devotes an entire volume (1991) to the thought processes of 

children in music, pointing out that in relation to 

repeated passages we can go backwards "in the paper-space 

of a printed score," but we cannot go backwards in time. 

The "same thing" when heard in a different context can 

sound very different. On the most extreme view, there 

is no "again"; the meaning of events depends on where 

they happen and what happens later is never the same 

as what happened before, (p. 20) 



An article by Cline (2000) asks the question, "What 

actually constitutes the basics? . . . Has elimination of 

the arts improved public education?" (p. 105). Cline says 

that "there was, and still is in many minds a distinct 

compartmentalization . . . that there might exist a 

symbiotic relationship . . . seems not to have been ' 

considered" (p. 101). This question also addresses my 

political concerns about the arts in our schools discussed 

in Chapter 1. 

Bolton Elementary School 

Perret {brochure, 1999), music director of the Winston-

Salem Piedmont Triad Symphony in North Carolina, says that 

a link between music and increased brainpower is at least 

anecdotally obvious." He put his beliefs to the test by 

planning and carrying out a three-year program in the Bolton 

Elementary School to determine the effect of music on 

learning. 

Musicians of a woodwind quintet interacted with the 

students two hours a day for two to three days a week. 

Teachers participated in study groups with a focus on the 

multiple intelligence theory of Howard Gardiner. The only 

objective evaluation was at the end of the third year. Not 

only was there significant amount of improvement in reading 
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and math, but the research also found that the "amount of 

improvement in the percentage of whites and blacks passing 

the competency exam was virtually the same." Perret 

commented that "the art of music is perhaps the most sublime 

human communication; ineffable, yet universally understood 

or felt." 

Opening Minds Through the Arts Project (OMA) 

Dr. Carroll Rinehart, music consultant for the Opening 

Minds Through the Arts (OMA) project in Tucson, Arizona, 

initiated the project in 2001 with six elementary and 

junior high schools. It is based largely on the Bolton 

project just described. Perceptual development, improvisation, 

and composition emphasize visual and aural development and 

sight-reading. The OMA project includes members of a string 

quartet or a brass quintet interacting with children at 

least twice a week. Each school in the project has a music 

specialist. The focus is helping children learn music, learn 

about music, and learn through music. 

The WestEd Corporation (September 30, 2002) completed an 

evaluation of the program and found it to have significant 

impact on overall learning of the children. Two major 

findings are: 
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1. Hispanic kindergarten students in the OMA project 

made significant, positive gains in writing. 

2. The reading scores of first-grade students in OMA 

schools were significantly higher than the 

reading scores of first-grade students in 

comparison schools. 

Relatively larger gains in reading were made by first-grade 

Hispanic students. A project focus is to provide 

explorations and experiences that create energy and 

interest in learning, specifically through music. 

An opera component also is part of the OMA project (see 

Rossi, 2000; W. Goodman, 2001). Children together with their 

teachers create a libretto adapted from a book or an original 

story written by children. Dr. Rinehart then negotiates the 

musical text from th singing voices of the children. This 

experience provides in-depth learning through language and 

literacy experiences and explorations. 

Project Zero 

Project Zero (Chien, Krechevsky,Viens, & Iserg (1998) 

is based on Gardner's research on multiple intelligences. 

One goal is to determine how educators' perspectives could 

be put into practice. 
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Each child in the project is recognized as having a 

distinctive profile of different abilities, or multiple 

intelligences. According to research on early emphasis of 

multiple ways to learn in preschool and kindergarten, it is 

essential that children have the opportunity to learn in 

multiple ways during their early years. The theory of the 

project is to use all intelligences and modes of learning, 

including teacher-directed activites such as "Whole 

Language, Won Way, and Writing Process" (p. 117). Gardner, a 

participant in the project, cautions that ^^intelligences are 

a scientific construct, not a physical reality" (p. 144). 

Gardner believes that thus far the findings are positive and 

preliminary findings suggest several"compass points" {p. 

136), new inquiries. The philosophy of the project is that 

these intelligences can be enhanced by an educational 

environmment with rich and stimulating materials and 

activities. 

This project is in alignment with the Bolton and OMA 

projects. These examples of music in learning support the 

view that learning is constructivist in nature and that 

multiple ways to incorporate experiences build on the 

process and stategies each child is uniquely acquiring. 
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Sta.te Music Standards and Auditions 

Standards for music exist in every state. The State of 

Arizona is one such example. The Arizona 1997 Art Standards 

for music (www.ade.az.gov.standards), still in effect as 

of January, 2003, link musical knowledge with physical well 

being, communication, foreign language, culture, 

communities, social studies, mathematics, art, science, 

energy, physics, balance, movement, and history. The belief 

statement from the Arizona Art Standards (1997) states that: 

Singing, playing instruments, moving to music, and 

creating music enables students to acquire skills and 

knowledge about a diverse range of musical styles. 

Learning to read and notate music give students 

skills with which to explore and critique music 

independently and with others. Listening, analyzing and 

evaluating music helps students understand their own 

historical and cultural heritage and those surround 

them, (adopted 1997) 

The expectation of the standards is that all students will 

sight-read accurately and expressively music with level 

difficulty 2 on a scale of 1-6 in the primary grades. By 

the time a student reaches twelfth grade, the student is to 

be able to read and write music using standard notation and 

http://www.ade.az.gov.standards
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analyze selected musical excerpts, including form in music, 

such as rondo and theme and variations. 

In other words, the State of Arizona views sight-

singing, reading music, and critiquing music as important 

aspects that contributes to learning in content areas. I 

personally have not observed this type of curriculum in many 

schools which I have visited in either Arizona or 

California. 

Interestingly, each participant in my study showed 

anxiety and/or despair in achieving some level of the 

audition ladder, either regional or All-State. During each 

interview, whether with young people from Tucson, New York, 

or Egypt, the regional auditions and competition were 

uppermost in their thinking. In order to understand this 

phenomenon, I met with David Waggoner of Tucson, Arizona, a 

retired choral director with 32 years of experience. 

Currently he is involved in the regional and state auditions 

for honor choruses. Dr. Waggoner explained guidelines for the 

auditions at the state level, specifically for sight-singing. 

It is possible for any one singer to obtain 100 

points—40 points for sight-singing and 60 points for a 

solo of the singer's choice. The 40 points include a 

possibility of 15 points—5 each for three single-line 



measures and 25 points for a block, or contrapuntal, 

singing of newly-created music for the audition. The solo 

and the sight-singing both have the possibility of one point 

per measure if the pitch, accidentals, and expressions are 

correct, and if the tempo set by the singer is maintained. 

All of these tasks are tape-recorded. 

The actual sight-singing part is initiated by an audio-

cassette tape giving the singer the tonic chord solid and 

then the broken chord. Fifteen seconds are allowed to scan 

each single line before the tape-recorded provides the 

chord. 

The judging for both parts of the audition is by 

subjective judgment of one judge and therefore the judge's 

ear makes some difference in assessing the performance for 

points. Mr. Waggoner commented that "the kids that have 

good pitch are generally those who have been having private 

instruction." All of the singers who participated in my 

research had private lessons over varying periods of time. 

The literature review has presented issues related to 

music and sight-singing philosophical viewpoints, semiotic 

systems, and existing examples of music in education. The 

review shows the diversity of theories that generally view 

music reading as skill oriented, stressing aural perception, 
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visual perception, decoding in various degrees, and 

strategies for correction. 

I now present a brief history of the Goodman Taxonomy of 

Reading Miscues and the Goodman Reading Model. This 

background is germane to understanding the complexity of my 

research project becauseThe methods and procedures utilized 

by K. S. Goodman to build his reading model necessarily 

informed my research design, methodology, and data analysis. 

The Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscues 

and the Goodman Model of Reading: 

A History 

A brief history of the beginning of K. S. Goodman''s 

research provides a window on the development of his reading 

model, the sociopsycholinguistic transactional model of 

reading. I present first his initial development of research 

leading to his Taxonomy and Model of Reading. 

Background of K. S. Goodman's Model of Reading-

K. S. Goodman (2003d) designed his research plan in 

1964 to "build an inclusive model of the reading process" 

(p. 8). He states that "if reading is making sense of 

written language, then it is a psycholinguistic process: a 

theory of reading must include the relationships of thought 

and language" (p. 8). He became aware that he needed to 
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"draw on sociolinguistics to understand the social 

variations in language and language use" (p. 8). The 

transactional nature of his model indicates active 

transactional participation between the reader and the 

written text. 

K. S. Goodman's findings were published in 1965 based 

on observation of children as informants reading whole, 

real texts without interruption. The purpose of this 

procedure was to get into the heads of the readers and 

become informed about the processes and strategies children 

use in reading written text. His discoveries about reading 

processes and strategies created in his words, a Copernican 

revolution. The Copernican revolution changed the view of 

the earth as the center of the universe to the sun as the 

center. The Copernical reading revolution "has moved us 

away from a view of the reader as passive and the text as 

controlling the reader. The reader is now seen as an active 

user of language" (K. S. Goodman, 2003d, p. 8). 

Noam Chomsky, who influenced the thinking of Leonard 

Bernstein (1976), also influenced the work of K. S. Goodman. 

Chomsky's "tentative information processing" was 

transformed by K. S. Goodman to "psycholinguistic guessing" 

(K. S. Goodman, 1967, p. 51). 
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More simply stated, reading is a psycholinguistic 

guessing game. It involves an interaction between 

thought and language. Efficient reading does not 

result from precise perception and identification of all 

elements but from skill in selecting the fewest, most 

productive cues necessary to produce guesses which are 

right the first time. The ability to anticipate that 

which had not been seen, of course, is vital in 

reading, just as the ability to anticipate what has not 

yet been heard is vital in listening. (1967, p. 260) 

Indeed, K. S. Goodman's research into reading process did 

create a revolution, the result of which is his Goodman 

Taxonomy of Reading Miscues and the Goodman Model of Reading. 

The Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscues 

K. S. Goodman (2003d) found from his research that 

errors, or mistakes, during oral reading did not reflect the 

readers' unexpected reading responses so chose the term 

miscue to identify these unexpected responses instead of 

mistake or error. He analyzed the miscues using "scientific 

analysis of the reading miscues" (p, 8) in order to 

determine the nature of the miscues. The term miscue 

underscores the belief that "all reading is cued by 

language and personal experience and is not simply random. 
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uncontrolled behaviour" (Y. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987, 

p. 5). K. S. Goodman (2003d) also realized that he "was 

using scientific linguistics to categorize the phenomena" 

(p. 10) . The Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscues (see 

Appendix C) was developed during the late 1960s as a result 

of his research and analysis of miscues. It is an "analytic 

taxonomy which considers the relationships between the 

expected response (ER) from the reader and the observed 

response (OR) of the reader from all possible angles" 

(1973/2003b, p. 110). It was modified continuously to deal 

with the phenomena found in the actual reading of kids. 

Initially the Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscues was 

lengthy but it was used in its entirety to evaluate young 

people's reading. Some variables emerged as being more 

significant than others. While maximum information is 

gained about a reader using the entire Taxonomy, it is 

possible to "get powerful insights into a child's reading 

or into the reading process in general using a less 

complete miscue analysis than the taxonomy" (1973/2003b, p. 

110). For this purpose the Reading Miscue Inventory Manual: 

Procedure for Diagnosis and Evaluation (Goodman & Burke, 

1972) was developed. 
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Over time and many more Miscue Analysis studies, the 

current Reading Miscue Inventory: Alternative Procedures (Y. 

Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987), evolved as a revision of the 

original manual. This 1987 Inventory is used in countries 

throughout the world to examine the reading of young people. 

The purpose of the Reading Miscue Inventory is to help other 

educators understand the evidence of readers using Miscue 

Analysis and gain understanding of reading processes and 

strategies. 

The following discussion briefly describes the Goodman 

Model of Reading Miscues, the model used for my research. 

The Goodman Model of Reading 

The Goodman Model of Reading is the psycholinguistic 

transactional model of reading. It includes three kinds of 

language information (K. S. Goodman, 1996, pp. 24-29) . 

One informational cueing system is the "symbol system 

which uses sounds in oral languages and graphic shapes in 

written languages." This system basically is the relationship 

between sounds and written forms, the phonological system of 

reading. A second system is language structure, the grammar 

and the set of relationships that "make it possible to 

express highly complex messages using a very small set of 

symbols. This system includes the interrelationships of 



words, sentences, and paragraphs within a coherent text. The 

third system is the semantic system, the organization of 

language "in concepts and conceptual structures." It refers 

to the meaning of the reading where the reader's knowledge 

of the world and language come together. 

These informational cueing systems can be represented 

sequentially as a series of cycles that the reader employs 

but "each cycle melts into the next" (Goodman, 2003c, p. 99) 

as the reader focuses on meaning. As K. S. Goodman (1996) 

states, "To get from the visual input our eyes provide to 

our brains to the meaning our brains construct, we must go 

through four cycles: visual [optical], perceptual, 

syntactic, and semantic" (p. 90) . 

The optical cycle is the optical instrument. What we 

see "is less important than what we believe we see " (1996, 

p. 93) . The eyes scan the print, fixate at various points, 

and the visual input is sent to the brain to be turned into 

perceptual images. 

The perception cycle shows that what we perceive is 

based on what we see, and what we see is also based on what 

we perceive. Goodman considers the perceptual cycle as the 

key process involved in making sense in reading. 
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The third cycle, the syntactic (lexico-grammatical) 

cycle, deals with the written text as structured language, 

such as intonation, words, punctuation, and word order. 

The fourth cycle is the meaning cycle, the pragmatic-

semantic cycle. Meaning is constructed as the reader 

transacts with the three cueing systems and the text, moving 

from the optical to the perceptual to the syntactic to 

meaning. 

It is important to remember that the integration of 

all the language systems (graphophonic, grammatical, 

semantic, and pragmatic) and cycles "are necessary in order 

for reading to take place" (K, S. Goodman & Y. M. Goodman, 

2003, p. 235). Readers sample and "make judgments about 

which cues from each system will provide the most useful 

information in making predictions that will get them to 

meaning" (pp. 235-236). 

As the readers move through the cycles of reading they 

also employ five processes or "cognitive strategies" (K. S. 

Goodman, 2003d, pp. 35-37): 

1. recognition-initiation: the brain recognizes a 

graphic display in the visual field. 
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2. prediction: the brain is always anticipating and 

predicting as it seeks order and significance in 

sensory inputs, 

3. confirmation: if the brain predicts, it must also 

seek to verify predictions, 

4. correction: the brain reprocesses when there are 

inconsistencies or disconfirmations, and 

5. termination: the brain terminates when the reading 

task is completed or there is an interruption to 

the reading. 

It is evident that all elements of the model are 

transactions between the reader and the text (or the song). 

This transactional nature of the Goodman Model of Reading is 

now discussed. 

Transactional Theory-

One of the foremost proponents of transactional theory 

is Louise Rosenblatt (1978, 1983, 1994). She focuses on the 

reader transacting with text that "requires the reader to carry 

on a continuing, constructive, shaping activity" (1978, p. 

53). Rosenblatt traces her interest in the reader's 

transactions to John Dewey, Arthur Bentley, and William James. 

During the early 1900s, Dewey and Bentley (Bentley, 

1954; Dewey & Bentley, 1949) theorized that interaction 



was a too generalized term because it "shatters the 

subjectmatter into fragments in advance of inguiry and thus 

destroys instead of furthering comprehensive observation for 

it" (Dewey & Bentley, 1949, p. 68). Instead, Dewey suggested 

that the term transaction be used to designate 

relationships between reciprocally conditioned elements. 

"Our own procedure is the transactional^ in which is 

asserted the right to see together, extensionally and 

durationally, much that is talked about conventionally as 

if it were composed of irreconcilable separates" (Dewey & 

Bentley, 1949, p. 69). 

K. S. Goodman (2003d) used the term transactional 

early in his research. 

In a transactional view, both the knower and the known 

are transformd in the process of knowing. The reader 

is transformed as new knowledge is assimilated and 

accommodated. The reader's conceptual schemata and 

values are altered through reading comprehension. 

Because the published text is a reality that does not 

change its physical properties as a result of being 

read, how can it change during reading? The answer is 

that the reader is constructing a text parallel and 

closely related to the published text. It stays the 



same yet is a different text for each reader. The 

reader's text involves inferences, references, and 

coreferences based on schemata that the rader brings 

to the transaction. And it is this reader's text that 

the rader comprehends and on which any later retelling 

is based, (pp. 26-27) 

Gollasch's (1982), introduction to an article by K. S. 

Goodman with Y. M. Goodman, states that a main message of 

the article is that "we can, through miscues, study 

language and thought in process" (p. 148). They argue that 

"the analysis of oral reading offers unique opportunities 

for the study of linguistic and psycholinguistic processes 

and phenomena" (p. 149). The psycholinguistic concept also 

is seen in the universality concept of language (discussed 

in Chapters 1 and 2 of this dissertation). 

K. S. Goodman (2003e) believes that "the same process 

is at work" in children reading Spanish, Polish, German, 

and Yiddish. He is unaware of studies in reading non-

alphabetic writing but would predict that the basic process 

of reading "would be the same as it is in alphabetic 

systems" (p. 91). I believe the process to be the same for 

reading music. 
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It is from this psociopsycholinguistic transactive 

perspective that I carried out the design, methodology, and 

procedures for my research. 

Smraaary of Literature Review 

The literature review of philosophical and theoretical 

beliefs about music and language is basic to understanding 

music meaning, defining music reading, and sight-singing. 

The final focus of the literature review on the research of 

K. S. Goodman is a prelude to discussing my research for 

this dissertation. 

The next chapter. Chapter 3, discusses the methodology, 

design, and procedures for my research. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN, METHODOLOGY, AND PROCEDURES 

The literature review in Chapter 2 confirms the need for 

greater understanding of the process and strategies singers 

utilize when sight-singing musical text with written text. There 

are few research studies on the relationship between sight-

singing process and strategies and the socio-psycholinguistic 

transactional model of reading (K. S. Goodman, 1969, 1982, 1987, 

1996, 2003b, 2003c, 2003d). Hahn (1985) and Levy (2001), the 

only two found, compare instrumental music reading to the 

Goodman Model of Reading. My research focuses on sight-singing 

vocal music rather than instrumental. 

The Research Questions Revisited 

One major research question and two sub-questions provide 

the basis for the design, methodology and procedures for my 

research. 

Major Question; How does the process of sight-singing 

relate to the socio-psycholinguistic transactional 

model of reading? 

The two sub-questions are; 

1. What tool is available to analyze sight-singing for the 

purpose of understanding it as a process? 

2. What is the process of sight-singing music? 
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In order to answer my questions, I collected data from 

eight singers sight-singing a piece of music during eight 

individual sight-singing sessions. The data then was analyzed. 

Theoretical Perspective for the Research Design 

The methodology and procedures for this research are 

designed to discover the ways in which sight-singing musical 

text with written text activates the same, or a similar, 

learning process as reading written text. Four assumptions 

adapted from Y. M. Goodman, Watson, and Burke (1987, p. 20) 

about learning underlie this design. 

1. Sight-singing is an active process. 

It engages the singer in a transaction between two 

symbol systems—musical text and written text. 

2. Sight-singing musical text and written text both are 

language processes. 

The singer simultaneously utilizes two semiotic 

systems--musical text and written text—to 

construct one meaningful cohesive text. 

3. Sight-singers have knowledge about music and language. 

They have life experiences with music and reading that 

provide a knowledge base for understanding the two 

symbol systems. 



4. Composers have knowledge about the structures of music 

and language. 

The sight-singer transacts with the musical text and 

written text of a song, using pragmatic background 

knowledge, graphophonic, musical notations, syntactic, 

and semantic knowledge to reconstruct a parallel melody 

of the composers composition. 

Three additional assumptions complete the underpinning of 

my theoretical perspective for the data-collecting session and 

the analysis and interpretation of data and provide purpose 

for this research. 

• Miscues or unexpected responses are never random. 

• Unexpected responses result from the same 

process as expected responses. 

® Musical miscues, the observed (OR) in musical 

text, result from the same process as singing the 

expected response (ER), the composer's melody 

intent. 

Research Design, Methodology, and Procedure 

I searched literature for music process-oriented tools, 

taxonomies, and/or sight-singing models to relate to my 

research but found none. I therefore turned to the Goodman 
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•Taxonomy of Reading Miscues (1969, 1987) and my own analysis 

and interpretation of data, A base-line taxonomy of sight-

singing process and strategies evolved for further analysis 

of data in order to determine the relationship between the 

sight-singing process and reading written text process from 

the socio-psycholinguistic transactional point of view. 

Data. Collection 

The aim of data collection was to obtain maximum 

information from each sight-singer. I collected data between 

January and November of 2001 from three different sources. 

The major data source was the singers' responses to It's My 

Song (Ellers, 1979). Data also was obtained from initial 

and final interviews that were conducted in a conversational 

dialogical manner. 

An adapted statement from the Reading Miscue Inventory: 

Alternative Procedures (Y. M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 

1987) supports my rationale for the design, methodology, and 

procedures presented in this chapter. 

Listening to students read [sing] uninterrupted texts 

provides a window on the reading [singing] process. 

Those who look through the window at the reading 

[singing] process have a way to describe, explain, and 

evaluate a reader's [singer's] control or ownership of the 
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process. Miscue analysis not only reveals degrees of 

reading proficiency; more important, it provides 

teacher/researchers with knowledge about the reading 

process itself, (p. 3) 

A proposal for my research model was approved by the Human 

Subjects Office of the University of Arizona. 

Commxni ca. tors 

The terms communicators, singers^ and sight-singers 

are used interchangeably throughout my dissertation. All 

singers for this research were volunteers recommended by 

friends and musical acquaintances. Originally, fourteen 

young people or their parents contacted me about participating 

in the research. All potential communicators had ample time 

to read and discuss the Consent and Assent forms required by 

the Human Subjects office, ask any questions, and sign the 

forms so that their child could participate in my research. 

They were apprised of the procedure for each session: an 

initial interview, the sight-singing event, and the post-

interview, including retelling of the lyrics, or written text, 

of the song and a retrospective reflection of their own sight-

singing performance. Criteria for final selection of the 

singers was: 
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1. The singer must be over the age of 15 or adult to meet 

Human Resource regulations. 

2. The singer and parent must read and sign the Subject 

and Assent forms. 

3. The representation of sight-singers should include 

males and females. 

4. The singer must have participated in at least two 

years of sight-singing experiences. 

5. Participation must be voluntary. 

Potential communicators were matched to the criteria. The 

final selection process of the singers is shown in Table 

3.1. 

Eight singers met the total criteria and were selected 

as communicators for my research. Chris and Sarah 

volunteered to be communicators for my research through a 

recommendation of an acquaintance while in Egypt during 

January of 2001. Both were students in the high school 

choir. Five of the singers, Josh, Oliver, Shannon, Gumby, 

and Wendy, were Tucson, Arizona high school students with 

sight-singing experience in either the Tucson Boys' 

Chorus or the Tucson Girls Chorus as well as high school 

choirs. One singer, Jenna, from New York City, was 

visiting an aunt in Tucson. 
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Table 3.1 Final Criteria and Selection of Communicators 
(Singers) for Research (an asterisk identifies 
each of the eight selected singers) 

Name Age Consent Gender Years of Tape Sight-Singing Session Require. 
Form Sight-Singing Quality Ex[eroemce Completion Met 

Chris* 
18 Yes Male 6 years Good Cairo American 

College 
Yes Yes 

Dino* 15 Yes Female Yes Good New York 
schools 

Yes Yes 

Judith 15 Yes Female 4 years Poor Tucson Girls 
Choir and pubic 
school 
experiences 

Yes No 

Jim 12 Yes Male 2 years Giood Tucson Boys 
Choir 
& private 
school 

Yes No 

Jinna 13 Yes Female 6 years Good Tucson Girls 
Choir 

Yes No 

Josh* 16 Yes Male 7 years Good Tucson Boys 
Choir 

Yes Yes 

Tomas Adult Yes Male 20 years Not 
complete 

Professional 
violin 

No No 

Caitlin 15 Yes Female Many Poor Public school 
and church 

no No 

Ohver* 15 Yes Male 5 years Good Tucson Boys 
Choir & private 
school 

Yes Yes 

Ray 11 Yes Male 2 Good Tucson Boys 
Choir 

Yes No 

Sarah* 16 Yes Female Middle 
school 

Good Pubic schools 
and overseas, 
and CAC 

Yes Yes 

Shannon* 15 Yes Female 2+ Good Public schools yes Yes 

Gumby* 15 Yes Female Middle and 
High School 

Good Public schools Yes Yes 

Wendy* 17 Yes Female 4 years Good Public schools Yes Yes 

Locations for the Sight-Singing Sessions 

The times and places for each sight-singing session were 

mutually agreed upon by e-mail, telephone, or personal contact. 

These sessions occurred in my home, the home of the potential 
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singer, the University of Arizona, choral rooms in high 

schools in Tucson, and the choral room at Cairo American 

College in Ma'adi-Digla, Egypt. Each sight-singing session was 

initiated by informal conversation followed by the actual 

initial interview, the sight-singing for data collection, and 

the final interview. 

Materials for Data Collection 

Two interviews were devloped by me—the Initial Sight-

Singing Interview and the Final Sight-Singing Interview 

(see Appendix D) . The choral piece of music for sight-singing 

by Ellers (1979), It's My Song (see Appendix E) was my major 

source for data collection. A piano or a pitch pipe to give the 

singer the initial tone of the song, a stop-watch, and an audio-

cassette player completed the materials for data collection. 

The criteria for selection of the song included the 

following: 

1. The song must be unfamiliar to the singer and 

unpracticed. 

2. The song must be a complete musical score with 

musical text and written text. 

3. The song must have a story line. 

4. The song must be in a key common to early sight-singing 

of musical text (C-major, G-major, or F-major). 
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5. The pitch range of the song must be within a range 

that accommodates most voices—soprano, alto, tenor, 

and bass (middle C to C above middle C). 

6. The musical text must be challenging but not too 

difficult so that the singers could sight-sing 

independently. 

It's My Song (Ellers, 1979)(see Appendix E) was selected 

after reviewing possibilities meeting the criteria with Mr. 

Montgomery, the choral director of Cairo American College in 

Cairo, Egypt. This piece of music reflected the fact that most 

choral singers are familiar with the print format of the 

song and met the above criteria. 

Ifs My Song (Ellers, 1979) is out of print. However, 

Jenson Publications Inc. provided permission for me to use 

the song for my research (see Appendix F). 

The Sight-Singing Interviews 

The Initial Sight-Singing Interview, developed and 

field tested during the fall of 1999 in Gloria Kauffman's 

fourth and fifth grade class in Tucson, Arizona, was modified 

for this research. The initial and final interviews serve three 

purposes for both the sight-singer and the researcher: (1) 

to provide a smooth entrance into the interview session and 

elicit conversation, (2) to provide insight into the beliefs 
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about music and reading of vocal music, and (3) to access 

sight-singers' views of process and strategies and categorize 

them according to the interview questions. 

The interviews allow the sight-singer room to wonder and 

wander (Merriam, 19 91) in order to reflect, question, and 

share information. They allowed the sight-singer and the 

researcher opportunities to return to previous questions and 

add new or extended information. This type of interview 

elicits conversation rather than specific answers, thus 

providing insight into each singer's beliefs, background, 

and understanding of music. 

Initial Sight-Singing Interview 

The initial interview is presented next and includes a 

description of purpose for each question for my research 

(see Appendix D). The questions are: 

1. Can you read music? Do you sight-read music? 

Purpose: to initiate the conversation, create an atmosphere 

of trust, and begin a dialogue of musical beliefs. 

2. Explain what sight-reading music means. What do 

people actually do when they sight-read music? 

Purpose: to ascertain what the singer actually knows about 

sight-reading music. 
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3. When you look at a score, what do you see? What do you 

think? 

Purpose: to discover the singer's thoughts when presented 

with new music. 

4. Tell your history of sight-reading music. What made you 

decide to learn? How did you learn? Why do you want to sight-

read music? 

Purpose; to learn the background of the singer, earliest 

memories of music, and reasons for sight-singing. 

5. In what way is sight-reading music important to you? 

Purpose: to help understand the importance of sight-

singing for the singer. 

6. How does music make you feel? Why? 

Purpose: to gain information about the singer's emotional 

response to music. 

7. Does sight-reading music entail using strategies? 

Which? How? 

Purpose: to build on prior conversation about strategies 

people use when sight-reading music. 

8. What understanding do you have of a theory of sight 

reading music? What does having a theory mean? 

Purpose: to learn the singer's knowledge of theory and 

their self-beliefs about theory. 
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9. What do you do when you sight-read music? 

(music with text) 

Purpose: to obtain more information about skills, strategies, 

and meaning of sight-singing. 

10. Does music help you in other areas of your life? 

School? Specifically, how does it affect learning school 

curriculum? Are there ways sight-reading music and learning are 

connected? How? 

Purpose: to learn more of the singer's perception about the 

meaning of music in life in general, academic, out of school, 

or other areas of life. 

11. I what ways do you see sight-reading music influencing 

the wider experiences in school? In life? 

Purpose: to expand on meaning of music to one's life. 

12. When you are sight-reading music and come to something 

you don't know, what do you do? 

Purpose: to determine how the singers characterize what the 

they know and don't know about music. 

13. Who is a good sight-reader of music you know? What 

makes that that person a good sight reader? Do they ever come 

to something they don't know? What do they do? Could you help 

them? How? 
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Purpose: to provide insight into what singers believe about the 

characteristics of a good sight-singer. 

14. Are you a good sight-reader? Would you like to be 

better at sight-reading music? How could you do this? 

Purpose; indication of the self-concept the singer has about 

has about his/her ability to read music. 

15. How do you feel about sight-reading music for me? 

Purpose: to help the singer feel at ease for the interview 

session. 

These questions together with the responses from the 

Final Sight-Singing Interview provide information specific 

to each singer's musical background, knowledge of music, 

and practical implications of music. 

Final Sight-Singing- Interview 

The Final Sight-Singing Interview (see Appendix D) has 

three questions. The first question provides insight about 

the singer's understanding of the written text of the song. 

The next two questions continue the initial discussion by 

adding new information and they provide the opportunity for 

the singer to ask questions and reflect on their sight-

singing . 

1. What is your understanding of the lyrics of the 

song? 
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2. What do you recall about the music itself? 

3. Is there anything you would like to ask or add about 

the music or lyrics? 

The two interviews contribute to my research questions 

through responses of the singers' metalinguistic and 

metacognitive knowledge of singing. According to Y. M. 

Goodman, Watson, & Burke, (1987): 

What students believe about reading and reading 

instruction affects decisions they make about 

strategies to use during reading. Responses provide 

information about the reader's metalinguistic knowledge 

about reading. By examining readers' responses to the 

[interview], it is possible to categorize their views of 

reading, (pp. 134-135) 

The procedure for collecting data from each sight-singer was 

the same in each session. 

Procedures for Data Collection 

Introductions and getting-acquainted conversation 

initiated the sight-singing session, followed by the 

Initial Sight-Singing Interview. The first question and 

supportive questions are: Can you read music? Do you sight-

read music? The conversation from this question leads to an 

informal dialogic conversation about the singer's musical 
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beliefs and dialogue incorporating the remainder of questions 

on the Initial Sight-Singing Interview. 

The sight-singing of It's My Song follows the Initial 

Sight-Singing Interview. The procedure for the sight-singing 

is exactly the same for each singer. 

You are going to have some time to look over the song. 

I will give you three minutes to scan the score. If you are 

ready to sing before the three minutes are up, let me 

know. I will give you the beginning note. At the end 

of that time, I will give you the note again and you will 

sing the entire song all by yourself. At the end, you 

will be asked to tell everything you remember about the 

story of the song and any things you recall about 

singing the music itself. 

At the end of three minutes, I ask if there are any 

questions, then say, "Remember, do whatever you would do 

to learn the piece of music to the best of your ability 

with no human or instrumental assistance." 

The three minutes for scanning the song is appropriate 

as confirmed by David Waggoner who is affiliated with the 

Arizona State Honors Festival. Auditions for this Festival 

allow 15 seconds for each 5-measure exercise for the 

audition. Mr. Waggoner also pointed out during an interview 
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that the musical and written text for my research is a 

whole and authentic song whereas the 5-measure excercises 

of the Festival auditions are newly contrived each year. 

Each sight-singing session, including the interviews, 

is audio-taped for later in-depth analysis. Upon completion 

of the sight-singing of It's My Song, the Final Sight-

Singing Interview concludes the sight-singing data 

collection session. 

Data analysis of the musical text and the written 

text, the next element of my research, is derived from the 

marking and coding of musical miscues and textual miscues. 

A brief description of structural elements of the musical 

text and written text precedes data analysis procedures. 

Structural Analysis of the Musical Text 

and the Written Text 

An understanding of pertinent structural elements of 

the musical text and the written text provides background 

for comprehending the analysis of my data. It also 

delineates the musical text and written text possibilities 

of the song. 

Structural Analysis of It's My Song 

Research on sight-singing usually involves less than 40 

notes. The music for my research is a whole piece of 
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authentic choral music, according to Miscue Analysis 

procedure. It's My Song (see Appendix E) has 61 compound 

quadruple measures (4 beats to a measure). Fifty-six measures 

contain notes for singing, two measures have no notes, and four 

measures contain only one note for 16 beats. 

The 61 measures of the song contain a total of 178 notes 

and 178 words or syllables, or a possibility of 356 accrued 

cues and miscues for each singer. This magnifies the analysis 

of data to 2848 notes and syllables with a possibility 2848 

possible cues and miscues for all eight singers. 

The Basic Scale of It's hfy Song 

The musical text is composed in the key of G major. The G-

major scale is a diatonic scale constructed according to 

Western tonal music (see Figure 3.1). The actual singing notes 

of the song include the 4*^*^ through the 11*^"^ notes in the 

figure. 

Figure 3.1. The G-major scale in two ranges including the 
Major notes of It's My Song (Ellers, 1979). 

The G-major scale has one sharp, F-sharp, shown by the sharp 

symbol on the upper, or fifth, line of the staff (see Figure 
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3.1). The time signature in the example, 8/4, designates the 

basic beat of the two measures allowing for eight quarter note 

tones for the basic scale. Each note equals one beat in a 

continuous and steady rhythmical beat. 

The first, third, and fifth notes on the middle three 

lines of the staff shown below form the major triad of the 

G-major scale (see Figure 3.2). The base note of the major 

triad, the lower note G, represents the tonic. The tonic is 

the tone from which the singer can maintain a central point 

of reference for determining musical intervals, a change of 

pitch, in the melody. The tonic also is known as the tonal 

center of the song. 

it 
Figure 3.2. The major triadic chord of the G-major scale. 

(The tonal center "G" is shown as the bottom 
note of the triad.) 

When the G note is the final note of a musical clause 

or phrase, it provides a tone that creates a sense of 

completeness to a singer (see Figure 3.3). Thus the end 

note of It's My Song in G-major also ends on the G note and 

provides a feeling of completeness and a feeling of 

resolution. 
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i F=f=T IP j 
Ke 

UJ-

jp-ing tirr le with my 

0 

heart bee It, it's my song. 

Figure 3.3. A musical phrase that ends with a feeling of 
completion or resolution. 

Figure 3.4 below shows a clause or phrase ending on a 

note other than G. This creates a feeling of incompletness 

and non-resolution. 

•0—0-
sr 

morn-ing It is with me in the at the ver - y break of day. 

Figure 3.4. A musical phrase that ends with a feeling of 
incompleteness or non-resolution. 

The first words of the song, for instance. It is with me in 

the morning, at the very break of day, end on the note D 

(see Figure 3.4), leaving the singer or listener with a 

feeling of incompleteness, a need to continue in order to 

achieve a feeling of resolution. 

Musical Text and Written Text Form 

The musical text and the written text both are written in a 

poetic AAB form. The AA sections have a steady tempo with no 

major surprises. The B sections, however, contain an element of 

surprise for the singer by producing a change in rhythm (rate of 



movement), tempo (rate of speed), and pitch (highness or lowness 

of a tone) (see Figure 3.5). These changes in musical notations 

create a syncopated or uneven rhythm, thus adding layers of time 

and space and a challenge for the singers (see Figure 3.5) . 

k $ 
It's a 

p f f f 
mir-ror of the heart of me. 

Figure 3.5. A change of rhythm. (The element of surprise 
introduced in the musical text for the singer 
by a change of beat and pitch, known as a 
syncopated rhythm.) 

All of the singers for my researach attempted to reproduce the 

rhythm change when it occurred and were aware of the tonal 

center of the song. 

The syntactic structure of the written text, the same 

AAB form, can be likened to dependent and independent 

clauses. This dual structure implies supportive musical 

elements, a declamative statement, where the musical and 

written accents coincide and the musical elements support 

the written text (see Figure 3.6). 

The two verses of the musical text and the written 

text, as indicated above, are constructed in a poetic or 

lyric AAB form. Verses 1 and 2 of the AAB musical form are 
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Musical Text and Written Text Compared 

Key: A1, A1, Bl, A2, A2, B2=Designated AAB pattern of music and text 
Indep.=Independent clause Dep.=Dependent clause 
Res.=Resolution feeling 
Unres.=Unresolved feeling 
Meas.=Measures MP=Musical Phrase TC=Text Clause 

A1: Me a s. 1-5 
MP 1 
TC 1 

Meas. 5-
MP 2 
TC 2 and 3 

A2: Meas. 9-13 
MP 3 
TC 4 and 5 

Meas. 13-16 
MP 4 and 5 
TC 6 and 7 
Bl: Meas. 17-21 
MP 6 
TC 8 and 9 

Meas. 21-25 
MP 7, 8, and 9 
TC 10, 11, and 

12 

Meas. 26-28 
MP 10 
TC 13 and 14 

A2 Meas 
MP 11 
TC 15 

31-35 

Meas. 35-39 
MP 12 
TC 16 

Meas. 39-43 
MP 13 
TC 17 and 18 

Meas, 43-46 
MP 14 and 15 
TC 19 

Unres. GEDG GAG DDEFED CD 

Indep. It is with me in the morn-ing, at the ver-y break of day. 

Unres. GED G G ABBA GA 

Dep. And it ling-ers / when the sun has passed a-way, 

Unres. GED G GAG D/EF EDCD 

Indep./ Ellip It's my cora-fort when I'm lone-ly / ray cour-age to be strong. 

Hnres. / Res. 

Non-finite Dep / Indep. 

D D E G A G  D  E G G  

Keep-ing time with my heart-beat / it's my song. 

Dnres. GABBBB ADD D GFY EF¥ D 

Indep. / Dep. And I give to you this pact of me / be-cause you are my 

friend 

3X Dnres, GABBBBA DD/GGD/GGD 

3X Indep, It's a mir-ror of the heart of me./ Look in-side./See my soul. 

Res, E F? G B B A G FY G 

2X Indep. Share my song and it will ne-ver end. 

Onres. GEDG GAGDEF EDCD 

Indep. It is al-ways deep in-side me, the sha-dow of my mind. 

Unres. G EDGGAB BAGA 

Dep. It's the ech-o of a thou-sand mem-o-ries. 

Dnres. GED G GAGD/EF E D CD 

Inde./Ellip It is some-times sad and gen-tle/and some-times brave and 

strong 

Unres. / Res. DDE GGAG DE GG 

Non-finite Dep / Indep. The re-flect-ion of my spir-it, it's my song. 

(figure continues) 
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B2 Meas. 47-51 
MP 16 
TC 20 and 21 

Meas. 51-55 
MP 11, 18, 19 
TC 22-24 

Meas. 56-58 

MP 20 

TC 25 

Unres. G A B  B  B  A D D  G FY E FY D i - i . D  O  O  O  n U U U £ X Cj L X 

Indep. / Dep. And I give to you this part of me / be-cause you are my 

friend 

3X Onres. GABBBBA DD/GGD/GGD 

3X Indep. It's a mir-ror of the heart of me./ Look in-side./See my soul. 

Res. E  f ¥ g b b a g f ? g  
2X Indep. Share my song and it will ne-ver end. 

Figure 3.6. Musical text and written text phrasing as they 
support each other. 

the same with the exception of one note added in the first 

phrase to compensate for one added word in the phrase-15 

tones instead of 14 tones. The written text in the two "A" 

sections has different lyrics while the written text of the 

two B sections is identical (see Figure 3.6). 

The AAB match between musical text and written text is 

shown in Figure 3.6, 

While Figure 3.6 above shows the match between the 

notes to the words and syllables, Figure 3.7 below shows 

the recurrences, or repetitions, of musical clauses and 

phrases. 

These recurring musical clauses and phrases as shown 

in Figure 3.7 above provide further basis for determining 

processes and strategies over time. 
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Measures 1-5, 9 -13, 31--35 r 39-43; 
G E D G G A G D D E F E D C D 

Measures 1-5: It is with me in the morn-ing at the ver-y break of day. 

G E D G G A G D D F E D C D 

Measures 9-13; It's my com-for t when I'm lone-ly/ my cour-age to be strong. 

G E D G G A G D D F E •D C D 
Measures 31-35; It is al-ways deep in -side me. the sha-dow of my mind. 

G E D G G A G D D F E D C D 
Measures 39-43; It is some-times s ad and gen-tle. and some -times brave a nd strong. 

Measures 5-8, 35-39: 

G E D G G A B B A G A 
Measures 5-8: And it ling-ers vjhen the sun has passed a--way. 

G E D G G a B B A G A 
Measures 35 -39: It's the e-cho of a thou -sand mem -o-ries. 

Measures 13-16, 43-46 
D D E G A G D E 3 G 

Measures 13-16 Keep--ing time with my heart beat , it's my song 

D D E G G A G D E G G 
Measures 43-45: The re-flec-tion of my spir-it. it 's my song. 

Measures 21-23, 51-53 
G A B B B B A D D 

Measures 21-23: It's a mir-ror of the heart of me. 

G A B B B B A D D 
Measures 51-53: It's a mir-ror of the heart of me. 

Measures 24-28, 54-58 
G G D G G D E F? G B B A G FY G 

Measures 24-28: Look in-side, see my soul, share my song and it will ne -ver end. 

G G D G G D E FY G B B A G FY G 
Measures 54-58: Look in-side, see my soul, share my song and it will ne -ver end. 

Figure 3. 7. Patterns of recurring musical text and written 
text as related to each other. 

The structural analysis of It's My Song presented 

above as related to my research shows the basic elements 

that a sight-singer must replicate or reconstruct when 

sight-singing. The musical text and the written text are 
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based on traditional Western tonal choral music with 

predictable and repetitive phrasing. The song proposes 

challenge for the singer, especially in changes in the 

steady beat to a syncopated beat. A major challenge for the 

sight-singer is reconstructing two semiotic systems at one 

time, musical text and written text. 

Analysis of Data 

The two interviews, the Initial Sight-Singing 

Interview and the Final Sight-Singing Interview, were 

transribed verbatim from an audio-cassette immediately 

after each sight-singing session. The sight-singing of the 

musical text of It's My Song also was transcribed exactly 

as the singer performed but. required a different format for 

transcription of musical text with written text. 

Interview Transcriptions 

The.Initial Sight-Singing Interview and the Final 

Sight-Singing Interview provide insight into each singer's 

beliefs, background, and knowledge of music. This data 

categorized according to interview question foci provides the 

data for the descriptive profiles of the singers in Chapter 4 

of this dissertation. The data also contributes to 

understanding by the singers of the sight-singing process and 
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strategies as related to the socio-psycholinguistic model of 

reading in Chapter 6 of this dissertation. 

Sight-Singing Transcriptions 

Initially I designed a graph to incorporate the total 

data from the musicscript (see Appendix I). This composite 

graph provides a workable instrument for initial coding of 

the cues and miscues as they relate to the original melody 

and lyrics in lieu of a computer designed musicscript. 

I later designed the musiciscript specific to 

coding musical notations with written text using the 

FINALE computer music program to mark and code all cues and 

miscues of each singer exactly as performed. This 

musicscript provides space for marking and coding all 

expected responses (ER) and all observed responses (OR) 

of the sight-singer, including the reconstructed 

melody, written text, and additional notes for further 

explanation (see Appendix G). 

The musicscript is double-staved with the actual musical 

text and written text of It's My Song transposed on the bottom 

Staff. The upper staff is for transcription and coding of the 

singer's actual singing. 
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Jtt ̂  - J 
1 J J —d— i— ^—3 J—J —  a 

It is with me in the mom-ing. 

Figure 3.8. Sample of musicscript for transcription and coding 
of a sight-singer's cues and miscues. 

The transcription includes substitutions, repetitions, 

insertions, unsuccessful corrections, anandoned correct 

responses, unmarked breath marks, and all markings to record 

the singer's actual cues and miscues (see Figure 3.9). 

11 ® 12AC 10 AP 

rt 0 

3 
with" ̂  $ 

0. time E 1 "with" F# 
1.timeE 2 overt hum/ 
2. time E 3 "with" F# 

13 AP- F# 
_S 

slur 

;ap(9) 

A P n n  F #  

ing time with my lieart' beat, it's my 

mah 

Figure 3.9. Example of a musicscript transcription. (The 
original melody is on the lower staff. The 
sight-singer's parallel reconstructed melody is 
on the top staff.) 

Figure 3.9 above exemplifies several of the many 

possibilities for marking the musicscript. From left to right 

on Figure 3.9, the first note (D) is followed by an apostrophe 

marking denoting an arrhythmical pause. The second note (E) 
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shows multiple repetitions of the same note. The singer sang 

the correct note, then repeated it two times. The third 

note is a musical partial; the singer slurred from the G note 

to F-sharpf which created an abandoned correct response. The 

fourth and fifth notes were simple substitutions, followed by 

a second arrhythmical pause. The sixth and seventh notes were 

accurately sung, while the eighth note again is a 

substitution, with a non-word for my. The singer pronounced 

mah for my. This example of possible markings of the singer's 

miscues shows the flexibility of using the musicscript to 

transcribe both the musical text and the written text. 

An advantage of this FINALE musicscript is the ability to 

hear each note as it is entered on the staff or to hear a 

playback of the melody. Another advantage is the use of red, 

green, and blue to denote specific and repeated responses. The 

disadvantage of the program is the non-transferability of the 

color coding to a word docimient. The marking of these 

henscratches and flyspecks (Seegers, 1973) of each singer's 

transaction with the musical and written text took many months 

to transcribe and to validate the accuracy of the eight 

transcriptions (see Appendix H). 

Validation of actual tone and pitch accuracy and. 

written text accuracy produced by each singer was confirmed 



by three interveners. Marilyn Rinehart, a professional 

organist, and Dr. Carroll Rinehart, a professional 

musician, validated the musical text. Accuracy of pitch was 

not considered a miscue for my research as slightly off key did 

not have a major impact on the process or strategies of the 

singers. Musical expressions and articulations were marked for 

information but not coded as miscues for the same reason. 

Dr. Yetta M. Goodman of the University of Arizona 

validated the miscues of the written text. In every case in 

question concerning a a musical or written text miscue, the 

interveners and myself negotiated the final decision. 

During this entire process of transcribing and 

validating data, many graphs and tables were designed to 

elicit specific information from the musicscripts of the 

eight singers. As one chart was developed, other charts and 

tables continuously were in play. Over time the data 

continued to amass and was entered in a data base 

spreadsheet. This proved to be beyond my capacity. I called 

on the professional expertise of my son, James Parker, to 

create new formulas to answer new questions (see Figure 3.10), 
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Figure 3.10. One singer's Excel Workbook sample. 

Figure 3.10 above is a sample from one complete 

workbook for one singer. The dark area named SONG, starting 

from the top down, includes the following information. 

® The Melody line contains the words to the song. 

» The Measure line is the number of each measure in the 

song. 

9 The Number line is the actual number of each note in 

the song. 
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® The Melody Semitone line tells the exact original note 

the singer is reading by number: C-6, D-8, E-10, F-

sharp-12, G-13, A-15, B-17. 

• The Singer Semitone line tells the reconstructed 

melody of the singer by number. For instance, in 

Figure 3.10 the original melody note is E-10. The 

singer sang F-Ll, exactly one-half semitone above the 

expected response (ER). 

The lighter section of Figure 3.10 from top to bottom 

in the first column is the miscue coding of the 

reconstructed melody including the categories of the Sight-

Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy and other codings that 

provide insight into the processes and strategies used by 

one singer. 

The second column provides numerical note information, 

while the third column is the percentage of the observed 

response (OR) of each miscue category. The numbers in the 

succeeding columns indicate the elements of each category. 

For instance, the line corrections has a number 1 under the 

second note, indicating the miscued note was corrected. The 

number 2 under the third not indicates that there was no 

correction. 



The on and off coding in the Tonic Deviancy and Tonic 

Closure Deviancy lines shows whether the singer was able to 

use the tonic center, the note G for this research. This 

permanent coding of data provided greater flexibility, 

accuracy, and management of the cues and miscues of each 

singer. 

The analysis of data eventually evolved into the Sight-

Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy and (see Chapter 5) and the 

Sight-Singing Model (see Chapter 6) to show the relationship 

between process and strategies of sight-singing and the socio-

psycholinguistic transactional model of reading, the Goodman 

Model of Reading. 

Summary 

Chapter 3 presents the design, methodology and 

procedures for collecting and analyzing data. In the next 

chapter. Chapter 4, I present a profile of each of the singers, 

including information about their musical backgrounds, their 

sight-singing, and examples of their musical miscues. 

Chapter 5 presents the events that naturally evolved from 

analysis of the data to the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue 

Taxonomy and a coding instrument for use with the taxonomy. 

The Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy creates the 

basis for determining the relationship between sight-singing 



process and strategies and the socio-psycholinguistic 

transactional model of reading in Chapter 6. The dissertation 

concludes with Chapter 7, a summary of the dissertation, 

findings, implications, and questions for further research. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE COMING TOGETHER OF EIGHT SINGERS' VOICES 

This chapter introduces the eight singers who provided 

the data for my dissertation. I present their beliefs about 

music through our interview conversations. I discuss their 

miscues from their sight-singing as well as their 

reflection on their own singing and the retelling of the 

song. I identify strategies they used in their sight-

singing. All three data sources—the Initial Sight-Singing 

Interview, the actual sight-singing of Ifs My Song 

(Ellers, 1979), and the Final Sight-Singing Interview—are 

interrelated and contributed data to inform my research 

questions. 

The construction of each profile was much like a 

literacy dig (Taylor, 1993) that captures the singers' 

experiences, knowledge, backgrounds, and beliefs about 

music. The resulting profiles focus on interaction between 

the significant factors—the interviews, the sight-singing 

process, and the observed strategies—in order to provide a 

"rich, 'thick,' phenomenon under study" (Merriam, 1992, p. 

29). Each profile, in narrative form, is in the words of 

the singer and/or is paraphrased. 
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The categories that evolved through data analysis of 

the transcriptions of the eight sight-singing sessions 

included each singer's musical background, beliefs about 

music, knowledge of the structure of music, the importance 

of music, a reflection of their performance, and a 

retelling of the story of the lyrics. Selected examples of 

musical miscues of each singer that are common to the 

majority of singers provide an overview of the strategies 

each singer used. The total musical miscue examples for all 

eight singers provide an overview of the process and 

strategies used by most of my singers. 

Profile One: Chris 

Chris, my first volunteer singer, was introduced to me 

by the choir director of Cairo American College (CAC), a 

pre-school through grade 12 school, in Ma'adi-Digla, Egypt. 

We met in a practice room while the chorus continued 

practicing for a competition in Holland. 

Chris attended CAC for the last eight years, prior to 

attending a university in the United States and was a high 

school senior at the time of the sight-singing session. He 

is bicultural, having an American mother and an Egyptian 

father. 



Chris says that he always loved music. "I even 

remember before 4^^ grade playing the violin in Kindergarten 

until third grade with the Suzuki method, and that's what 

got me started." He sang in choruses from 4*^^ grade through 

high school, had major parts in musical productions, and 

performed in competitions throughout Europe while at CAC. 

Sight-singing to Chris means "being able to pick up a 

piece of music, hearing the first note, and singing it 

(laugh) right." 

Mr. Montgomery picked up mainly my sight-reading 

skills in choir. Even since sixth grade, he gave us 

those tests—what is a quarter note, how long it is, 

what's a half note, how long is it. And he'd even 

actually ask individual kids like, what word does the 

beat start. He'd ask about different beats to 

different notes. And you know, he'd write things on 

the board, and like he'd, you know, do that. But since 

I've been doing it for so long, it's kind of like you 

look at the music, and over time it starts to make 

sense to you. 

Chris' first impression of looking at a new piece of 

music is one of "challenge and excitement. He believes that 

good sight-singer "has the ability to not know a piece of 
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music, show it to them, and they'll sing it flawlessly." He 

thinks that ''they can hear it before they sing it. They 

look at the notes, they hear it, they sing it. It seems 

phenomenal." 

Chris believes that his knowledge of musical elements 

includes tempo beat, rhythm, rests, the musical staff, and 

different note values (whole, eighth, quarter, half, and 

sixteenth). He believes that the words of the text, the 

phrase lines of the music, the text, and the particular 

genre of a piece of music all influence the reading of a 

song. He also believes that music or anything has to be 

experienced in order to learn it. Chris views sight-singing 

as having an added layer, musical notations added to an 

existing written text. 

There are many possibilities and strategies for the 

best way to learn music. 

I always feel the beat. I think that is the most 

important thing. And I talk to myself in my head, like 

breath, being prepared, like coming up you have to 

make yourself aware. Definitely you have to look 

ahead. And part of my body is always moving. I think 

the key is to look ahead and see what's coming next so 

you can prepare yourself for it. 



Specific strategies Chris reports using include 

anticipation, prediction, feel the beat, hear it on the 

piano once, hear the first note, talk to yourself, plan for 

breathing, have focus and effort, and keep looking at it. 

"The more you look, the more sense it makes." 

Chris sees a relationship between poetry and learning 

a new song. 

You look at the,poem, you read it, like for phrase 

lines. Then you take it apart and you learn that 

there's so much more to it, and you and the poem begin 

to understand each other. And I guess for me it's the 

same way with a song. You look at the song, and you 

don't quite get it at first, but as you start to learn 

it, it makes sense to you. You start getting the 

answers. 

Music, for Chris, has very practical applications. It 

uplifts one's spirit and can make you feel better "because 

music is always there. And best of all, you can always sing 

to yourself and have a great time," 

Chris strongly believes that there are benefits of 

music for learning. Music definitely helps you remember 

things. For instance, he writes lyrics to known tunes to 

help him remember what he needs to know. It also makes you 



feel more competent and to have confidence to be a leader. 

You also learn popular beliefs through music and it helps 

you be a better reader and writer. It definitely develops 

better articulation in speaking. 

Retrospective Self-Reflection 

In his final interview Chris said he felt pretty shaky 

just before sight-singing but he liked it. He pointed out 

specific places, such as "look inside, see my soul," where 

he knew the repetition should be the same but wasn't sure 

what he did. Intervals that create the up and down tones of 

a song provided the most challenge. 

Retelling the Lyrics 

Chris was aware that both the musical and written 

textual phrases are meaningful as well as written text and 

articulation. The story of the song is retold in Chris' 

words. 

I find the story interesting. It's kind of like 

describing, it's like it is everything. It's my song, 

which I mean, to me, like, it's who that individual 

is, saying that "I'm basically opening myself up to 

you. I'm giving you a part of me that, you know, is 

for most fast friends. It's basically the best thing I 

could offer you. It's kind of like it's my friendship. 
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You can take, like here I am." I find it interesting 

like what she's talking about it. Well, I guess it 

could be interpreted to a lot of things. It could be a 

memory, a hope, a dream. You know, it's her song. It's 

an inspiration. Gives her comfort when she's sad. It's 

something beautiful for sure. Something she finds 

beautiful, and it's something she wants to share with 

those she loves. 

Chris sees music as beauty. "I picked up a lot of 

information through songs, like beautiful terms. 

Process and Strategy Examples 

Chris initially looked at the music, hummed four 

measures, and said, "It's my comfort when' I'm lonely, my 

cour--,) Is that right? None of that's right. I think 

that's right. '*My courage to be strong.'" He then continued 

singing to the end of the song after this initial 

confirmation strategy. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates note value reversal. Chris sang 

a dotted quarter note and an eight note on the top staff 

instead of an eighth note followed by a dotted quarter note 

on the lower staff, the original melody. He also 

substituted the pitch, two C notes instead of two B notes. 
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mm 
I-CH 

ti 
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iJT-" 
wjtr mr 

Figure 4.1. Reversal of note values. 

This example is analogous to a written text reversal of 

words, such as: fsahAandJ. 

Figure 4.2 is an example of an unsuccessful attempt to 

correct a musical miscue. 

W- 'm * sMte »• 

IAA 

IB side. 

Figure 4.2. An unsuccessful attempt to correct musical 
text. 

The first notations on the staves of Figure 4.6 show 

that Chris first sang in sequence F-natural, A-sharp, F-

natural. He then unsuccessfully attempted to correct the 

three-note musical miscue by singing A-sharp, A-sharp, G 

instead of the original melody notes G, G, D on the lower 

staff. This musical miscue shows substituted notes, 

repetition of one note, and duration (pitch) change. 
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The effect of articulation of written text on musical 

text is shown in Figure 4,3. 

Figure 4.3. Enunciation or dialect change. 

While either pronunciation is acceptable, rOflection 

or i^}flection/r Chris first sang changed the syllable to 

rD, then sang rDflection. It is possible that the 

enunciation was caused by Chris' dialect. In this case, the 

written text caused a repetition of notes. 

A complex musical miscue is shown in Figure 4.4 below. 

A complex miscue is one in which a particular miscue 

affects the succeeding musical beat or rhythm. A complex 

miscue can be caused by a miscue in written text or in 

musical text but it has an effect on both texts. 

2. QSfJteifc ifc-M 

f IK re isc ti» 
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Figure 4.4. A complex miscue. 

Chris maintained singing a 4/4 meter until the final 

measure in this example. He changed the rhythm, or beat, 

which created a change in declamation, or rhythmical meter 

basic structure. 

Musical text of a 4/4 meter naturally creates an 

identifiable accented tone on the first and third beats of 

a measure. Chris' word/note mismatch created an accent 

pattern of: accent, unaccent, unaccent, accent, instead of 

the anticipated accent, unaccent, accent, unaccent. This 

figure shows that Chris maintained an up and down contour 

pattern closely related to the original melodic contour. He 

attempted two unsuccessful corrections, but continued 

singing in. order to maintain a flow of melody, a keep on 

going strategy. 

All but one of Chris' musical miscues was a 

substitution of pitch, note duration, or both. One miscue 
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was an omission of a beat. His strategies included 

corrections, unsuccessful attempts to correct, and 

repetitions. 

Chris began the song on the tonic note, but did not 

end on the tonic. Throughout the song, Chris attempted to 

maintain a tonal center. 

Written text miscues basically were repetitions. Chris 

made only one written text miscue, a substitution. 

thing 

It is some-times sad and gentle. 

This miscue did not interrupt the meaning of the text. His 

miscue provided much information for ray research. 

Profile Two: Sarah 

Sixteen-year-old Sarah was a junior in high school at 

the Cairo American College at the time of the sight-singing 

session. According to Sarah, her mother and father are not 

musically inclined, "but my mother always wanted a house 

full of music and flowers." 

Sarah recalls singing with her classmates as they 

gathered around the teacher playing the piano or guitar. 

The class also performed musical presentations. 



Sarah had piano lessons "from an early age," but she 

hated practicing, so made a deal with her mother that she 

could stop taking piano lessons after eighth grade and take 

voice lessons instead, which she did. 

Sarah had her first music instruction in fourth grade. 

She has sung in choral groups since that time. In eighth 

grade, Sarah had the lead role in Camelot and feels 

fortunate for this experience. 

Sight-singing for Sarah is "being able to pick up a 

piece of music, to take the notes and the dots and little 

blobs and translate into mind." She believes that the most 

important thing is "never to stop, no matter where you go 

or how far you know you're off because if you stop you're 

lost and there is nowhere to go." Her sight-singing 

exemplified this principle. She deliberately started, she 

sang to the end, and then stopped. 

She believes that an instrument is very important in 

helping you learn to read music. The best sight readers she 

knows all are Korean students attending Cairo American 

College and are very good at playing some instrument. 

-"They're inspired, and they're in band, in chorus, or 

both. " 
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Learning to sight read music is like learning speaking 

according to Sarah, "but it's speaking in a certain pitch." 

And there are languages that, like Vietnamese and 

their seven tones. Their language is very musical. And 

with music you've got to be able to translate those 

notes into pitches.^ So sight reading, it's something 

like reading. It has to be. It's just translating. 

It's just a different part of a new language. 

Sarah discussed many elements of music including: notes, 

note values; being able to hold long notes; being able to 

do different skips, dynamics, like rests, accents 

crescendo, and decrescendo; and accidentals. Sarah said her 

easiest time signature is 4/4 because she knows how to deal 

with it. She believes that experience is very important. 

Strategies Sarah believes she uses to read music 

included: read through the music first, track, use the 

movable doh, know the basics, follow other singers, sing 

along with them, do it over and over in your head, and 

feel the pitches and know where they are going. 

Sarah has a strong conviction that attitude is 

important in using these strategies, ". . . just like in 

reading words. If you look at it and go, ^Oh my gosh,' 

you're sight reading's going to be completely tainted. But 
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if you look at it and say, 'Cool,' then you can get those 

notes." 

If you can't figure something out, like if you don't 

know a word, then you use context clues. And if you 

don't understand something, stop. Maybe read the whole 

paragraph and think about it. I guess compare it to 

others, get a general idea. It's the whole 

understanding of what they're saying. I know that when 

I read a technical book I sit down and try to 

visualize where everything is supposed to be so that I 

can figure it out. You would do the same things with 

music. 

"I think singing is just beautiful." These words 

suggest Sarah's feelings about music in her life. She sees 

music as generally uplifting, making her cry, and creating 

every imagined feeling. It also has helped her gain 

confidence in all areas of her life because it releases 

stress, "helps you find yourself, helps you become a 

leader, and it unites people. Music can bring people 

together regardless of the diversity of feelings of 

problems, because it's very moving." 

Singing has one very important practical factor for 

Sarah. She says people have a hard time understanding her 
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and singing helps her speak so others can understand her. 

"I really feel that the experience in Camelot where I had 

to get up there, and I did, that something happened. I 

enjoyed it. Now maybe I can get up there and speak in front 

of 150 or 200 people." 

Retrospective Self-Reflection 

Sarah looks for recurring patterns. "There are parts, 

like ''when I'm lonely, keeping time, because you are my 

friend' this part is sort of repeated. And 'It's the 

mirror, look inside,' that's the part, it's repeated twice 

so I looked for that and I kind of got it, I felt 

comfortable." 

If Sarah doesn't get it [the music] the first time, 

she says it's fine. 

I know I can get it so I go back and do it again, and 

if I don't get^ it that time, I'll keep doing it and 

I'll break it down until I get it. And then I'll keep 

singing it. 

Sarah now believes that an instrument is very important in 

helping you learn to read music and hopes some day to take 

piano lessons again. 

Retelling of Lyrics 

Sarah described the story. 
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It's a song that someone's singing to a friend and 

they're saying something to do with sharing this song 

with you because it's something that makes me happy. 

And I think you could make me happy too. It's^a nice 

song. I'm thinking of some words. '*1 know it will 

never end,' so I think it's something that cheers them 

up, and that it also is from the hearts, it's with me 

and will never end. It's more a metaphor for 

happiness, cheer you up a little bit. 

Sarah ended our session by saying, "Personally I love 

singing, and if I could give people a song that would make 

them happy, I would. I know that I will never let music out 

o f my life." 

Process and Strategy Examples 

Sarah closely maintained the up and down contour 

pattern of the melody line. She made an overt effort to 

maintain the tonal center as a reference point for 

determining the steps, or semitones, to sing. She started 

the song on the tonic note but did not end on the tonic. 

A classic example of disequilibrium and transaction 

with the song is shown in Figures 4.5 Part I and Figure 4.5 

Part II below. This complex musical miscue entails nine 

measures of musical text and written text. 
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m m j J — J — J  I  
of me be - seee be cause you are my friend. 

2. rhythm 3^ measures20-23 

f 
It's a mir-ror of the heart of me. 

0 tite mi - rror of the -

mir-ror of the - "the. p f r r= J 1 

of me be - cause you are my friend. 

0 ̂  
It's a mir-ror of the heart of me 

Figure 4.5 Part I. A complex miscue. 

Sarah's complex miscue begins in the first of nine 

measures with a rhythm (duration) miscue. She substituted 

two quarter notes for two eight notes with a tied quarter 

note. This musical miscue caused a mismatch of words 

beginning with of m. This created a complex situation where 

Sarah had to make on the spot decisions. All nine measures 

include mismatches between notes and words and pitch. 

The second measure contains a musical miscue of change 

of pitch and note/word mismatch. The third measure results 

in a reversal of note value and of pitch; the note value of 

two quarter notes and one whole notes is a reversal 

substitution for one whole note and two quarter notes. The 

fourth measure miscues include change of pitch as well as a 

steady beat for a syncopated rhythm-four quarter notes for 

one eight note, a dotted quarter note, and two quarter 

notes. The fourth measure also has a written text 

correction; Sarah first sang the, then corrected the 
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written text to a. The fifth measure in Figure 4.5 Part I 

includes a change of rhythm and an unsuccessful attempt to 

correct (UC) where Sara first sang G, then changed to F-

natural instead of D, the expected response (ER). 

|J tijj I* p I J 
It's a mir-ror of the heart of me. 

-si-
are my friend. 

i 
0 the mi - rror of the - F nat. G G G F nat 
1 a mir-ror of the - "the,' F natiiralia-G 

SJ— 

friend. It's a mir-ror of the heart of me Look in-side, 

Figure 4.5 Part II. Solution of disequilibrium between 
musical and written text. 

Figures 4.5 Parts I and II show resolution of Sarah's 

miscues. She sang nine measures without missing a beat that 

included rhythm change, note substitutions, and note value 

changes but still managed to maintain the meter, the number 

of measures, and arrive at a junction of compatibility 

between the musical and written text of the original song. 

From my perspective in analyzing this complex musical 

miscue, I had a choice between two possibilities. The first 

possibility was that when Sarah substituted see for cause 

and continued singing "be see because you are my friend," 

she realized that the see was not the correct syllable or 

word so she repositioned herself to correct it. However, 
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because Sarah was very exact in her singing of the song in 

4/4 meter, I opted to choose the second possibility. This 

meant that she was singing different words and syllables to 

match the notes of her maintained 4/4 meter. 

The strategies Sarah used are obvious through 

analyzing her very quick regrouping of her nine-measure 

miscues to arrive at the correct place in her musical score 

and to continue to the end of the song. Reading two 

semiotic systems, musical notations and written text, she 

initiated tone pitches and words, sampled the beat, 

predicted the successive sight-singing based on prior and 

anticipated music, confirmed her time within measures, and 

arrived at a successful conclusion. Sarah produced a 

perfect example of using holistic strategies to create a 

complex text. 

The most amazing outcome of this complex miscue was 

that Sarah had to sing the five measures in Figure 4.5 Part 

I plus four more measures—4.5 Part II—in order to adjust 

the miscues, regroup by predicting ahead in her singing, 

and adjust her continuing parallel reconstructed melody to 

the musical and written texts of the original song. Sarah 

then continued with the correct meter and written text for 

the remainder of the song. 
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Figure 4.6 below shows another example of Sarah's 

consistent steady beat musical miscues. 

1 M m S M 

7. rhythm 

give to you this 

Figure 4.6. Consistency of tempo versus a syncopated beat. 

\ 

The lower staff shows the melody as a syncopated 

rhythm. Sarah sang the correct written text to a musical 

miscue steady beat of four quarter notes, shown on the 

upper staff. This type of substitution of note value time 

(duration) changes the traditional accent of the measure 

and the intent of the stress points of the composer. 

Sarah was an especially expressive communicator for my 

research. She talked extensively about music in her life 

and its meaning for her. Of special interest is her belief 

that music, singing in particular, has helped her 

articulate her speech so that others could better 

understand her in all areas of her life. She sees music as 

a way of creating peace between people and nations. And 

like Chris, she sees beauty in music. 



I am reminded of teaching at her school in Ma'adi-

Digla, Egypt during another time, the 1960s, when Middle 

Eastern countries were viewed as unstable and problematic 

for the citizens of other countries. One singer, Oma 

Kathoom, sang for hours at her concerts without stopping. 

Her words and music were created as she sang, a full 

orchestra following her lead. Everyone in the Middle 

Eastern countries stopped to hear her sing. The Newsweek 

magazine of the year 1963 made a statement that the only 

thing that could unite the Middle East was Oma Kathoom. 

This indeed appeared to be a possibility. All Arabic-

speaking people listened as Oma Kathoom sang. Maybe Sarah 

has the right idea of peace—music. 

Sarah graduated in 2002 from Cairo American College. 

She came to the United States for a year, and then joined a 

volunteer group that helps children in Africa. Like Chris, 

we still keep in touch. She writes that "I don't think I 

could ever stop singing. I am constantly singing (as my 

housema'tes will tell you) and I just bought a guitar to 

replace the one I left at home" 

Profile Three: Jenna 

Jenna, a niece of Dr. Deborah Jacobson in Tucson, 

Arizona, was 15 years old at the time of the sight-singing 



session. She lives in New York City with her parents and a 

younger sister. She couldn't think of anyone musical in her 

family. On March 9, 2003, I called to confirm or disconfirm 

this statement. Both Jenna and her mother confirmed it, 

however, I personally know that her aunt in Tucson plays 

the flute. 

Jenna was in fourth grade when she began to learn 

about music. She had a few voice lessons in junior high 

school where she learned "more about just breathing and 

singing techniques than the reading of music." She sings 

both soprano and alto parts and has a "really wide range," 

but doesn't know how wide. Jenna now is in high school 

where she is a member of the a-capella Notables singing 

group. The Noteables produced a CD (2002) which Jenna sent 

to me. 

Jenna has sung leading roles in Into the Woods, 

Fiddler on the Roof, and the lead role of Sara in Guys and 

Dolls. She currently is singing the lead role of Julie in 

Carousel produced in April, 2003, and sang a Mozart aria 

for a competition in New York in April, 2003. 

According to Jenna, "singing is just so much fun, like 

everybody has something that is their thing, and it's a lot 

of fun for them. That's what singing is for me." 
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Jenna first learned what she knows about reading music 

from a teacher who just said, "'Just sight read this and do 

the best you can.' I haven't exactly been taught sight 

reading." Since singing difficult lead roles in musicals, 

however, "I had to do a lot of sight reading, and I kind of 

caught on to it." 

Jenna believes that some people are just born with a 

talent for sight-singing. However: 

You have to watch your notes so that you're not just 

singing anything random. Some people are really 

advanced. Give them a piece of music and they can just 

sing that piece of music, but some people have to have 

it played on the piano with them. 

Jenna believes that when she reads music she pays attention 

to the staff, the time signature, the notes, and the treble 

or bass clef, "and that's about it." She says she reads the 

words first if she has to sing with words, then tries the 

music, hums it, and then adds words again. 

She recognizes the importance of repetitious and 

recurring phrases for predicting the melody line, and the 

value of knowing intervals between notes, "especially the 

third, seventh, or fifth." 
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Jenna's coimnents best describe strategies she uses in 

sight-singing. 

First, read the words then look at the music and the 

placement of the notes on the staff to see how high or 

how low the notes go. I get nervous about how high or 

how low the notes go. Reading notes at the piano 

helps. I sometime sit down at my piano. I just want to 

sing, so I basically have to sight read it [the piano 

music]. It takes dedication and hard work. 

Jenna has a friend she considers to be a good sight-

singer who also plays the flute. The friend is "really 

talented" and is in the Notables, too. 

I think she really dedicated herself and she just had 

that second sense where she could sing the note when 

you gave it to her. I think that since she's been in 

the band classes and everything, taking outside 

classes, not only has she learned to read the music, 

she's also learned different strategies and 

techniques. 

Jenna believes that if you can't sight read, it takes 

a long amount of time to learn the music. "I enjoy singing 

so much. Sight-singing would make my singing life easier. I 

just feel that I would know what I'm doing more when I look 
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at music." She says that sight-singing "is a good technique 

to have with you." 

Jenna was not aware of any connections between music 

and other subjects. She does think that learning more about 

music would help in paying better attention in classes and 

be the means to a becoming better singer. 

Retrospective Self-Reflection 

Jenna told several observations about her sight-

singing. She was conscious of the pitch and the tonal 

center, G, of the song. "I tried to sing the same note for 

each Cs. I would just try to remember what I did for the 

last one. Sometimes I go back if it just doesn't sound 

right to me." 

Retelling- of Lyrics 

Jenna's retelling of the song was brief. "It was kind 

of like somebody's like going away and they're doing their 

song for the friend who's kind of special to them. I don't 

know." Her major interest in singing appeared to be the 

music rather than the lyrics. 

Process and Strategy Examples 

Figure 4.7 below shows the effect of changing rhythm 

on Jenna's sight-singing. 
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i 
1. mom'- / rhythm 
measure 3 

mom - ing, at the 

Figure 4.7. Example of rhythm change. 

The musical miscue in Figure 4.7 is the result of note 

value (duration) change. Jenna's Observed Response (OR) 

shown in the upper staff was four quarter notes (four 

beats). The Expected Response (ER) was one quarter note, 

(one beat), a half note (two beats), and two eighth notes 

(one beat). Interestingly, Jenna sang the correct pitch 

tone while changing the note values. 

The musical miscue in Figure 4.8 below entails a 

substitution of both musical notation and written text. 

0. W-i 

1. "whe 

my 

Figure 4.8. Partial tone, partial substitution of written 
text, pitch correction, and written text 
substitution. 
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Figure 4.8 above shows that Jenna sang a partial tone and 

partial syllable, www, on the D-note. She then corrected 

the note from D to E, but continued her anticipated 

substitution of the word when for the word my. The musical 

miscue was corrected but the written text shown below was 

not. 

WWW 

when 

my cour-age to be strong. 

The written text miscue does not make syntactic sense 

within the clause unit, but this one written text miscue in 

the entire lyrical text does not interfere with the meaning 

of the story. 

Figure 4.9 below shows an unsuccessful attempt to 

correct a musical miscue. 

Jf ft 
jH 

6. 0. G-I 
1. rep 

on 

0 it 

J 

3 'heart-
eated "h 
D for"b 

0-
bea 
ear 
3at" 

-Ml —m 
®r • 

heart-beat, 

Figure 4.9. An abandoned correct response. 

In this transaction with musical text, Jenna first sang 

heart on G and beat on D. She then repeated heart-G, 

abandoned the correct beat-D and sang beat on C. This 
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example shows repetition, abandoning a correct note, and 

substitution. 

Jenna made every effort to sing the song as accurately 

as she could. Jenna was aware that she needed to maintain 

the tonal center as a reference point for intervals. She 

started the song on the tonic but did not end on the tonic. 

Jenna continues to be actively involved in singing. 

Profile Four: Josh 

Josh, a junior in high school, is the son of a friend. 

His mother and father both are primary grade teachers. His 

father sings in a community chorus and plays a variety of 

instruments. According to Josh, his "dad is a very good 

musician. He plays just about any instrument you give him. 

He'll find a way to play it if he doesn't know how." 

His brother, a senior at the University of Southern 

California, sang in the Tucson Boys' Chorus and a high 

school chorus. A younger sister spent two years in the 

Tucson Girls Choir. Both of his grandparents enjoy music. 

His grandfather enjoys singing songs with groups of friends 

and his grandmother enjoys playing the guitar and singing. 

Josh's extensive experience with choral work and seven 

years with the Tucson Boys Chorus provided him with 

opportunities for travel throughout the United States. He 
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had an "incredible trip to China" and a trip to Mexico. 

"For a period of time we [my brother and I] were both in 

it. Then he graduated and it was just me." Currently, Josh 

is in his fourth year of singing with the Tucson High 

School Chorus, and he says his family is very supportive of 

his interest in singing. 

Josh learned to read music in the Tucson Boy's Chorus 

singing "lots of different kinds of songs—upbeat, mellow— 

and just practicing." 

Sight reading to me is picking up a piece of music 

that you've never seen before and signing it. The 

first thing I do is make-sure I figure out the 

starting pitch, 'cause without that starting pitch, 

the entire thing will just go to waste. The next thing 

I do is figure out a good tempo so I'm not getting 

ahead of myself or getting behind myself. If I go on 

and get a feel for the rest of the song, maybe when I 

come back to that I'll be able to get it easily. 

Josh believes that there are different layers to 

singing a song. Musical text (the notations) "just creates 

another layer beyond written text (the lyrics)." He 

believes that some people are good at sight-singing because 

they have had private lessons and sight read a lot or they 
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just have a natural gift. Sight-singing, according to Josh, 

allows him to depend on himself rather than someone else to 

learn. 

Josh told me that he really doesn't know the names of 

notes, but knows that the bottom space is F. "If you know 

what the note sounds like or you know where it is, like on 

the bar, you don't really need to know the name, but it 

helps." He discussed knowing about knows about tempo, time 

signatures, tableau (tablature, different ways to read 

pitch tones), beat, pitch tone, note values, and intervals, 

and steps. Pitch is important for Josh. 

Much of getting the right pitch is in your head. After 

awhile I get the sense of the general area of where it 

is, like the general sound. Most of the time I'll have 

the right note, but a lot of the time I won't 'cause I 

don't have that perfect pitch. 

After a sense of pitch. Josh says the next thing is tempo 

to "be sure I'm not getting ahead of myself or getting 

behind myself." His use of other strategies for learning 

new music include a sense of meaningful reconstruction of 

the melody, figure out the starting pitch, figure out the 

tempo, look ahead, think ahead, use the movable doh, skip 

over it, look back and see if there is anything similar, 
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keep going and get a feel for the rest of the song, watch 

for the same repetitions in the melody, and look at it for 

awhile and figure it out 

From Josh's conversation, he strongly implied the use 

of cognitive strategies of anticipation, prediction, and 

confirmation. Josh views music as a language because you 

are communicating through it and so it becomes a language. 

A composer has something in mind when he writes, then you 

are communicating with an audience about certain feelings. 

"If it's exciting or happy, it will have a light melody. 

But if it is like dark and gloomy it'll be, the notes would 

be really low." 

Josh was very impressed with one choir director's 

stress on passion when singing. "Passion in music is 

knowing what it's about and being able to sing about that." 

Josh believes that music is like poetry, like passion, "the 

way somebody recites the poem, like music is sometimes 

poetry turned into song." He also sees a relationship 

between reading written text and musical text. 

When you're reading a book, you are reading the words. 

And when you are singing, you're reading the words and 

the notes. I try to do the same thing—try to feel what 

the words mean and, well, it's pretty much the same 
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kind of reading to me. Just one involves singing and 

the other doesn't. 

Music is a way to change feelings, to make you feel good, 

or as a calming effect if you're angry. Music provides a 

break at school from other subjects and prepares him to 

concentrate on his other subjects. Sight-singing allows 

Josh to sing a piece better and allows him to depend on 

himself rather than someone else to learn. It also helps 

him understand certain things and appreciate music more. 

Retrospection and Self-Reflection 

Josh said that he knows he could become more informed 

about intervals between melodic contour notes and intervals 

that relate to his tonal center, which he already appears 

to have established. "The music, the notes, pretty much 

repeats itself. I saw that if I just got through the first 

four pages, then I was able to see those pretty well and 

would get the rest of it pretty easily." Josh observed that 

the last four pages were an exact replication of the first 

four pages. But one part "kind of got me in trouble." 

It goes up higher and I guess I'm not used to seeing 

the notes so high. I sing bass. And I have trouble 

with those two-note jumps. I was definitely looking 

ahead. When I got right here [points to notes] I'm 
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looking ahead to see what's going up. When you're 

holding while singing a note it's a lot easier to look 

ahead. And intervals, I was looking at them trying to 

think the top part down and how far up to get the 

right note. A couple of time I knew I hit the wrong . 

note. Then I just continued, ""cause I knew it was 

wrong and there wasn't anything I could do to change 

that. Later on I was able to correct myself and get 

them, hit the right note. 

Retelling of the Lyrics. 

The retelling of the story of the song is told in 

Josh's words. 

Well, the words are talking about, it seems like a 

person when they're lonely or sad or whatever, they 

sing this song to themselves because it cheers them 

up. It said that they sing this to their friend when 

they said. And I give this to you, part of me, because 

you are my friend. Then a mirror of the heart, like 

giving their heart to them, I guess. So it's talked 

about their friend and how this would cheer them up 

too. Like, share my song and it will never end. 

Upon completion of the sight-singing session. Josh 

said, "I know what mistakes I make, and I'm always willing 
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to improve on those." This is evidence of a good attitude 

toward learning 

Process and Strategy Exaxaples 

The following examples of musical miscues are from 

Josh's sight-singing session. The first example, Figure 

4.10 is a complex reversal musical miscue. 

1. "morning" 

o 

morn - ing, 

Figure 4.10. Complex reversal musical miscue. 

Josh sang the first note, G, for two beats, followed by a 

substituted note, F-natural, for one beat. This sequence is 

a reversal of the original melody of one beat followed by 

two beats. 

Figure 4.11 below shows meter and note duration 

differences and recurring phrases repeated musical miscues. 
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iF nat. FE (Id 
l.LookG "in"F 
3/4 meter measur 

measure 53 3/4 
meter (no rest) 

Look in side, Look in-side. 

Figure 4.11. Recurring phrase repetition of note value, 
rhythm, and meter. 

The musical miscue in Figure 4.11 above show an example of 

how singers establish a predictable pattern, then maintain 

the recurring pattern throughout the song. This phrase 

occurs two times. Josh changed the beat from a steady 4/4 

beat to a syncopated 3/4 beat each time the pattern 

recurred. Josh maintained his anticipated note value 

(duration), rhythm, and meter change that he established in 

the first recurring measure in the song. 

The awareness Josh has of tonal center is remarkable. 

While he did not match many of the original melody notes, 

he maintained the tonal center throughout his singing. Of 

18 key tonal center notes (G) in the original melody, 15, 

or 88.89% were accurate. This shows that he has a very fine 

in the head sense of the tonal center of a song. 
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Profile Five: Oliver 

Oliver,, "almost 16," has several brothers and sisters. 

They all take piano lessons. His mom sings and plays a lot 

of music on the stereo. 

Oliver and I met at the University of Arizona where 

Oliver visited his mom who works at the University while I 

interviewed Josh. Oliver began our conversation by telling 

me that he has loved music since fourth grade. 

Oliver sang with the Tucson Boys Chorus for five 

years. He took violin for six years and had private voice 

lessons during high school. He currently sings with the 

high school choir, plays the piano and the keyboard, and 

composes music on the computer. 

Oliver says that he knows quite a bit about music. He 

believes that: 

Reading music on paper is like reading words in a 

book. You see the note and where it is on the staff, 

and I work off the middle C. I always have it in my 

head. When you see a note, a single note, it's just 

like saying a word. Now, I'm so good at reading words 

that I don't even have to contemplate about my 

spelling. When I see the word Mog,' I don't say (in 
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letter/sound relationships) M-o-g.' There it is. 

That's the word. And the middle C, there it is. 

Sight-singing, according to Oliver, is a lot different 

from playing the piano. "You don't have to worry about the 

pitch on the piano, and you have all the keys in front of 

you. You can't see a piano when you're singing—unless you 

have a piano, right?" 

Oliver shows an interest in understanding the elements 

of music, especially for composing. He says he understands 

or is learning about the A-major and C-major scales, half 

steps (semitones), intervals, chords, and pitch 

He explained his understanding of half steps: 

Quarter steps are the smallest—I know that a quarter 

step is the smallest interval in the world. You can't 

tell the size, of course, but semitones are fixed, and 

there's no way that there's space in between them that 

you can understand. 

Oliver is taking a high school music theory class to help 

"write music better, so I can understand the principles of 

intervals, and the patterns of chords." 

Many strategies for reading music were described by 

Oliver: play a few notes on the piano, use solfege, look at 
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the staff, feel it in your head, be prepared, practice a 

lot, look ahead; and hear the first note. 

Oliver described the strategy of prediction. "You look 

ahead. You see the first note and you look at the second 

note. Like when you read, you look at the first word and 

connect it with the second word." He compared the way one 

of his choir directors helped the singers learn to teaching 

by classroom teachers. "To be a teacher is a lot of things, 

and some teachers use [text] books instead of knowing it. I 

think they should get a new job," 

From our conversation, it is evident that music is a 

large part of Oliver's life. He composes music, he sings in 

the high school chorus, and he takes theory classes. 

Practically, Oliver states that music is language. 

Musicians see notes as words, but to tell somebody 

that "I want you to go to the store and buy me some 

bread and milk," you can't write that in piano music. 

It won't work that way. But to tell somebody how you 

feel, in art there's always a way to do that. Words 

can surpass music in that kind of communication, but 

feeling music can usually surpass words. 

Oliver says that music "punches you, makes you feel 

bad or good, and tskes the stress off." Oliver, like Josh, 
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says that because of singing, he traveled to St. Louis. He 

specifically believes that music helps you learn, to study, 

and to be able to focus. It also takes the stress off of 

studying and develops learning. 

Retrospective Self-Reflection 

The first thing Oliver said was, "I didn't have a clue 

what I was doing." Then he proceeded to relate many things 

he did while sight-singing. "I messed up the notes. I would 

go to key changes; I would beat the rhythm wrong. Like the 

eighth beats, I would sing like quarter beats, and the 

dotted quarter beat I would sing like a quarter beat." 

It appears, well, music is funny, because some steps 

according to the staff, it seems like a major fourth, 

but it tends to be actually a major second interval. I 

don't know why. But I know that I got, compared to the 

next note, I got higher, and lower. I'm pretty sure I 

did that. It's a very irregular piece. 

Oliver also stated his assets, such as the flow, the 

keeping on going, and the ups and downs with the melody. At 

this point, Oliver went back to the topic of music as 

language. He read the definition of language from a 

dictionary silently, closed the dictionary and said, "Yes, 

music is definitely a language." 
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To show the universality of music, Oliver sang a 

variation of the same children's taunting song presented in 

Chapter 1, Nya nya nya nyh nya nya , on the notes G G E A G 

E (see Figures 1.1 and 4.12). 

3m I n m m 
—* • 

Nya nya ny a nya 

<9 

nya ny a. 

Figure 4.12. Children's taunting song heard throughout the 
world sung by Oliver. 

Oliver refers to these notes as "human music intervals." He 

believes these special notes are the experiences of people, 

"like one person started and everybody started," or it 

might be that that's the music stuck in our head. Everybody 

has a certain interval stuck in their head." 

Oliver then dug in his backpack and pulled out sheets 

of music he composed. "If you could take me to my house, I 

could play it." 

Retelling- of Lyrics 

Oliver's retelling was very straight forward. His 

entire focus was, "Ummm. Something about the, probably she 

was seeing somebody. I think. It was like her lover I 

guess. You don't really pay attention to words when you 
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read music because you're concentrating too much on the 

notes. Unless you already know the notes." 

Process and Strategy Exaniples 

The following musical miscue example. Figure 4.13, is 

an example of compensating for a written text insertion 

miscue, 

sun shine has slipped 

1. shine inserted with 'sun' - compensated for 
added beat in measure 8. 

way 
held E 6 beats 

IT 

sun has slipped a - way. 

Figure 4.13. Insertion of written text and musical 
compensation. 

Insertion of an extra word, shine, in the lyrics 

created a complex miscue that caused Oliver to decide how 

compensate for the insertion. He adapted the written text 

by transferring the syllable way to the succeeding measure 

that allowed flexibility in note duration. 

Example 4.14 shows a musical and text partial. Oliver 

sang only the first part of the word share (sh), then 

corrected it. This qaused a partial tone on the C-sharp, 

substitution, and then corrected the tone to the 

substituted note. 
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Share 
15. 0. Sh-

j. ,1. Share 

Figure 4.14. An example of partial tone and partial word. 

Profile Six: Gumby 

Gumby, a 15-years-old high school sophomore, met me in 

the choir room of her high school in Tucson, Arizona. Her 

choir director was there for the sight-singing. 

Gumby sang in her first musical. Ragtime Cowboy Joe, 

with an elementary chorus in fourth grade. "That was the 

first time I actually sang." She didn't really decide to 

sing, however, until high school where she was a member of 

a singing group, the Tribulates. She now sings with the 

Jubileers and the Concert Choir, and plays instruments, the 

flute and sometimes the piccolo, in two bands—the marching 

band and the concert band. Gumby has had piano lessons on 

and off since she was five. She also had singing lessons in 

middle school. Her grandmother plays the piano and flute, 

but no one in her family sings. Gumby concludes from her 

experience that "it's really important that you start an 
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instrument, 'cause playing an instrument is so much easier 

than singing." You also learn how to read music. 

A middle school teacher introduced Gumby to sight-

singing using solfege with the Do Re MI song from The Sound 

of Music. "She made us pick out—[mimicking] this is the key 

of F, this is do, this is sol-~so I learned the solfege 

that way. I guess Miss W. taught me the rest, like 

techniques. Gumby describes sight-singing as "following the 

notes, giving every note its deserves, value. It is seeing 

the correct pitch using whatever you want—solfege, la, do— 

you know, whatever. 

The following identifies some of the elements of 

reading music discussed by Gumby: measures, time 

signatures, tonic (starts and ends on do), rhythm and 

rhythmic changes, note values (half notes, quarter notes, 

dotted sixteenth notes, major and minor scales, intervals, 

bass clef, treble clef, dynamics, such as forte and mezzo 

forte, and the structure of choral music. 

Gumby said that she usually sings alto. She uses the 

relationship between the different voices, soprano, alto, 

tenor, or bass, to help her read and understand her alto 

line of music. 



If I ever get lost, I look at what the basses are 

doing cause normally the altos and the basses have 

something going on, or the sopranos. The tenors and 

the altos have the harmony normally.. Basses and 

sopranos carry the base. The sopranos carry the melody 

and the basses have the support and stuff. I normally 

vertically read. 

Gumby knows that there are a lot of things that she does 

when reading music, but she doesn't realize everything she 

does. The strategies she uses are best described in Gumby's 

words. 

Well, the first thing I do is look and see what it 

starts on, if it starts on do and ends on do (tonic). 

So I know that that's my beginning pitch. If it 

doesn't start or end on do, it's probably minor. I 

just pretty much solfege the thing in my mind. I know 

that do goes up to mi^ and mi goes up to sol. That's 

in my head. Then I'll sing it in my head or I'll sing 

it softly to myself. If there's a scary jump in the 

music, not knowing what that might be, I say, "That's 

one I'm going to need to look at deeper and pick out 

and decide if this is it or am I going too high?" And 
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I'm thinking, ''What do I have to do to get this to 

sound okay?' 

If you give her starting pitch Gumby says she can pretty 

much figure out the notes from there. 

Gumby informed me that it has been proven that kids 

who are in music do better in school and that they're all 

around brighter. However, there are other reasons why 

sight-singing is important to Gumby. "When you go to 

college and you make choirs, sight-reading is going to be 

required. It makes you feel good to say, ^Hey, I can read 

this with my starting pitch.' It makes me feel like a 

competent singer." It also helps develop new vocabulary, 

learn different languages, reinforces learning things. 

Gumby also relates feelings to her singing. She 

believes that you need to feel what you sing and have 

passion. "Once I actually rewrote a song because the words 

were not interesting. It can totally change my mood." 

In other words, Gumby is saying that if you enjoy 

something you will do it better. She thinks that "music is 

a lot funner than reading because you get to DO something 

with it, and you get to project the meaning more. 
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Retrospective Self Reflection 

The recurrence of musical phrases stood out to Gumby. 

She uses the repetitiveness to work out one jump 

(interval). The rhythm was still an element she wasn't sure 

she got, especially where the lyrics say "It's the mirror 

of the heart of me." She says that she constructed the 

contour of the song by "watching the steps" (intervals 

between melody notes). "Like, it goes down a step, it goes 

up a step, it goes down two steps. You know music just 

looks how it sounds. I tried to read ahead." 

Retelling the Lyrics 

In the words of Gumby: 

It's the heart of mine. That's what I can remember. 

Only that I sang it once, so I can't really compare 

it. I guess it's called It's My Song, so I'm assuming 

it's a love song. It has a very pretty melody, so I 

like it, you know. I remember singing like part of me— 

my heart, or something like that—so it was probably 

like to a man or a mother or something like that. And 

since the cover has a woman on it, I'm assuming she's 

the person who originally wrote this, or sang it, or 

performed it. 
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Gumby says that "the beauty of singing a song is that you 

can actually imagine it." She sees the same techniques used 

for singing in music as for reading a book. "You learn that 

'a b c d e f g' and Moh re mi fa sol la ti doh' are just 

different vocabularies. It took a lot longer in your 

lifetime [to learn language], and that's why they say your 

voice is younger than your age." 

Process and Strategy Exazaples 

The following are examples of miscues produced by 

Gumby. 

0 ''with' 
1 "with" F# 
2 overt hum 
3 "with" F# 

with my 

Figure 4.15. An abandoned correct response. 

This musical miscue represents a correct singing of 

the note G. Gumby then substituted an incorrect note, thus 

abandoning the correct response. She also hummed and tapped 

her hand while determining the final response. 
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f "aa" C 
1. "so—" GAB 
2. "song" - G, 
aa - A, "and" -- B 
3. AP song 

song and 

Figure 4.16. A corrected response, repetition, and an 
arrhythmical pause. 

This musical miscue incorporates several issues. Gumby sang 

G__correctly, paused between song and and, sang a C note, 

then repeated the first note, G, and corrected the C note 

to the correct note, B. Gumby used the arrythyical pause 

several times. This is not considered a miscue, but a 

slight pause to anticipate the melodic notes of the 

original song. 

Profile Seven: Shannon 

Fifteen-year-old Shannon lives with her parents, a 

cat, and four older brothers. One brother played the 

trumpet in high school as a freshman. Another brother "is 

really talented on the piano. The other three of us all 

sing." Her mom and dad like to sing and her mom made sure 

"we all take piano." Our entire family you would say has a 

thing for music." 
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I met Shannon in a practice room at a Tucson high 

school. Joel Brown accompanied me for this sight-singing 

session to take pictures of a sight-singing session. 

In addition to the piano lessons mentioned above. 

Shannon and her whole family enjoy singing. She says that 

she got her music from her mom, . .so music's always 

been part of my life. Ever since I can remember my mom is 

listening to music, trying to get us to go with it." 

Shannon has some experience playing the clarinet, flute, 

and tuba. She-also sings in musical productions with her 

high school choral group and has auditioned for the Arizona 

Regional Choir Auditions. 

Shannon is fascinated how with how instruments create 

sounds, such as the piano "pins" when the choir director 

plays the piano, or the sounds of the strings of a guitar. 

"It's just amazing that people can come up with these 

things." 

When asked if she knew how to sight-sing. Shannon 

responded: 

Yes, I can. For regional choir auditions Dr. A. 

sometimes has us do things. He puts them on an 

overhead and gives us the major tonic and says, ''You 

have to try to sight read.' Sometimes he puts them on 
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the chalkboard and claps out the rhythm as a class. 

You might have a volunteer do it^ then tell us where 

it's wrong. Then he'll tell us to start back at the 

beginning until we do it mostly right. 

Shannon began to sight-sing when she was a freshman. She 

wants to be better at sight-singing to get into the all-

State Regional Chorus. "I tried out last year and didn't 

make it. I want to be prepared for tryouts." 

She defines sight-singing as; 

Reading music without having knowledge of what it 

sounds like, key-wise, or tone-wise, and without 

having knowledge of how the rhythm goes. You have to 

know those things by looking at it within 30 seconds. 

It's just I guess an exercise you do to help improve 

your voice. 

Most of the time Mr. A. tells us to just go ^loo, loo, 

loo,' but sometimes we do it with numbers, or in solfege 

with the key, not movable. Like if the key was G major, the 

doh would be G". 

Shannon has a wide knowledge of musical elements that 

she incorporates in reading music. She included in her 

knowledge of musical element scales, the tonic triad with 



doh as the key component, pitch, time signature, rhythm, 

clapping the beat, key signatures, treble and bass clefs, 

notes, note values, and accidentals (sharps or flats). 

Shannon especially uses the tonic note of the major triad 

as her point of reference and is aware of this dependency 

to the point of possible over-generalizing. 

Shannon believes that you need strategies in everyday 

life. You need them to help you study for tests, and you 

need different strategies to study, so "I guess you do the 

same thing in sight reading music." For instance. Shannon 

told me that: 

If you don't know a tone you could go back to doh and 

count out the scale. That way you can find your pitch 

and count out the skips. If you put doh in your mind, 

you can save it and try to sing it in your head. 

Shannon provided several strategies for sight reading music 

that she uses, including having the three major pitches, 

the major triad, "in my head," trying to "sing it in my 

head," checking out the rhythm just counting it out "in my 

head," seeing what the notes are "in my head," doing the 

notes "under my breath," and maybe clapping out the rhythm. 

She described her process of sight-singing: 
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Try and put the notes together with the words, so 

that way I get the music with the words, and be able 

to sing the words while I'm getting the rhythm, 

getting the words with the notes. 

Shannon says, "I'm really good at rhythm. It's kind of easy 

for me ''cause I do piano." 

Whenever Shannon is mad, she says she'll use music to 

bang out sounds, and then it is calming. Each morning she 

plays music to "get me rolling, bouncing music." Shannon 

thinks that music helps with math homework; it's like 

upbeat music that "gets me thinking correctly," But 

sometimes she admits it doesn't help at all. It depends on 

what music and what homework. 

Shannon gave an interesting analogy between music and 

life. "Music can help your attitude. It kind of represents 

who you are, by the kind of music you listen to." 

Shannon doesn't see any relationship between music and 

reading. "They're two totally different things. In reading 

you're letting your mind wander and go with the book. And 

with music, you're actually having to see the words of 

somebody else." 
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Retrospective Self-Reflection 

Shannon says that she knew some parts of the song 

better than others where she felt more confident, like the 

first few phrases of the song. "I couldn't get the mirror 

part because it was kind of confusing, out of the 

ordinary." [The rhythm becomes syncopated.] Shannon says 

that "without rhythm you are no where." 

Retelling the Lyrics 

It was something about being hurt, and if you wanted 

to know her, you had to learn her song. It is just 

part of her. I wasn't concentrating on the words. I 

was more concentrating on trying to get the notes. 

Additional Questions and Discussion: Joel 

After the retelling, Joel asked about the relationship 

between the notes and the syllables. She replied, "Yeah, 

the notes are supposed to go with the words, and if you 

don't get the words, you're left over with notes and no 

words, so you're trying to get the notes with the words." 

She further described the stress to keep on going instead 

of stopping and correcting. "When you look ahead, there 

pressure not to go back because; 

When you're sight reading, you have those four beats 

and then you go on to the next. And so you're in the 
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audition, and all of a sudden you come to a part and 

it's on B and it's two notes and if you miss those two 

notes, you miss a measure and have to find out where 

you are. You get lost. I tap my foot to keep a basic 

rhythm. If I were by myself and there wasn't the 

pressure of going to the next measure, I would stop 

and find the measure and try it before I went on to 

another one. You're thinking of what you're doing, and 

you're looking ahead to see what's coming up so you 

can kind of prep yourself. Alone you can take time to 

understand. 

Shannon spoke about confidence. She said it helps her 

not to be a follower, it helps leadership skills. Overall, 

Shannon felt "real bummed that she did so bad." She felt 

better at the end of the sight-singing session just knowing 

that she contributed to my research on process and 

strategies and not on mistakes. She was very interested in 

the fact that my view of mistakes was one of miscues that 

inform, not errors. This was a new concept for her. 

Process and Strategy Examples 

Figure 4.17 exemplifies several miscues, both musical 

and textual. 
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- cause you are my 

Figure 4.17. A variety of musical miscues and written text 
miscues. 

The above figure. Figure 4.17, shows several musical 

miscues within one measure. Shannon sang the first note G-

causer F-natural of (note substitution and text miscue), 

then regressed to abandon the correct first note, G, and 

sing F-sharp cause and corrected the text to you. The next 

two notes are simple note substitutions. In addition to the 

notational miscues, she reconstructed the contour of the 

measure so that does the contour did not fit the original 

song. 

Shannon, as she stated earlier, was very aware of 

using the movable doh to maintain the tonal center of the 

song. Figure 4.18 below is an example of Shannon making the 

effort to maintain the tonal center. 
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8. 0. F# 
1. sang "doh" G 
2. sang "end" 2 beats -

counted next 6 beats 

5̂3 

end. 

Figure 4.18. Movable doh strategy to maintain tonal center. 

Shannon also basically maintained the general contour of 

the song. When she changed the contour, she was aware of 

this and returned to it. She used the movable doh many 

times throughout the song. 

Profile Eight: Wendy 

Wendy, a 17-year-old high school senior, was 

introduced to me by her choral director. She appeared to be 

very much at ease and anxious to discuss music in her life. 

Her mother is a kindergarten teacher and her dad works with 

cell phones. Her dad "is like a prodigy. He plays piano, 

but he can't read music. He'll ask people to give him a 

chord structure, and he'll just kind of play along. It's 

hard for him because he can't read along." 

Wendy and I met in a practice room adjoining the -

choral room where a great deal of activity was taking 

place—students grouped around a piano being played, a 

group singing together in another area of the room, and 
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students chatting and sharing work. A photographer. Dr. 

Joel Brown, accompanied me to the sight-singing session. 

Wendy's interest in singing began when she was 11 or 

12. The mother of her best friend was the director of the 

Tucson Girls Chorus and one day handed Wendy a sheet of 

music and said, "Okay, read this." Wendy told her that she 

didn't read music, whereby she was told, "I know. Just do 

the best you can." This experience was Wendy's first major 

instance of sight-singing. She joined the Tucson Girls 

Chorus and a church choir, then sang in the high school 

chorus. During her freshman year she auditioned for and was 

accepted for the State Regional Chorus. She has been in the 

high school chorus for four years. 

Sight-singing, according to Wendy, is like nothing 

you've ever seen before and you look at it for the first 

time and try to read it. 

Sight-singing entails looking at everything from the 

starting pitch, where you go from there, and to what 

sort of melodic contour. It is important how it flows 

along, and the most important thing for me is looking 

at skips, steps, and seeing how far I need to go. Dr. 

A usually puts a line up on the board and we'11 like 
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snap through it and clap through it. Then we'll sing 

through it, like loo-it together. 

The difference between people that have good 

musicianship and good voices is that "It's nice to have a 

good voice, but you have to have a certain amount of 

musicianship. And sight reading is like the key element to 

that. 

Wendy has a good understanding of musical text. She 

mentioned many strategies and musical knowledge throughout 

the initial and final interviews. She mentioned solfege, 

the movable doh, the tonic, chord structure, notes of the 

musical scale, the value of different notes, beats, rhythm 

and flow, time signature, pitch, timbre, and different 

keys. She talked about using dynamics in singing and 

melodic contour. As Wendy says. 

Once you get it all together and you get all the 

things about music like the dynamics and the timbre 

and the sound quality and the intonation, and the 

rhythm correctly, and one you get all that together, 

then it's like it comes together as this big thing, 

it's like enlightenment. It's like understanding, like 

immediate benefits from what you do. I think like it's 

helping, like it has the same qualities, like you have 
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to use the same things in reading comprehension as you 

have to do like in music. 

Not only was Wendy knowledgeable about many elements of 

musical text, but also aware of the importance of attitude 

for learning. 

Sometimes Wendy sings using numbers for notes, but 

usually she uses solfege. She believes that music is its 

own genre of language, but you should have confidence.. 

"You can't sing or do anything musical unless you have a 

basic confidence understanding of like reading." Wendy says 

it is very important to prep yourself up first so that as 

soon as you get the tonic, you get the doh tone in your 

head. She says: 

It's really hard for me to do intervals and stuff 

unless I have the notes in my head. I have to have 

notes. As soon as I get the tonic, I start going up 

and down, putting the notes with the dots [rhythm]. 

Rhythm's never given me a problem. It's understanding 

the dynamics, the timbre, the sound quality, and the 

intonations and the rhythm Once you get all that 

together then it's like enlightenment, understanding 

goes on. 
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According to Wendy, music evokes so much feeling and 

that's why people are so affected by it. For Wendy, music 

is like a sound-track to her life since she was about 8 

years old, like "Wendy's first singer's trip," "That's a 

jingle or a theme song I liked," or "in a doctor's office 

I'll hear something like a Whitney Houston song I loved 

like in my fifth grade." 

She also sees music as helping with memory. Her 

grandmother and other people with Alzheimer's should always 

listen to music. "It helps your memory a lot." 

Wendy sees a strong relationship between music and 

learning. Her strongest evidence to this relationship is 

that logic is necessary in reading musical text. This logic 

carries over into logical reasoning in non-musical areas. 

"Music has a big impact on the performance you do or the 

mentality you're in." She also believes that the experience 

of singing and reading musical text "helps you do stuff 

like it forces you to learn quickly and pick up on stuff. 

If you do stuff really efficiently, it's going to totally 

reflect on other parts of your life." 

Wendy believes that music lets you learn as opposed to 

stuff you have to learn. She also sees that the same skills 

are needed to read notes as to read words. 
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You have to use your knowledge of what those things to 

put together like a melodic sentence, and so like if 

you have a melodic sentence like if you have words and 

they're all together in a sentence, then you can just 

read them, but there's no comprehension. You have to 

understand what they mean. You can discipline yourself 

to read notes once after another, but it's all about 

contour, like what it sounds like. Like if you talked 

in your singing voice, it's much more open and much 

more pure an clean sounding, and so it helps like with 

language too. English is so like tarnished and messed 

up. 

In first grade Wendy feels she was doing well, but her 

mother was a little nervous, "like I was going to be 

slow." The first quarter of first grade I could read 

words fine, I could read' um, I could sound them out, 

and I could read them just as they were written, but I 

couldn't put the whole word together, and so I think 

that goes like with books and stuff. You can read 

books and papers and articles and stuff but unless you 

put them all together you can make them have meaning, 

one big idea, and that's when you get your 

comprehension. 
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Retrospective Self-Reflection 

Wendy said she felt lost at the end of the sight-

singing. The words were not difficult, but words always add 

a more difficult thing to it. "Part of the rhythm I didn't 

pay attention to" was very apparent. She focused on the 

notes and purposely didn't pay attention to the dynamic 

markings because those are the very last thing she looks 

at, when everything else is perfect. She said she probably 

would go back to look at the dotted eighth notes, like 

"mirror in the heart of me." She also noted the repetitious 

nature of the song. She found that by scanning the song it 

looked logical to her, it made sense. "Music is not very 

hard to see where it's going. Once you start singing it, 

it's familiar." She sees music as helping during tests. She 

said, "Thank goodness for singing. It got me through this 

experience in life." 

Retelling the Lyrics 

Wendy said that because she focused on the notes she 

didn't recall much about the words. "I think they were 

talking about •*. . .it was a part of me, look inside, see 

my soul.' It's really cool. It was like I'll share with you 

because you're my friend, like showing them like a part of 
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you, that you're not going to show everyone but share with 

them." 

At the end of the sight-singing session, Wendy was 

asked about any relationship between language and music and 

reading. Wendy's response was; 

If I read an article and then hear a song about the 

same thing, the song will affect me more because I 

think that music touches the heart of music. Reading 

sometimes can't. It's like the difference between 

poetry and song. There can be such beautiful poetry 

when it's put to an appropriate melody, a song. So I 

think that's a major difference between the two, like 

how you feel afterwards. I think reading has become a 

very informative thing, like in school all we do is 

read informative things. Music is always like a 

creative outlet for everyone. 

Joel Brown, who attended the sight-singing session 

with me asked, "Where do you think music should start in 

schools?" Wendy replied that it should be started in 

kindergarten. "I think music should be considered as 

important as reading and math because it's, other than 

being insanely like fun and people want to be there, 
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nobody's excited about pre-calculus. I think it should be 

given the same credit of importance. 

Wendy ended the session with more of her wisdom. "I 

think that everyone should have a basic music 

understanding. People should understand music as its own 

because music is such an important part of life. Music is a 

universal language. Like in times of turmoil, there's so 

much we can do to bring people together." Wendy sees music 

as helping to bring about peace in the world much like 

Sarah. 

Process and Strategy Exas^les 

Figure 4.19 shows an example of rhythm, not value, and 

written text miscues. Wendy, shown on the upper staff, sang 

a steady singing beat of four quarter notes, while the 

musical text is syncopated, one eighth note, a dotted 

quarter, and two quarter notes. 

If r r r 
0. to 
1. correction: of 

mir-ror of the 

Figure 4.19. Musical miscues of rhythm and a written text 
miscue. 
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In Figure 4.19 above, Wendy also substituted the word to 

for of, which created partial meaning change but did not 

have effect on the total lyrics since this was her only 

written text miscue. 

The example below, Figure 4.20, has an inserted bat 

that creates a 5/4 meter instead of the 4/4 meter of the 

song. The extra bat in the upper measure is the result of 

the quarter rest in the middle of the measure. 

creatimg 5/4 meter. (C) 

morn - ing, at the 
(R) at the 

Figure 4.20. A change of meter by pausing for  one beat. 

Wendy's profile concludes the individual profiles for 

Chapter 4. 

I discussed my need for a more stable method to 

maintain and use my data in Chapter 3. Excel Workbooks met 

this need and also provided clear pictures of some the 

results I began to glean from my data. 
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Data Base Confirmations 

Examples from my data base now are presented to show 

their value and support for my continuing interpretation 

and confirmation of data. One of my first observations from 

the musicscript of each singer was the closeness of each 

singer's parallel reconstruction of the original melody. 

Initially I transposed one singer's parallel reconstructed 

melody on top of the original melody in order to get a 

sense of the closeness of the parallel reconstructed melody 

to the original melody. The musical phrase in Figure 4.21 

is repeated for a total of four recurring phrases 

throughout the song. It shows the contours of the one of the 

four recurring phrases. A single note indicates the singer's 

reconstruction of the melody. Double notes indicate substitutions 

and changes of the singer'sinitial parallel reconstruction. 

it ^ I 3 

Figure 4.21. Parallel reconstruction of transposed melocJY on the 
original melody. 

My immediate reaction to this visual transposition was 

amazement as to the closeness of the ups and downs of the 

parallel reconstructed melody. My ears told me that the singer 

was not doing a good job of following the contour. The 
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musicscript told me there was a definite closeness in 

intervals. This was an important observation as research does 

suggest the importance of contour in reading music. Dowling 

(1999) found that "the most difficult type of melody 

recognition test will be an imitation of the original melody 

that shares its overall contour but differs in interval 

sizes" (p. 179). The comparison of the parallel 

reconstructed melody to the original melody was then 

created through my data base of information for each 

singer. 

Figure 4.20 exemplifies this process. It shows that 

this singer was in fact following the flow of the melody 

line with relation to the ups and downs, the contour, of 

the melody. This observation of the sameness of contour was 

the same for all singers. 

By using graphs, I also discovered that the vast 

majority of deviations for this singer are above the melody 

line, as opposed to the few semitone deviations that are 

below the melody line (see Figure 4.22). Each singer varied 

in this analysis. For example, one singer, following the 

flow of the contour, sang almost 50% of the semitone 

deviations below the melody line. 
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Semitone Deviancy Value 

6 

4 

2 

.2 I • 7, ti 49 

-4 
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Figure 4.22. Graphic representation of semitone deviancies 
of the reconstructed melody from the original 
melody. 

Figure 4:22 also shows that when this particular 

singer deviated from the original melody, he tended to move 

between levels of the same number of semitone deviations. 

This is shown by the flat, or matching, deviation lines. 

The same contour trends are indicated in Figure 4.23 

below, showing the contour of one singer's parallel 

reconstructed melody semitones against that of the original 

melody semitones from a different view. 

The dark line represents the original melody contour, 

while the light line represents one singer's closeness to 

the ups and downs of the original melody. 
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Figure 4.23. Graphic representation of original melody and 
reconstructed melody. 

Four Recurring Phrases of Melody Reconstruction 

A correlation coefficient analysis confirmed the 

closeness of the ups and downs for all singers. Figure 4.24 

and Figure 4.25, provide examples of the correlation 

coefficient relationships between four recurring phrases in 

the song. This is of particular importance because it 

confirms the predictability of the song and explains each 

singer's comparative rendition of the recurring phrases. 

The graphs show melody and semitone deviation correlations. 
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•A1 A2 A3 

0 82 0 92 
0 94 

A2 0 69 0tJ3 

A3 0 92 0 04 

C9G ObB 0 £ 0  

A4 

0 90 
0 7 /  
Ob« 
0 30 
•* n/i 

Figure 4.24. Melody correlation coefficient of how tightly 
one singer sang each of four recurring 
phrases. 

This graph indicates how well the singer's melody 

reconstructions track the general movements of the melody 

This singer followed the trend of the original contour 

exactly. He went up and down when he should, having a tight 

flow of melody contour in the same direction as the ups and 

downs of the original melody. 

A A1 A2 t-i A4 
1 00 0 33 -0 ?5 0 32 -0 2 

0 83 0 93 
A7 0 83 06 
A3 0 93 06 

- fc A fytSi f / p n |p7 n / 

Figure 4.25. The consistency of one singer's recurring 
musical phrases. 

The consistency of recurring musical phrases A-1, A-2, A-3, 

and A-4 shows that the miscues made are very consistent. 

The highest degree of correlation is between recurring 
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phrase A1 and A3. While the other correlations are not as 

high, they show that the singer has some internal rules 

that are consistent with his own transaction with recurring 

phrases. 

Semitone deviations, as in Figure 4.25, are tested 

against the correct semitone value, resulting in a curve of 

positive values if the singer is high, zero values if the 

singer is exact, and negative values if the singer is low. 

This matrix indicates how exact the singers were in 

matching the specific semitones of both the original melody 

and each of the singer's four repeats within the melody 

reconstruction. It shows the singer's ability to sing 

recurring phrases exactly as they should have been sung in 

the original melody, or exactly as the singer sang the 

phrase in another repeat of the reconstructed melody. 

This small sample of statistical possibilities that 

can support and confirm my initial findings of sight-

singers' processes and strategies, in my opinion, shows the 

value of two compatible forms of data analysis—qualitative 

and quantitative. 

The Sight-Singers Have Spoken 

It is evident from the voices of the singers that they 

all love music, they all have some knowledge reading 



musical texts, and they all have definite beliefs about the 

impact of music on their lives. The data from each singer 

represents their beliefs about the process and strategies 

of sight-singing that relate to the questions of my 

research. 

Data from my data base workbook show that all of the 

singers had good to high knowledge of intervals following 

the original melody line. It also shows that they all were 

more efficient at correlation with their own internal rules 

for matching recurring phrase repetition than matching the 

original melody notes 

The most important finding of my data is that all of 

the singers had internal rules that allowed them to be able 

to "decode" the original melody into a meaningful parallel 

reconstruction. 

The data from the singers now leads to Chapter 5, A 

Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy Informed by Eight 

Sight-Singers. 
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CHAPTER 5 

A SIGHT-SIMGING MUSICAL MISCUE TAXONOMf 

INFORMED m EIGHT SIGHT-SINGERS 

Phonology^ Syntax^ and Semantics. These are the three 
departments of linguistics and they should point the viay for 

our musical investigation as well. 
Leonard Bernstein (1976) 

The basic thesis of this dissertation is relationship— 

the relationship between sight-singing process and the 

sociopsycholinguistic transactional model of reading, the 

Goodman Model of Reading (1969, 1982, 1987, 1996, 2003b, 

2003c, 2003d) . K. S. Goodman developed the Taxonomy of Reading 

Miscues (see Chapter 2) as a tool to analyze reading miscues. 

The Goodman Model of Reading (1994), informed by the Goodman 

Taxonomy of Reading Miscues (see Appendix C), identifies three 

cueing systems used in reading written text—graphophonics, 

syntax, and semantics. Leonard Bernstein (1976) also cites the 

same three cueing systems as basic for musical investigation, 

using the terra phonology in place of graphophonics for the 

system of sound-symbols of the music system. 

Sub-Question 1 of this dissertation, what tool is 

available to analyze sight-singing for the purpose of 

understanding it as a process, was my first challenge. The 
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by my eight sight-singers could not be found, so I had to 

rely on my own data analysis to design a tool. In addition, 

I consulted the Goodman Taxonomy of Reading to continually 

guide my procedures (see Chapter 2). 

The Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy is the tool I 

constructed from the analysis of the miscues of my eight 

singers and is presented and discussed in this chapter. The 

Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy provides the basis for 

answering my second sub-question, what is the process of 

sight-singing, presented in Chapter 6. 

Understanding the Data: Background Knowledge 

The ability to sing at sight requires the singer to imagine 

the sound of pitches or intervals without the aid of a musical 

instrument other than the human instrument (voice) and in order 

to have the ability to grasp the meaning of musical notation 

quickly, to call upon relevant technical skills for execution 

(Randel, 1999). From the sociopsychomusico linguistic 

transactive view of this study, the singer transacts with and 

transforms musical text (melody notations) and written text 

(lyrics) into a phonological presentation that is based on 

his/her knowledge of both semiotic systems. This knowledge and 

understanding is basic both to the sight-singer and the 
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researcher in order to obtain a sense of the processes and 

strategies being implemented by the singers. 

Methodology and Procedures Review 

The methodology and procedures of this research are 

briefly reviewed. Data was collected during eight individual 

sight-singing sessions of approximately 45 minutes each. All 

data was recorded by audio cassette and transcribed as soon 

as possible after each sight-singing session. A musicscript 

I designed is the major instrument used to mark all 

expected responses (ER) and observed responses (OR) of the 

singers (see Appendix G). The musicscript was created using 

the computer software program FINALE that is used by 

professional and non-professional musicians for composing 

and arranging music. The design of the musicscript for my 

research is analogous to the typescript used in Mis cue 

Analysis (K. S. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987). 

After each of the eight singers' expected responses 

(ER) and observed responses (OR) were entered on 

individual musicscripts as accurately as possible, Dr. 

Carroll Rinehart and his wife, Marilyn Rinehart validated the 

musical transcriptions. Dr. Yetta M. Goodman validated the 

written text miscues. As K. S. Goodman (1969) says in 
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relation to the Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscues: 

The analytical system presented here begins with the 

premise that all responses to the graphic display are 

caused and are not accidental or capricious. In every act of 

reading [or singing], the reader draws on the sum total of 

prior experience and learning, (p. 12) 

My eight singers, as K. S. Goodman states above, used prior 

experience and learning as they sight-sang the song for my 

research. 

The Mutually Exclusive Process: A Taxonomy Evolves 

For the initial analysis, each of 983 individual musical 

miscues and written text miscues of all eight singers were 

identified and recorded on cards to be categorized according to 

the musical miscue type. This system of initial data analysis 

proved successful for the majority of miscues. However, many 

musical miscues didn't fit neatly into one particular category 

or they fit several categories. Other miscues involved both 

musical text and written text and a few miscues fit a written-

text only category. Clear identification of a category could not 

be made in these cases. For instance, miscues that appeared to 

belong to the pitch category actually fit several possible 

categories, such as reversals of notes. Change of rhythm 
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(duration) and substitutions. The evolving evidence warranted a 

more efficient categorization system. More specific categories 

became a reality. Substitutions, omissions, insertions, and 

reversals, the major strategy categories of the Goodman Model of 

Reading, provided the means to further sub-categorize the 

musical miscues. This resulted in the 983 musical miscues 

initially organized in the broader categories to be divided into 

34 categories. 

A method, or form, for analyzing the 34 categories and 

constructing some method of assessing the data of each singer 

now was needed. I designed many forms to code and analyze 

miscues. These forms for coding data went through many changes 

over many months. The most efficient form for coding data was a 

graph constructed of nine 8h by 11 sheets of paper taped 

together for each singer. As expected, the sheer size of this 

chart proved difficult and inefficient to manage or create 

changes as needed. 

The information from these forms was transferred to a 

Microsoft Word table (see Table 5.1). The coding included the 34 

miscue categories identified as musical miscues (mm) and written 

text miscues (wt). Tally marks in spaces below each miscue 

category were changed to a labeling system of coding. 
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Table 5.1 

The First Microsoft Word Table for Coding Musical Miscues 

mm 1 mm 2 mm 3 vrt 4 mm 5 wt 6 mm 7 Wt8 mm 9 
Ques-
Tions 

song item note text Substitution substitution Intonation meter 

substitution substitution substitution Reversal reversal tonal shift Shift substitution 

WtlO mm 11 mm 12 mm 13 
abandon 

wt 14 
abandon 

mm 15 
unsuccess. 

wt 16 
unsuccess. 

Wtl7 
$ 

mm 18 

Ques
tion 

rhythm note value correct Correct attempt attempt Non-word 

substitution substitution substitution Substitution substitution substitution Substitution omission 

wt 19 mm 20 
partial 

nun 21 
partial 

mm 22 vrt23 mm 24 Mm 25 mm 26 
single item 

omission omission slur Partial partial insertion Tone search repetition 

mm 27 
multiple 

wt 28 wt29 
language 

mm 30 stop mm 31 
stop 

wt 32 
stop 

Mm 33 
overt 

wt 34 overt 

item 1 item deviation/ arrhythmetic Comment comment 
repetition repetition dialect Pause pause pause Music Talking 

This method proved adequate for determining how many times 

a particular miscue occurred but it needed a more 

descriptive coding method for musical miscue analysis. 

I transferred the data from Table 5.1 to a data 

spreadsheet and continued refining and manipulating data 

for analysis. Table 5.2 shows one section of one singer's 

spreadsheet. The use of numbers to identify the miscue category 

instead of tally marks for identifying the numbers of each 

miscue category improved the ability to analyze data. 
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Table 5.2 

Excel Spreadsheet Sample of One Singer^s Observed Responses 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 • 
Miscue 
# 

meas/note 
# repetition 

repetit, 
Corr. 

Repetlt.mu 
It rhythm substitution 

1 14:43 13 0 0 0 0 

2 -

3 14:44 13 0 0 0 0 

4 -

5 19:29 13 0 0 0 0 

6 
22-23:68-
70 0 0 0 16 0 

7 24:75-77 0 0 14 18 0 

Table 5.2 above shows an improved method of coding 

miscues. The numbers in the far left column represent 

miscues sequentially. The second column tells where the 

miscue can be found. For instance, musical miscue #1 

occurred in the 14^'' measure on note #43. More detailed 

information on each sequential miscue was coded in the 

succeeding columns. Musical miscue #7 occurred in measure 

24 on notes 75 through 77. This miscue is complex, containing 

multiple miscues including repetion (column 5), rhythm 

(duration)(column 6), and substitution (column 7). This 

method of coding vastly improved my ability to analyze data 

and led to the beginning of the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue 

Taxonomy as a tool to use for identifying the processes and 

strategies of the singers. 
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The Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy 

The process of coding and recoding data over and over again 

on the spreadsheet continued to result in more stable 

categories and an easier and more flexible coding system. 

Specific questions were constructed to delineate the mutually 

exclusive nature of the miscue categories. Through development 

of these questions, the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy 

was constructed and provided the answer to my Sub-Question One: 

What tool is available to analyze sight-singing for the purpose 

of understanding it as a process? 

Table 5.3 presents the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue 

Taxonomy, the result of my data analysis that also was 

informed by continual consultation with the Goodman Taxonomy 

of Reading Miscues. The major categories of the Sight-

Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy are in bold print, while the 

sub-categories of the musical text miscues and written text 

miscues are listed below each major category. All observed 

musical miscues in the sight-singing of the collaborators 

are included in the Taxonomy. 
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Table 5.3 

Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy Constructed 

from Miscues of Eight Singers (M. Knox, 2003) 

TYPE OF MISCUE 

1. Substitution 
2. Omission 
3. Insertion 

LEVEL OF 
COMPLEXITY 

1. Sequential 
2. Reversal 
3. Note value 

CLASSIFICATION 

1. pitch 
2. duration 
3. pitch and 

duration 

Music/Text 
Involvement 

CORRECTION: 
Notations 

SYNTACTIC 
ACCEPTABILITY 

1. mismatch 
2. omission: notes 

or text 
3. insertion: 

notes or text 

1. corrected 
2. not corrected 
3. abandoned 

correct 
4. unsuccessful 

attempt to 
correct 

1. acceptable 
2. partial 
3. non-

acceptable 

SEMANTIC 
ACCEPTABILITY 

GRAPHIC SIMILARITY WRITTEN TEXT: 
LYRICS 

1. acceptable 
2. partial 
3. non-acceptable 

1. high 
2. some 
3. low 

1. substitution 
2. reversal 
3. non-word ($) 
4. enunciation 

CORRECTION: LYRICS 

1. corrected 
2. not corrected 
3. abandoned 

correct 
4. unsuccessful 

attempt 
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I now describe the major categories and sub-categories of 

the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy for coding on the 

Musical Miscue Inventory: Coding Form. I focus on pitch and 

duration for this research; articulation and expressive 

attributes of reading music are not addressed in my study. 

The Taxonomy, samples of categories and sub-categories, 

and data analysis rest on a basic understanding of the 

structure of musical text--the chromatic scale, the intervals 

between notes of the original melody and the singers 

parallel reconstruction of the song (semitones), note values 

(duration), pitch, and the value of the tonic for sight-

singers. These terms are defined in Appendix A. Graphics 

representing data analyses that informed my research of the 

singers' miscues are included at the end of each major 

Taxonomy category description where appropriate. 

Siqht-Slnging Masical Miscue TaKonaa^: Categorx&s for Coding 

The format for descriptions is the same. The major 

category in bold type is followed by the question or 

questions appropriate to coding the musical miscues and 

written text miscues. Samples of miscues for coding are 

next. The upper staff of each sample shows the observed 

response (OR) of the singer, while the lower staff shows 
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the expected response (ER). Data analysis examples complete 

each category. The final data of 983 musical miscues are 

the source for this analysis. 

Descriptive comments (Notes) promote a clearer view of 

the intent of each category and shed light on understanding 

the purpose and function of each category. 

Description of Categories 

Type of xaiscue. What is the musical miscue type? 

1. substitution 

2. omission 

3. insertion 

® Substitution: A musical miscue that involves one-

for-one substitution of a single note of the 

original melody. 

Sample A Sample B 

Sample A shows a simple B-note (OR) substitution for 

the G-note (ER) of the original melody. 

Sample B shows a notation substitution (quarter note 
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rest) of the same duration value for the F-sharp 

(ER) . 

Omission: An omission of a musical notation. 

i 
Sample C 

Sample C shows omission (OR) the G- note. The singer 

omitted a vocal response (G-note) in the original 

thus creating a complex musical miscue. 

Note: An omission of either a musical notation or 

written text has an effect on both the musical text and 

the written text. In other words, there is Music/Text 

Involvement. More importantly, an omission of a 

notation creates a situation where the sight-

singer must make on-the-spot decisions about meter, 

pitch, flow, musical syntax, written text, and where to 

go next to maintain the syntactic structure of the 

song. 



• Insertion. An insertion is an extra notation or word 

that causes a complex musical miscue. It has 

Music/Text Involvement, as shown in Sample D. 

8th notes "in" 
E to D 

— J  J  n m :  

Look side, 

Sample D 

Sample D shows an insertion of an extra note. The 

singer sang two eighth notes for one quarter note. 

This musical miscue causes a difference in note 

values (duration) of the expected note or in meter, 

and thus is a complex miscue. In this example, the 

singer also had pitch musical miscues. 

Note; An insertion of a musical note or written text 

also creates a situation where the sight-singer must 

make on-the-spot decisions about meter, pitch, flow, 

musical syntax, and written text. 

Table 5.4 shows the number and percentage of 

substitution, omission, and insertion miscues of all eight 

singers. 
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Table 5.4 

All Singers'' Types of Miscues 

' Vf^P of %<if %oi 
r.iis uo Toiats • JWjscji,es_ All Noif-s 

1 Substitution t 979 • _'3S 69',^ 

•J; Omission _ j _ - 0 20% 014/ 
3 Jnsprsion 

982_.l 

All singers made a total of 982 musical miscues out of 

1424 notes of the song. Of these 982 musical miscues, 979 

were Substitutions, 2 were Omissions, and 1 Insertion 

occurred. Substitution miscues were 99.69% of the musical 

miscues, or 68.75% of all notes. Omissions and Insertions 

were minimal, as shown in Table 5.4. However, this minimal 

representation of Omissions and Insertions provides evidence 

of these musical miscue types to occur in sight-singing. 

These 982 musical miscues are the basis of data that 

evolved into the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy. 

Miscues occurring on written text only (see Written Text: 

Lyrics below) where the singer sang the correct musical note 

are not counted in the 982 total musical miscues. 

Level of cowplexity. Does the musical miscue involve a 

sequential series of notes where analysis of note-for-

note is not possible? 
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1. sequential order 

2. reversal 

3. note value 

« Sequential Order: occurs where note-for-note 

analysis of two or more notes is not possible. 

Sequential Order miscues occur in a sequential 

series of notes that have an effect on the 

transaction of the singer with succeeding notes. 

Sample E 

Sample E shows a complex sequential musical miscue 

that shows two quarter notes substituted for two 

eight notes and one quarter note tie. 

• Reversal: Reversals of note sequences may or may not 

involve pitch changes as well duration reversals. 
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m 1. miscues: "morning 
a-rhythm, 

- ^ 

morn - ing 

m 
of me 

X (see #8) 
;er - no rest 

Sample F Sample G Sample H 

Sample F shows a reversal of note value on the same 

pitch, the B-note. Two eighth notes and one quarter 

note are reversed in duration for one quarter note 

and two eighth notes. 

Sample G shows a reversal of one half note and one 

quarter note reversed for one quarter note and one 

half note that also involves a change of pitch. 

Sample H shows a reversal of two eight notes and one 

quarter note for one quarter note and two eight 

notes that also involves a change of pitch. 

® Note value: a complex musical miscue (OR) that 

involves multiple notes substituted for the expected 

response (ER) and involves duration. 
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Sample I 

Sample I shows a complex musical miscue that 

Involves a change of note value by substituting a 

Different number of notes in the observed singer's 

response. One quarter note was substituted for two 

eighth notes. 

Level of Complexity is a sub-category of the 982 

musical miscues made by the singers with its own uniqueness. 

Any one or more notes or words that create a situation where 

note-to-note matching is not possible becomes a complex 

miscue, making coding take a different form (see Appendix K, 

Musical Miscue Coding Inventory: Coding Form). 

Table 5.5 shows that 120 complex musical miscues 

were Sequential (12.22% of the musical miscues, or 8.43% of 

all notes), 12 were Reversals of musical patterns (1.22% of 

the musical miscues, or .84% of all notes. Seven miscues 

were Note Value complex miscues involving more than note-
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for-note substitutions (8.25% of the musical miscues and 

0.49% of all notes. 

Table 5.5 

All Singers'' Level of Complexity Miscues 

s pvei of %o' 
'Jomplexity li's All Notes 

1 Stijupntial 1?0_ 

2 RevPigdi ' 

' .Motp Value 1 

15". ! 

All of these miscues entail patterns that cannot be 

coded note-for-note and that create a complexity that 

necessitates specific criteria for coding. Of particular 

interest is the finding that the reversals of musical 

patterns occurring are analogous to reversals of word 

sequences in written text in Miscue Analysis procedures. 

Classification. What is the classification of the 

musical miscue? 

1. pitch 

2. duration 

3. pitch and duration 

Note: Of four musical symbol systems used for musical 

compositions—pitch (highness or lowness of a tone) , 

duration (tipie, note values) , timbre (tone quality) , and 
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loudness (articulation symbols, variations in loud and 

soft), the first two—pitch and duration—are the two 

components used for this research. 

• Pitch: the tone produced by the singer in relation to 

the musical notations that designates the highness or 

the lowness of a tone, the semitone deviations from 

the original melody (see Appendix A and Semitone 

Deviation discussed in Non-Coded Miscues below)). 

Sample J 

Sample J shows a G-note substituted for an E-note. 

» Duration: note value (duration) substitution only. 
Pitch 

remains the same and number of notes remains the 

same. 

10: measures 

Sample K 
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Sample K shows two quarter B-notes substituted for 

an eighth note and a dotted quarter note (same 

pitch). 

• Pitch and Duration: a musical miscue of both pitch 

and duration. 

a 

Sample L 

Sample L shows the E-note, a half note (2 beats), 

substituted for the G-note, a whole note (4 beats). 

Analysis of the 982 musical miscues for pitch and 

duration, the two major elements of music composition, 

shows that 854 were miscues of Pitch deviations 

(semitones) from the original melody line. The miscue 

of Pitch indicates a semitone deviation miscue. 

Semitone deviations are in increments of half step 

intervals up or down from the original melody (see 

Semitone Deviation in Non-Coded Miscues below) . Miscues 

of Pitch were 86.97% of the musical miscues, and 59.97% 

of all notes. 
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Table 5.6 

All Singers'' Classification of Miscues 

1 Piih 
2 Du'dtion 
1 Pitrl' aiid Duration ' 

Cl<^ssj,ticatioiv lotdlsMils'uii Allhjtss 
85 5997 

% ot I % OJ-

( 

%. oJ-

3 30 

Musical miscues of Duration only, the time value 

of each note, were 47, or 4.79% of the musical miscues. 

The 47 Duration miscues were 3.30% of all notes. 

Musical Miscues that involved both Pitch and Duration 

comprised 81 of 982 musical miscues, 8.25%. Pitch and 

Duration miscues were 5.69% of all notes. One musical 

miscue did not fit the category data. This evidence 

strongly indicates that pitch and a sense of tone 

placement are necessary strategies for sight-singers. 

Music/Text Involvement. What type of miscue creates a 

dependence of musical text and written text on each other 

and results in a complex miscue of two or more notes? 

1. mismatch 

2. insertion of musical or written text 

3. omission of musical or written text 

® Mismatch: a non-match between original words and 

notes. It can involve pitch and duration of 
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notations in addition to changes in words and more 

than two musical notations. 

me in the mom-

with me in the 

Sample M 

Sample M shows a musical situation where the words 

and the notes do not match. The singer sang the 

words me in the morn- on D, G, A, E instead of with 

me in the on D, G, G, A. This Music/Text Involvement 

miscue text is complex involving both words and 

pitch. 

® Insertion: insertion of a note, word, or syllable. 

When a note, 

J 
be e be cause you 

3. measures20-23 

* 
<• • 4! 

be - cause you are my 

Sample N 
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Sample N shows an insertion of written text, see, 

that creates a need for the singer to reconstruct 

the musical text. 

e Omission: omission of musical or written text that 

affects both two or more notations and the written 

text. 

^— 

. caus 

. caus 

1 -
e (G), abandonee 
e (A#), omitted 

are r 

J —J 
cause you are 

Sample 0 

Sample 0 is an omission of the written text you and 

substitution of musical rest for F-sharp 

The category of Music/Text Involvement indicates 

where music and text have a different relationship to 

each other than the match of notes and words in the song. 

An insertion of either text of notes has an effect on 

this relationship, as does omission of notes or text. 

Thirty-two of the musical miscues shown in Table 5.7 

involved more than one written text and musical note 

miscue. A Mismatch between the original melody and 

written text occurs when the melody and the text 
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Table 5.7 

All singers' Music/Text Involvement 

I sWusic/Text I 
1. voivcmcot "iiaii I liivoivemcnt 

1 Ml, II in I 

2. insertion 

'J Onisbiun 

3? ' J 26V. 

6 

% 01 
Mibcues 

interrelate in a different manner than in the original 

song. This Mismatch for my research is 3.26% of the 

musical miscues and 2.25% of all notes. Analysis and 

observation show that where notes and text did not match, 

singers used their knowledge background and internal 

sense of musical structure to maintain the meter. In 

other words, the singers reconstructed both the original 

melody and the written text syntax to create an 

acceptable syntax both in the musical structure of the 

song and the written text. This is an ability that occurs 

with musicians when there is an obstruction of any kind 

to the expected responses to the piece of music, a '^keep 

on going" strategy. 

Table 5.7 also shows that 6 Music/Text miscues were 

insertions, 0.61% of the musical miscues and 0.42% of all 

notes. These insertions are generally not relate to the 

insertions of the Type of Miscue due to the relationship 
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between the musical text and the written test. This 

feature of mismatch causes a miscue in both music and 

text and a change in the succeeding notes and text. One 

miscue, an Omission, was 0.10% of the musical miscues and 

.07% of all notes. 

Correction: Notations. Was the musical miscue 

corrected? 

1. corrected 

2. not corrected 

3. abandoned correct response (AC) 

4. unsuccessful attempt to correct (UC) 

Note; The category of Correction "provides insight into 

a reader's confirming strategies" (Y. M. Goodman, 

Watson, & Burke, 1987, p. 68). Correction tells what the 

singer did with the miscue. Generally, in my research, 

singers did not correct their musical miscues but kept on 

going. This cognitive strategy suggests that singers tend to 

maintain the continuous flow of melody in order to maintain 

the rhythm, structure, and flow of the musical text. This 

musical concept precludes many attempts by a singer to 

correct a musical miscue. 
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Examples are included where appropriate for 

understanding the Correction category. 

® Correction. The musical miscue was corrected. 

t ofay I 
f 1 my I 

AP "m 

my 

Sample P 

Sample P shows the F- sharp note on the upper staff 

corrected to the E of the original melody. 

® Not corrected. The musical miscue was not corrected. 

end. 

Sample Q 

Sample Q is an example of a musical miscue in both 

pitch (E instead of G) and duration (2 beats 

instead of 4 beats) not corrected. 

® Abandoned correct response (AC): 
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Note: A successful match of the singer to the original 

note of the melody is abandoned for a substituted note 

for the original melody. 

my 

Sample R 

Sample R shows the abandoned correct response, E, 

replaced by the substituted note, D. 

Unsuccessful attempt to correct (UC). 

see" dn F 
natural 

see" on E 
' on F# 

i 
see 1 

Sample S 

Sample S shows an attempt to correct a note without 

success. The F-natural is a deviation from the 
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original melody (G). The singer attempted to correct 

the tone with E, then made a third attempt by singing 

F-sharp. 

Table 5.8 shows 981 musical miscues in the Correction: 

Notations category. Thirty, or 3.05%, is the relationship of 

the musical miscues corrected, or 2.11% of all notes. 

Table 5.8 

All Singers'' Notation Correction Patterns 

The miscues Not Corrected were 928, or 94.50% of 

musical miscues and 65.14% the miscues Not Corrected, or 

65.17% of all notes. Correct responses that were Abandoned 

Correct Responses totaled 5, 0.51% of musical miscues and 

0.35% of all notes. These responses indicate the singer 

attempting to create meaning from their parallel 

reconstructed melody. Singers also attempted to correct 

where they felt there was a miscue. This type of attempt 

is evidenced when the singer makes tow or more attempts to 

% of • 7o o* 

' "i Corrected 

I i Not Corrected 

3_ Abdn^ae^Coriect 

• un I (ji f 
Coi.cct 

Correction Notations Total^ L Miscues ^ AU_Nate^» ^ 
_30 ' 305;;. ^ 2'To 

_ 9?fa } Pill"/. 
O.SJ.'- J. P25''_i 

lil _ ^ 93S-. ^ _ J 33®,, 
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change their original reconstructed note, again to create 

meaning. The Unsuccessful Attempt to Correct (UC) totaled 

19, 1.83% of the musical miscues and 1.26% of all notes. 

A possible explanation for this low number of 

Corrections and attempts at Corrections could be that to 

keep on going is a confirming strategy to adjust miscues 

subsequently rather than on the spot. It is difficult for a 

singer to look at a new piece of music and stop each time to 

confirm or disconfirm a miscue. The singer generally needs a 

sense of the whole musical piece, either by a continuous 

sight-singing or listening to the song on an instrument, in 

order to have a sense of corrections of miscues. Singers 

know that by stopping during singing they still must make an 

attempt to keep going or lose some comprehending ability and 

thus to lose some of the declamative effect of the song. 

This causal factor for continuing singing when the singer is 

aware of a miscue is corroborated by the singers through 

their interviews. 

The following three categories, musical Syntax, 

Semantics, and graphic similarity, follow a different form 

of description and coding as they are recognized for their 

individual and ambiguous nature. Interpretations by music 



educators, researchers, and theorists create more questions 

about the meaning of syntax and semantics in music than 

answers. Graphic Similarity also can be understood through 

different views of the distinctive features of the semiotic 

symbol system of musical notation. The following describes 

the rationale and basis for coding these three areas of the 

Taxonomy. 

Syntax and Semantics are the least definitive 

categories for analyzing miscues in music. Music educators, 

researchers, and theorists only agree that that there is 

limited agreement on the syntax and semantics of music (see 

Chapter 2 for an in-depth discussion on this issue). Aiello 

(1999), Bernstein (1976), and Deutsch (1999) are among many 

who discuss this ambiguous nature of music in detail. 

Bernstein says that; 

I think most linguists will agree that semantics, the 

study of pure meaning has always been the weakest of the 

three linguistic departments because it's the least 

studied. And that's because it's the hardest discipline 

to render in scientific fashion, (p. 128) 

Bernstein (1976) gave the most succinct rationale for the 

issue of an understanding of musical semantics. His response 
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to this question was, "Semantics . . . Meaning. Ah. Meaning. 

There's the rub" (p. 19). 

The American Heritage Dictionary (2000) says that 

musical meaning remains both pluralistic and personal. Ken 

Goodman says that learning is both social and personal. 

To again quote Bernstein (1976): 

We' re fairly clear about what beats a composer means to 

stress. [But] music is not made of isolated bars; 

instead, the bars group themselves together into 

aggregations of bars, or phrases and it is these bar-

phrases that provide the real articulations of musical 

flow. (p. 92) 

While syntactic acceptability is difficult to ascertain, 

semantic acceptability is fraught with ambiguities that do 

not easily lend themselves to a succinct definition for 

purposes of defining the processes and strategies of musical 

miscues. 

The following serves as a base from which to build a 

more cohesive understanding of the syntactic and semantic 

cueing systems and graphic similarity. Syntactic 

Acceptability and Semantic Acceptability in the Sight-

Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy reflect the most important 
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goal of singing musical text with written text—constructing 

meaning. They create a base from which further understanding 

about the syntax and semantics of music with language can be 

established. 

The researcher's judgment based on his/her 

understanding of musical language and structure is necessary 

in coding Syntactic Acceptability, Semantic Acceptability, 

and Graphic Similarity. I first present the Syntactic 

Acceptability basis of coding for my research. 

Syntactic acceptahility. Is the musical miscue 

acceptable within the syntactic structural intent of the 

composer? 

1. acceptable 

2. partial 

3. non-acceptable 

Note: The question of syntactic acceptability for 

purposes of my research is limited to specific features 

of musical syntax in order to create a working model for 

marking and coding of miscues. The following questions 

guided my coding decisions. 

1. Is there clarity of beats according to the time 

signature of the song? 
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2. Is the structure of the measures and the musical 

phrasing consistent with the intent of the composer? 

3. Is a change of note value acknowledged and attempted 

by the singer? 

4. Does the contour of the reconstructed melody 

visually follow the contour of the original 

melody within three to five semitones from the 

original melody for the majority of semitone 

deviations? 

• Acceptable indicates the singer is using the basic 

elements of the composer's intent such as the meter, 

note values, and rhythm changes in the song. 

® Partial indicates that the singer has some 

control over meter, by may have issues with note 

values, rhythm changes, and tonal memory at the 

beginning and end of musical phrases. 

• Non-Acceptable indicates that the singer has 

little control over the musical elements of the 

song and tonal memory. 

The questions concerning Syntactic Acceptability 

stated above guided my coding of Syntactic Acceptability. 
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The data analysis shown in Table 5.9, together with data 

analysis on Recurring Miscues presented later under Non-

Coded Miscues, supports the most unexpected and 

interesting finding of my research. All eight singers, 

without exception, demonstrated an internal re-structure 

of the melody that patterned a close contour to the 

original. 

Table 5.9 

All Singers'' Basic Syntactic Acceptability 

Surprisingly, the internal re-structuring of the melody 

by all eight singers also demonstrated a closer 

restructuring to recurring patterns of their own re

structure within the four internal repeats of segments of 

the melody. This occurred, even though the four internal 

repeats of the segments of the melody were not obvious to 

the singers as repetitions of melody segments. Their 

personal strategies allowed each of them to re-structure, 

and then re-create the re-structure of the melody and an 

t wptj' .lity "I'tiilfc 

82 _56_b8% 
15?!. 9 69 c 

%of %of 
Mi= -iios A'l 'Inti ' 

I 1 Accc-pidblc _ I 

J 2 I 
I 3 Mo'i-As-CfeiJWble _ ' 
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even closer restructuring to their own re-structure, that 

is, to their personal strategies in reading the melody. 

Table 5.9 above shows that 810 musical miscues 

were syntactically Acceptable according to production of 

basic syntactic elements. This is 82.48% of the miscues 

and 56.39% of all notes of the melody. Table 5.9 also 

shows that 137 miscues were Partially acceptable (13.95% 

of the miscues and 9.62% of all notes. Thirty-four were 

Non-Acceptable syntactically^ showing that 3.46% were of 

the miscues, while 2.39% were of all notes of the song. 

Semantic acceptability. Is the singer's transaction 

with the declamation of the song semantically acceptable? 

1. acceptable 

2. partial 

3. non-acceptable 

Note: Analysis of individual notes, groups of notes, and 

written text provided a basis for judgment on semantic 

acceptability, a meaningful rendition of the song. The 

declamative nature, the meaningful relationship between 

musical text and the written text, was the base for 

Semantic Acceptability decisions. The following questions 

help guided decisions for this category (see Contour and 
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Non-Coded Miscues). A qualifiable yes answer using the 

judgment of the researcher to most of the questions below 

supports the coding decision of the researcher. 

1. Does the parallel reconstruction of the song 

follow the contour semitones of the song? 

2. Does the singer's parallel reconstruction of the 

song sound like music? 

3. Is there evidence of the declamative flow of the 

song—the interrelationship of the musical text and 

the written text? 

4. Is the tonal center throughout the song 

maintained? 

5. Does the singer show an awareness of the recurring 

phrase structure of the song? 

® Acceptable indicates the singer is using the basic 

elements of the composer's intent such as the 

contour, tonal memory, and the flowing together of 

music and words, and a sense of cohesive musical 

sounds to produce a cohesive reconstruction of the 

song. 

Partial indicates that the singer generally follows 

the contour of the melody but has some wide 
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deviances of semitones, has some tonal memory but is 

not consistent, and has some inconsistency at 

maintaining the "sounds like music" and declamation 

between the musical text and written text. 

® Non-Acceptable indicates that the singer shows 

little ability to create a fairly close parallel 

reconstruction of the song. 

Table 5.10 reflects the data analysis of individual 

miscues of the eight singers as related to semantic 

acceptability within the whole structure of the song. 

(See Contour in Non-Coded Miscues for a view of the 

singers overall analysis of the melody contour.) 

Table 5.10 

All Singers'' Semantic Acceptability by Analysis of 

Individual Notes 

Sci lantic 

/>!.cjptaliil t, 

I 1 Arseptabli. _ I 

f 2 Pdrtidl _ __ 1 

^ 5 Non-Acceptobl" i 

"ciidls Misc IPS 

I 775 ^S92/„_^ 

J ^167_| 17 01X, [ 

40_|_ jg7'}«_ 

08^ ' 10000^ 

%of Juor 
Ai{ Notes 

11?3% 

2 8iy 
68 0PM 

The Semantic Acceptability of the musical miscues of 

all eight singers includes 775 individual notes 

ascertained from basic questions above, 78.82% of the 
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miscues, or 54.35% of all notes. Table 5.10 also shows 

that 167 musical miscues have Partial acceptability, or 

11.52% of the total possibility, while 40 miscues are 

non-acceptable, or 2.81%. 

The coding of Semantic Acceptability on individual 

miscues reflects the need to continuously have the 

meaning of the individual miscues evaluated within the 

context of individual measures, phrases, and the whole 

song. The Contour and Recurring Miscues sections in the 

Non-Codable descriptions immediately following Graphic 

Similarity provide further value of looking beyond 

individual miscues for deeper understanding. 

Graphic similarity. To what degree do the observed 

responses to graphic representations of single or complex 

musical miscues (OR) compare to the expected graphic 

representations (ER)? 

1. high 

2. some 

3. low or none 

Note; Graphic Similarity of musical miscues leads to a 

deeper understanding of the process and strategies used 

by singers when reading music. Distinctive features can 
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be used to code this category. Studies on the effect of 

musical graphics on reading music also offer limited 

information. The graphics of musical miscues as related 

to similarity and miscues for this research are based 

on relationships of graphics of notational symbols to 

the miscues in reading music presented in a 

dissertation by Levy (2001). 

There are situations where the graphic representing^ 

the singer's reconstructed melody and the original melody 

do not match for the purpose of similarity. The numbers 

and percentages in Table 5.11 below reflect this 

situation, showing at total of 974 graphic comparisons 

for similarities rather than 982. 

The following features of notations are a guide to 

help the researcher on decisions of Graphic Similarity for 

coding. 

1. High degree of graphic similarity is shown by the 

same graphic notation as the musical miscue but in 

a different location on the staff, or there is one 

graphic change. 
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(i.e. J --flag difference) 

(i.e. o ~~ a stem added to the note head) 

2. Some degree of graphic similarity shows at least 

two graphic changes between the musical miscue and 

the notations. 

(i.e. . J - - open note and flag difference) 

3. A low degree of graphic similarity indicates 

three or more graphic changes in the notations, or 

minimal to no similarity. 

(i.e. o J•—closed note, stem, and dotted) 

Data analysis of graphic similarity shows the 

singer's knowledge of musical notations through their 

transaction with the music semiotic system. This data 

analysis confirms the evidence in Contour and Recurring 

Miscues below of the ability of the singers to use the 

musical phonographic symbols to create a reconstruction 

of a song. Table 5.11 shows that of the 982 musical 

miscues made by all eight singers, 974 could be assessed 

according to graphic similarity. The singers had a high 

degree of visual similarity between their reconstructed 

notes and the original notes of the melody. 
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Table 5.11 

All Singers^ Miscues Related to Graphic Similarity 

O'apl-lC T [ %OI I % of 
'"i ii i> rit, i ' All Nc ILS 

^ 693 90 94/j^ 62 fi,-
2_Sqi»ie t)7 ' 5 80% 100'A 

3 Low_orNonP _ _ ? 44% 1 6S/o 

Written text: Lyrics. What is the written text-only 

miscue? 

1. substitution 

2. non-word ($) 

3. enunciation 

Note: The Written Text: Lyrics component addresses 

written text miscues that require separate coding for 

miscue type {Written Text: Lyrics) and correction 

{Correction; Lyrics). This situation occurs under two 

conditions: 

1. The miscue is a written text-only miscue in tandem 

with a correct musical text, and 

2. The written text miscue occurs in tandem with a 

single musical miscue. This written text miscue 

then must be coded separately (Written Text: 
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Lyrics) and coded for Correction {Correction: 

Lyrics) to allow for coding of both musical miscue 

and the written text miscue 

® Substitution: The singer substitutes a word or 

syllable for the original written text. 

4. 0. ' 
1 , "  

A-'-on 
when" 

——• 

my 

Sample T 

Sample T: substitution of when for my. The singer 

slurred from D to E, the correct note, and sang when 

instead of my. The slur is of interest to the 

researcher but is not coded on the Musical Miscue 

Inventory: Coding Form. 

. 

L i t  
2. It's 

is-
my 

r m 

It's my 

Sample U 
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The singer in Sample U above sang It is-, then 

corrected the written text to It's my-. The two 

notes, E and F-Sharp, are pitch raiscues and not 

corrected. 

• Non-Word: A non-word is not recognizable as a word, 

but it sounds like a word. 

J 

my 

mall 

Sample V 

Sample V shows a written text non-word substitution 

for my. This observed response sounds like a word but 

is not a word. There is a possibility that mah is a 

dialect of my, but considering the rest of the 

singer's transaction with the written text, it is 

more likely a non-word. 

® Enunciation: The singer pronounces a word or 

syllable that is either in the dialect of the singer 

or is an appropriate enunciation of the word or 

syllable. 
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re-
ru-
ru-

re flee tion 

Sample W 

Sample W shows the singer's ambiguity at choosing the 

"correct" first syllable of the word reflection. This 

singer first sang re, then ru and repeated ru for the 

word reflection, a choice of enunciation by the singer. 

Miscues that occurred only in the written text of 

It's My Song in my research for all singers were 

extremely few (see Table 5.12), only 1.61% of written 

text miscues for all collaborators for the entire song, I 

observed substitutions, non-words, and enunciation 

miscues in written text only. A fourth miscue possibility 

Table 5.12 

All Singers' Miscues of Written Text: Lyrics 

Written 

"uM Lvi.r«, Tm.ils 

I i.Stbbtitu&on 

, ̂  N'311 Word 
I ^ !rl>j JCid'IOn 
r ... .. .. 

19 

0 

2b 

1 93/(. 

0 OQ'a 
0 10% I 
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exists in regard to reversals in written text; however, 

this miscue did not occur in my research. Written Text: 

Lyrics insertion and omission miscues are not included in 

this category of the Taxonomy since they always involve 

musical miscues as well as written text miscues and 

therefore are coded in the Music/Text Involvement 

category. 

The Miscue Analysis Coding Forms I or II, or coding 

for Procedure III of the Miscue Analysis Inventory, 

Alternative Procedures (Y. M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 

1987) are alternative ways to evaluate the reading 

miscues if enough reading miscues occur during singing. 

Correction: Lyrics. Was the written text miscue 

corrected? 

1. corrected 

2. not corrected 

3. abandoned correct response (AC) 

4. unsuccessful attempt to correct (UC) 

Note: This category concerns written text-only miscues. 

® Corrected: the singer corrected the written text. 
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1 

11 

I0 

. It 
It's 

is 
tlie 

It's the 

Sample X 

Sample X shows a written text miscue that the singer 

corrected. The singer sang is on the D note, then 

corrected the written text to the. This example 

shows that the singer also had a musical miscue on 

the same note as the written text but did not 

correct it. 

® Not corrected: The singer did not correct the 

written text miscue. 

^ 
d— 

15'th ing' 

» 
some times 

Sample Y 

The singer substituted the word thing for times and 

did not correct the text. The musical miscue {A instead 
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of G) with the written text also is not corrected. 

® Abandoned correct response (AC): The correct written 

text response was produced, then abandoned for a 

substituted response. This response is very possible 

but did not occur with my collaborators. 

» Unsuccessful attempt to correct (UC): The singer 

tries different ways to produce the written text 

without success. This response also is very possible 

in singing but did not occur with my collaborators. 

All musical miscues, the unexpected responses of the 

eight singers, are considered in relation to gaining a 

perspective of the process and strategies of sight-

singing. I now present those miscue types that are not 

included on the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy or 

the Musical Miscue Inventory: Coding Form. These include 

repetitions, partials, pauses, recurring miscues, tonal 

memory, semitone deviancies, contour, and tonal memory. 

A graph of Correction: Lyrics is not included due to 

the few Written Text: Lyrics miscues. I suggest that in 

assessing a singer"" s sight-singing that these written 

text miscues be included in narrative form together with 

the Non-Coded Miscues on the coding form for Procedures I 
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found in Reading Miscue Inventory: Alternative Procedures 

(Y. M, Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987), 

Miscues; Non-Coded Miscues 

Miscues of the eight sight-singers as defined on the 

Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy fall into specific 

categories or types of miscues: substitution, omission, 

insertion, and reversal. These miscues are then further 

coded on the Musical Miscue Inventory: Coding Form to reveal 

their specific features (see Appendix K). 

The completed Musical Miscue Inventory: Coding Form 

provides patterns of musical text structure, and indicates 

ways in which singers read the text. In addition to this 

analysis of data, singers use many strategies to produce 

their parallel reconstruction of a song. These strategies 

are not coded but provide strong evidence through analysis 

of the process and strategies of sight-singing. 

The Musical Miscues: Non-Coded further create an 

opportunity for the music educator, researcher, or theorist 

to create understanding of the singers' process and 

strategies. They help to reconsider the environment, 

experiences, and explorations where singers can perceive, 

ideate, and present their knowledge (K, S, Goodman, Smith, 
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Meredith, & Y. M. Goodman, 197 6; Langer, 1994; Y. M. 

Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987). 

The data analysis of non-coded miscues presented below 

reflects the miscues of one singer instead of all eight 

singers in order to create a visual understanding of a 

singer. Data analysis of the total singers is presented 

where it reflects a specific point of interest. 

JRepe txtx ons 

Repetitions occur when the singer repeats the identical 

note(s) one or more times. Repetitions "and pauses are 

strategies readers [and singers] use for a variety of 

reasons and are not considered miscues" (Y. M. Goodman, 

Watson, & Burke, 1987, p. 76). As Y. M. Goodman, Watson, and 

Burke (1987) point out, observed repetitions can be caused 

by a variety of reasons. They can be a place holder while 

the singer is confirming or disconfirming some element of 

the musical text. They can indicate a lack of confidence on 

the part of the singer or evidence the extent of the 

singer's experiential knowledge. 
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BZ 1 BZ "~0S BZ 

'1 OA 
') F 'mind' I A 
1 F 'mind' 

It's' 
•It's' 

•«0i 

mind. It's i 

Sample Z 

Sample Z shows a simple repetition on the upper staff 

of two notes individually repeated. A repetition 

requires both the musical repetition and the lyric 

repetition. The singer first sang mind on F-natural and 

repeated it, then sang Ifs on A and repeated the note 

and the word. This example was used earlier to show 

written text repetition within a musical miscue. 

Sample AA is a more complex example of repetition 

because it involves two repeated notes, both 

substitutions, and lyrics. The musical text is not 

corrected, but the written text is corrected. 

6 cont'd. 
0. "cause of 
1 "cause you; 

- S : 

cause you 

Sample RA 
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The singer sang cause of on G-sharp and F-natural, then 

repeated cause on G-sharp and corrected the lyrics to 

you on F-natural. 

4 r 

—m 
—J— m 

J 
It is with me 

Sample BB 

Sample BB shows a deliberate going back to the 

beginning of the lyrical clause rather than a simple 

repetition of notes. The repetitions shown in Samples 

AA and BB are more complex than the one shown in Sample 

Z. They provide evidence as to why repetitions cannot 

be identified as miscues; it is difficult if not 

impossible to determine whether the musical text or the 

written text was the cause of the repetitions in many 

cases. 

All eight singers made several repetitions in their 

sight-singing, both single note repetitions and complex 

repetitions where the singer repeated several notes in a 

sequence. As an example, one singer made 22 single 
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repetitions for 178 notes and 1 complex repetition where the 

singer sang a beginning phrase of 5 notes and repeated the 

five notes, bringing the total number of miscues to 27. 

Partials 

"Examination of partial miscue attempts adds 

to information about self-correction and reading [singing] 

proficiency" (Y. M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987, p. 80). 

A partial in reading written text occurs when a reader 

[singer] produces an initial attempt but does not provide 

enough information to answer the musical miscue analysis 

questions. 

Partials in music provide information about self-

correction and proficiency in sight-singing. All partials 

have an effect on both the musical text and the written 

text. Two clear examples of partials were observed from data 

analysis. 

Partial 

The musical partial is analogous to a reading written 

text partial. A singer begins to sing a tone momentarily in 

mini-seconds, hesitates, and almost immediately sings the 

whole tone. This type of partial usually is corrected 

because of the necessary flow of the melody to maintain the 
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tempo during singing. Sample DD below shows this type of 

partial (see Sample CC). 

Share 
15. 0. Sh-

• ,,1. Share 

Sample CC 

The singer began singing Sh^ then sang the word share 

on the same tone. This type of partial is similar to the 

partial of written text. 

Slur 

The second type of a musical partial is a slur (see 

Sample DD). The slur is a continuous, almost imperceptible 

start on one pitch, or tone. The singer then slurs a 

continuous tone either up or down to the tone a singer may 

perceive to be correct. 

— T 

4. 0. 'w'- on 
1. "when' 

0 

my 

Sample DD 
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Sample DD shows a slur for the singer to confirm or 

disconfirm a tone or word. Sample EE shows a slur from the 

D~note upward to the E-note as a correction. The partial 

text, W-, and a substitution of the word when for my, is a 

written text miscue. 

Pause 

Pauses during sight-singing may "indicate that the 

reader [singer] is sorting out information, hesitating 

before taking a risk, anticipating" the syntactic structure 

of the melody line (Y. M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987, p. 

152), Pauses in sight-singing, like partials, tend to be of 

two kinds and both appear to be a strategy for sorting out. 

Data produced two types of pauses. 

Full Stop Pause 

A full stop pause is caused by the singer completely 

stopping the singing. This full stop interrupts the music 

until the singer re-initiates the singing and continues. 

21 
an 

Between G 
d E giggled 

M 

And it 

Sample EE 
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Sample EE shows a pause that is a full stop. The singer 

stopped and giggled, then continued. Other pauses that were 

full stops in my research involved clearing the throat, a 

wait for confirmation by the observer, humming, and solfege. 

Arrhythmical Pause 

The arrhythmical pause is so short that there is no 

perceivable change in beat. However, this slight pause has 

an almost imperceptible pinch from the remainder of the 

beats within a measure. It is designated in music by an 

oversized apostrophe at the place of the pause. 

1 i 1 

5.AF 

9 

—« 

time ' 

Sample FF 

Sample FF shows an arrhythmical pause that is a slight 

hesitation (observed as an apostrophe) by the singer in the 

flow of the singing but maintains the rhythm of the music. 

Both the full stop pause and the arrhythmical pause 

provide opportunities for the singer to predict the 

succeeding tones. 
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Eye movement research by Duckett (2001) suggests that, 

contrary to prevalent beliefs, pauses that interrupt the 

flow of the text are not signs of inactivity on the part of 

the reader. They are strategic learning opportunities for 

the reader to integrate information from the text's cueing 

systems. 

My research implies that a pause is a strategy to 

provide time meaning construction, confirmation, or 

reflection. There is a difference of purpose in an 

arrhythmical pause and a full stop. The arrhythimal pause is 

very slight, allowing just enough time for an instant 

decision on change or confirmation by the singer. The full 

stop infers a longer thought process on the part of the 

singer to question or consider the musical text or written 

tect. 

Recurring Mlscues 

Those miscues that recur as repeated miscues across the 

musical or _^written text show strategies singers use for 

attempts at correction (Y. M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 

1987). These Recurring Miscues are of special interest as 

they show the singer's ability to predict and recall as they 

continue to construct a meaningful song. The structure of 
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lyric songs, such as It's My Song used for my data 

collection, lends itself to such recurring themes and 

melodies that occur across text with identical notations and 

sometimes identical written text (see Chapter 3). All 

melodic themes in the song recur twice and one theme recurs 

four times. Analysis of these recurring melodic themes is 

highly indicative of the singer's sense of tonal center, 

anticipation, prediction, and sameness. They also are 

powerful evidence of a singer's "changing strategies through 

transaction with the text" (Y. M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 

1978, p. 151). 

The first two notes in Sample GG evidence an important 

feature known as the anacrusis effect (the two notes 

preceding the first metrically strong beat of the phrase). 

5 gy— 

It is with me in the morn-ing, 

Sample GG 

The first measure of the song begins with these two 

notes and is repeated three more times. No singer in my 

research initially produced the second note correctly. Five 

singers had no correct tones of the second note for the 

entire song in the four recurring phrases. One singer 
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entire song in the four recurring phrases. One singer 

produced one of the four recurring tones correctly, while 

two singers each had two of the four notes correct for the 

entire song. The two singers with the two correct tones 

produced the fewest musical miscues. 

The same phrase in its entirety in Sample GG, including 

the first two notes of the song described above, is shown in 

Table 5.13 as the notes of four recurring identical phrases 

throughout If s My Song. 

All singers intuitively were aware of this recurring 

musical pattern but at the same time, all eight singers 

basically repeated their own reconstruction of the recurring 

phrase that was uniquely their own. Table 5.13 shows one 

singer's reconstruction of this pattern in the form of a bar 

graph. 

For calculation purposes, I gave note values (pitch in 

semitone increments) numeric identification labels beginning 

with below middle C to middle C— The original melody is 

then represented as a series of semitone values, as is the 

singer's re-constructed melody. For analysis purposes, the 

difference between the melody series and the re-construction 

series (a positive number in the case of the singer being 
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high on pitch, a negative value in the case of the singer 

being low) is referred to as the "semitone deviation" which 

forms a third numeric series. 

From these three numeric series, various analyses were 

made, including distributions, correlation coefficients, 

statistical analysis, and trends. These analyses were 

performed for each of the individual singers and for the 

singers as a group. 

The semitones representing these notes are on the left 

side of the bar graph. The numbers of the semitones and of 

the repeat (recurring) phrases represent the following notes 

beginning from a low tone to a higher tone: G-1, G#-2, A-3, 

A#-4, B-5, C-6, C#-7, D-8, D#-9, E-10, F-11, F#-12, G-13, 

G#-14, A-14, A-15, A#-16, B-17, C-18, C#-19. In addition, 

the phrase that is repeated four times is represented by the 

numbers directly below the bar graph. Repeat A is the 

original melody, while Repeats A1, A2, A3, and A4 represent 

the melody as sung by one singer. 

The bar graph shows each of the 15 notes of the 

recurring phrase by the first bar in each group. Following 

the actual bar note of the song, the singer's use of 

recurring phrases is shown. Table 5.13 shows that this 
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Table 5.13 

Melody Reconstruction of Four Recurring Phrases 

Repeat A: Melody Correlation 

I 
Repeat A 

Repeat A1 

a Repeat A2 

• f^peat A3 

Repeat A4 

Repeat A Note Number 

singer repeated the original note two out of four times for 

the first note of the phrase. He was two semitones below on 

the third note of the series and two semitones above on the 

fourth tone of the series.) As stated earlier, each singer 

sang a close reconstruction of their own melody to the 

original melody, but in patterns similar to the above. The 

ups and downs of the semitones for each singer closely 

follow the contour of the original melody, as shown in the 

graph above of one singer. 
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In order to provide further evidence of the 

reconstructed melody of the singer's reconstructed melody to 

the original melody, I established the correlation 

coefficient of each singer's relationship to the four 

recurring phrases (see Table 5.14). This was done by 

statistical analysis of each singers four recurring phrases. 

Table 5.14 

Melody Reconstruction Correlation Coefficient 

Melody 
Correlation 

A A1 A2 A3 A4 

A 1.00 0.82 0.69 0 92 0 90 
A1 0.82 1.00 0.87 0 94 0.77 
A2 0.69 0.87 1.00 0.83 0.68 
A3 0.83 1.00 0.80 
A4 0 90 , 0.77 0.68 0.80 1.00 

Table 5.14 shows that this singer had high correlation 

coefficients between A3 and A (.92), and between A4 and A 

(.90). However, the next highest correlation coefficient is 

between A3 and A1 (.94) which tests one of the singer's 

reconstructions of a melody repeat segment against another. 

Semi tone Deviation 

A semitone is a half step interval in pitch and is the 

measure I used for determining the proximity of the singer's 



reconstructed melody to the original melody. Analysis of 

semitone trends and semitone deviations provides 

significant insight into the strategies chosen by the 

singer to develop the reconstructed melody. 

Table 5.15 shows the Semitone Deviancy Distribution of 

one singer. 

Table 5.15 shows the range of possible deviancies {SD 

Amount) and the distribution of one singer's semitone 

deviancies in the SD Total column. The SD Total column 

specifies the total deviancies of one singer in semitone 

deviancies above and below the original melody. This 

singer's deviancies are the largest within one to three 

semitone deviancies above the original melody. The % SD 

column states the percentages of semitone deviancies at each 

value related to the total semitone deviancies of the 

singer. The % SD Melody column shows the relationship of the 

singer's deviancies to the total 178 notes of the song. This 

singer was three semitones high in 32.70% of the singer's 

semitone deviancies and in 29.21% of notes in the melody. 

The analysis indicates the singer applied a strategy which 

led to the singer singing the melody high, with 



approximately a third of the high notes being three 

semitones above the melody. 

Table 5.15 

Semitone Deviancy Distribution of One Singer 

Semitone Deviancy (SD) 

Percentage 
Analysis 

SD Total % % SD of 
Amount SD SD Melody 

Total Correct Notes 19 10.67% 
Total Deviancy 
Notes 159 89.33% 
Total Melody Notes 178 100.00% 

10 0 0.00% 0.00% 
9 0 0.00% 0.00% 
8 0 0.00% 0.00% 
7 0 0.00% 0.00% 
6 1 0.63% 0.56% 
5 8 5.03% 4,49% 
4 11 6.92% 6.18% 
3 52 32.70% 29.21% 
2 39 24.53% 21.91% 
1 34 21.38% 19.10% 
0 19 10.67% 

-1 3 1.89% 1,69% 
-2 10 6.29% 5.62% 
-3 1 0.63% 0.56% 
-4 0 0.00% 0.00% 
-5 0 0.00% 0.00% 
-6 0 0.00% 0.00% 
-7 0 0.00% 0.00% 
-8 0 0.00% 0.00% 
-9 0 0.00% 0,00% 

-10 0 0.00% 0.00% 
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As indicated in Table 5.16, the singer has a mean 

semitone deviancy of 1.88, indicating the relative number of 

high notes produced by the singer's strategy, and a standard 

deviation of 1.68 (of a range of +/- 10), indicating the 

relatively tight groupings of the singer's semitone 

deviancies. 

Table 5.16 

Statistical Analysis of One Singer's Musical Miscues 

Count 1 /8 00 
Ranqe 

'ulal 9 00 
IViniinum 3 00 
•Visximum 6 00 

Iweraaes 
Mean 1 88 

Median ? 0 0  
Vlode ' 3 00 

^[strjbution 
Siandaid Deviation 1 68 

standard Etror 1 42 
Variance V 8 ?  
s.i!rtosis 0-33 

Skevmess -0 50 
Confidencp 

Level(S5 0%) 0 35 
Normal Distribution 0 13 

Figure 5.1 shows the consistency with which one singer 

maintained semitone deviancy of groups of musical miscues. 
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Figure 5.1. Contour: Semitone deviancy value and melody and singer semitones. 
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All singsrs tended to create similar patterns of miscues. 

The singer in Figure 5.1 began this pattern with a series of 

3 semitone deviations above the original melody line, then 

made a change to generally 2 semitone deviations below the 

line. This is evidenced by the flat appearance on each group 

of musical miscues. All singers tended to repeat miscues for 

no observable explanation and there is no observable 

explanation for this internal pattern of miscues. 

Contour. The relationship of the ups and downs of the 

notes and their closeness to the original melody shows the 

contour of the reconstructed melody to the original melody. 

Figure 5.1 is a graphic example of contour and semitones. 

Figure 5.2 is a sample of one singer's closeness to the 

original melody. 

X 1 
W-f- r4 -5d ^ 

« m I? 0^ «—• liHJhi d ,4 ^ 3_ —®— 

II 
' 1" » m 9—^ —0 

Figure 5.2. Contour of original melody with parallel 
reconstructed melody superimposed. 

The singer's reconstructed melody is superimposed on 

the original melody to visually show the closeness of the 

notes of the reconstructed melody to the original melody. 

The contour of the reconstructed melody is significant as it 
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The contour of the reconstructed melody is significant as it 

shows how close the singer's sense of melodic shape is in 

relation to semitones. The example above shows a tight fit 

with the original melody, within 1 to 3 up or down from the 

semitones of the original melody. This example helps 

determine both the syntactic and semantic acceptability of a 

parallel reconstruction of a song (see Figure 4.23 in 

Chapter 4). 

Tonal M&siozy 

The tonic note in Western music, the tonic of the major 

triad of a scale (G~note for my research), is an extremely 

important element of sight-singing. It is central to the 

organization of tones. Cook (1999) describes the tonic as 

the beginning and ending in the same key. "The point is that 

the 'home' key, or tonic, represents a point of stability; 

excursions to other keys represent an increase of tension, 

which is resolved by the return to the tonic" (p. 73) . It 

lends a feeling of resolution or non-resolution to a phrase. 

A song in Western tonal music incorporates the tonic 

note throughout the music, as a way to create tensions and 

resolutions as well as to maintain a sense of the structure 

of the song around the tonic note. A singer usually tries. 
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tonal center throughout the song. 

A second way to look at how a singer utilizes the tonal 

center is to observe the major points throughout a song, 

usually at the beginning of a musical phrase, then at the 

end of a musical phrase where a feeling of resolution or 

non-resolution of sound is stressed. Figure 5.3 is an 

example of one singer's use of tonal memory to maintain the 

shape, or contour, of the song. 

Keep-ing time with my heart beat, it's my 

-0'~ 

song. 

Figure 5.3. A musical phrase that ends with a feeling of 
completion or resolution. 

Figure 5.4 below shows a clause or phrase ending on a 

note other than G. 

J: 

¥ ^ J j 
It is with me in the morn-ing at the ver - y break of 

~2r 
day, 

Figure 5.4. A musical phrase that ends with a feeling of 
incompleteness or non-resolution. 

This figure when sung or heard creates a feeling of 

incompletness and non-resolution. 

The tonal notations (G-note) that occur throughout 
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The tonal notations {G-note) that occur throughout 

It's My Song give a view of the singer's use of tonal 

memory to create a closeness to the original melody. All 

eight singers were aware of and made an effort to use tonal 

memory to help in their ups and downs of the melody. 

Strategies they used to recall the tonic note were solfege, 

hums, and silent attempts at recall. Five singers produced 

2 to 5 tonic notes correctly and three singers produced 14 

to 17 tonic notes correctly. 

These examples indicate a need to develop tonic 

awareness in Western music sight-singing. The ability of 

the singer to have a mental sound image of the tonic note 

and the relationship of the intervals that constitute the 

ups and downs of the melody is another non-coded strategy 

that receives much attention in reading music. 

Siaitimary 

Chapter 5 presented the data analysis of the miscues 

collected from my eight singers. This data analysis provided 

the answer to Sub-Question 1: What tool could be used to 

analyze sight-singing for the purpose of understanding it as 

a process: the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy. The 
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The most unexpected finding of my research, in addition 

to the Taxonomy that naturally evolved from data analysis, 

is that all eight singers demonstrated personal strategies 

that allowed an internal re-structuring of the original 

melody with close reconstruction to the original. 

This Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy and the 

Musical Miscue Inventory: Coring Form are in a developing 

stage. They present a new way to look at the miscues of 

singers by music educators, philosophers, and researchers, 

as well providing means to become more informed about each 

individual singer's view of processes and strategies. 

The next chapter. Chapter 6, specifically illustrates 

the process of sight-singing as presented by my eight 

singers and then provides these findings with the 

sociopsycholinguistic transactional model of reading, the 

Goodman Model of Reading. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SIGHT-SINGING PROCESS AND READING PROCESS 

Chapter 6 responds to the major question for my 

dissertation; How does the process of sight-singing relate 

to the socio-psycholinguistic transactional model of 

reading? In other words, how do the observed responses of 

miscues of my eight singers relate to the Goodman Model of 

Reading, the sociopsycholinguistic transactional model of 

reading? If sight-singing utilizes the same processes and 

strategies as the Goodman Model of Reading, it follows that 

a model of sight-singing must parallel and relate to this 

reading model. In order to answer my major question, I 

first had to answer my second sub-question; What is the 

process of sight-singing? 

In this chapter, I present information about the 

Goodman Model of Reading including the elements of the 

Goodman Model of Reading as presented in the 1994 edition 

of Theoretical Models and Processes of Reading (p. 1120). I 

also present the elements of sight-singing as determined 

from the analysis of my data and discuss the similarities 

and differences between the sight-singing process and the 

reading process. The Goodman Model of Reading, one 

representation of the sociopsycholinguistic transactive 
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reading model process, is inclusive of the three cueing 

systems, cognitive strategies, and the cyclical process 

that provides the means for the visual input of the symbol 

systems to get from our eyes to our brains. This 

relationship leads to construction of the Model of Sight-

Singing. I end this chapter with evidence from the 

interviews with my eight singers that support my Model of 

Sight-Singing. 

The Goodman Model of Reading 

and the Model of Sight-Singing 

Initially, I made many attempts to construct a visual 

representation of the Goodman Model of Reading to include 

all of the elements of K. S. Goodman's Model and to be able 

to relate the process and strategies of sight-singing to 

the graphic representation. This task proved impossible; 

any graphic representation I created was shared with K. S. 

Goodman and no graphic representation could represent the 

depth and complexity of a model of sight-singing. 

I continued to study K. S. Goodman's original model 

(1969) and his successive revisions and descriptions (i.e., 

1969, 1982, 1987, 1996, 2003a, 2003b, 2003c, 2003d). The 

development of the process and strategies of sight-singing 

and the Model of Sight-Singing presented in this chapter 
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follow the same design and methodology for data collection 

and analysis as the research procedures and methodology of 

K. S. Goodman. 

The Goodman Model of Reading 

K. S. Goodman (1967) first presented his model of 

reading to the American Educational Research Association, 

the result of five years of research using Miscue Analysis. 

The presentation, Reading: A Psycholinguistic Guessing Game 

(1982), sought to replace misconceptions of learning to 

read, specifically that, "reading is a precise process. 

[This reading model] involves exact, detailed sequential 

perception and identification of letters, words, spelling 

patterns and large language units" (p. 33). Goodman 

replaced this misconception by offering the Goodman Model 

of Reading. He states: 

Reading is a selective process. It involves partial 

use of available minimal language cues selected from 

perceptual input on the basis of the reader's 

expectation. As this partial information is processed, 

tentative decisions are made to be confirmed, 

rejected, or refined as reading progresses, (pp. 35-

36) 
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Reading and sight-singing involve an interaction between 

thought and language using predictions, affirmations, and 

corrections. The analysis of my research shows that sight-

singing is a sociopsychomusico linguistic guessing game. 

The term sociopsychomusico linguistic transactional is my 

adaptation of K. S. Goodman terminology to more clearly 

describe my Sight-Singing Model as parallel to but distinct 

from the Goodman Reading Model. The singer, when reading 

musical text with written text, selects written text cues, 

but also selects musical text cues to process the input of 

information in order to create meaning. 

K. S. Goodman (1995) also suggested that in oral 

reading: 

The reader must perform two tasks at the same time He 

must produce an oral equivalent of the graphic input 

which is the "signal" in reading, and he must also 

reconstruct the meaning of what he is reading. Reading 

thus is a transaction between a reader and a text, 

(pp. 36, 62) 

The singer also must perform an oral equivalent of the 

graphic input of written text, but in addition must perform 

a vocal reconstruction of musical graphic input in order to 

create meaning. The two tasks mentioned above by K. S. 
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Goodman for reading written text are thus doubled for the 

sight-singer who must perform two musical tasks: reading 

graphic notations and performing the musical graphic input 

while reading and singing the written text graphic input. 

At this point, two more topics need to be presented 

before discussing the relationship between the processes 

and strategies of reading and sight-singing. 

Transactive theory discussed in Chapter 2 indicates 

the duality of a text, a concept related to, the tasks of 

reading and singing discussed above. Since the reader's 

(singer's) attention is on making sense of the graphic 

input, the graphic input must be translated to the reader's 

(singer's) comprehension of the meaning of the text. This 

creates a dual text for the reader, the written text and 

the reader's parallel reconstruction whereby "the reader is 

transformed as new knowledge is assimilated and 

accommodated" (K. S. Goodman, 1996, p. 26). The author's 

text thus is altered through conceptual schemata and values 

that the reader (singer) brings to the text as it becomes 

the reader's (singer's) text. 

The above concept is extremely important for my 

research, as the singers actually reconstructed the musical 

text to produce a parallel reconstruction of the original 



melody through sight-singing. In addition, they also 

reconstructed the written text (the lyrics), to produce a 

parallel reconstruction. 

A second issue is the purposes and uses of language, 

of readers and singers. K. S. Goodman (1996) says that "to 

understand how reading works it is necessary to understand 

why people read" (p. 27). The function of reading is to 

make sense of print and share this meaning-making process 

through oral representation. Certainly it is necessary to 

understand why people sing in order to understand how 

singing works. While there are many functions of music in 

everyday life, the purpose or function of my eight singers 

was to make sense of the musical text and written text and 

to be able to perform these texts through vocal sight-

singing . 

I now turn to the Goodman Model of Reading and how my 

research relates to this sociopsycholinguistic 

transactional mode of reading. 

Relationship Between the Sight-Singing Model 

and the Sociopsycholinguistic Transactive Model of Reading, 

the Goodman Model of Reading 

The Sight-Singing Model developed from my research and 

the Goodman Model of Reading both represent silent reading 
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with an oral/vocal response. The most important focus of 

both models is the parallel reconstruction of graphic text, 

a dual text, for meaning construction. 

Evidence of the process and strategies that inform 

sight-singing process comes directly from my eight singers 

sight-singing a piece of music never before seen by them 

and the analysis of their data. The culminations of this 

evidence, derived from Sight-Singing Taxonomy (Chapter 5) 

and the Excel Workbooks of the singers (see Appendix J), 

continuously shows the commonalities of the singers. The 

Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy contains the mutually 

exclusive and significant elements of sight-singing from my 

research, while the Workbooks incorporate the actual 

musical miscue and written text miscue documentation I 

analyzed. 

Table 6.1 presents the similarities between reading 

process and sight-singing process to show their 

relationship to each other. The language cue systems 

process, cognitive strategies, and cycles of reading 

process of the Goodman Model of Reading, are in the left 

column of Table 6.1 (K. S. Goodman, 1994, p. 1120). Sight-

singing process, cue systems, cognitive strategies, and 
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cycles of sight-singing evidenced from the cues and miscues 

of my research, are in the right column of Table 6.1. 

K. S. Goodman (2003d) says that learning to read is 

gained partly by gaining control over three cueing systems— 

graphophonic, lexico-grammatical, and semantic-pragmatic. 

Readers, and singers, select from these systems 

"interchangeably and their use is simultaneous and 

integrated" (p. 32). These systems are explained in depth 

in Chapter 5. 

The results of the research for this study presented 

in Table 6.1 clearly show the parallel but distinctive 

nature of sight-singing as related to the Goodman Model of 

Reading. With extremely rare differences, the two models 

utilize the same elements, process, and strategies. 

Each element is described in detail below and includes 

these minimal differences. Additional comments specific to 

music process are indicated by the in addition to notes 

within each cue system, strategy, and cycle description. 

Cue Systems 

Graphophonic: the set of relationships between orthographic 

symbols for writing and phonological symbols for speech. 

In addition to the Goodman Model of Reading, the 

musical elements include musical orthography notations 
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that designate pitch and note value duration on a 

writing structure exclusive to music. Musical 

orthography also includes printed symbols that 

represent articulation, dynamics, and expression. 

Lexico-grammatical: the structural system for written 

language, including the set of words of the language, the 

morphology (form and structure of words), and their 

grammatical patterns and functions. 

In addition to the Goodman Model of Reading, musical 

elements include musical syntax, including stress 

according to the musical structure of the song. They 

also include printed symbols that represent musical 

functions such as time signature, key signature, and 

staves. 

Semantic-pragmatic: the whole system by which language may 

represent social and personal meaning shared with the 

author. The experiences brought to the text by the reader. 

The work of Halliday is important here. He sees three 

functions in language—ideatiorial, interpersonal, and 

textual (Halliday, 1981). These functions support the 

coherence and cohesiveness (Halliday, 1975) of meaning. 

This system is both connotative and denotative. 
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In addition to the Goodman Model of Reading, the 

musical elements and their coherence and cohesiveness, 

meaning in music, is more connotative than denotative. 

"The most highly developed type of such purely 

connotational semantic is music (Langer, 1994, p. 101). 

Emotive is the term used to describe this element in 

the semantics of music. 

Cognitive Strategies 

The cognitive strategies of the Goodman Model of 

Reading basically are the same for singers sight-singing a 

piece of music as for readers orally reading a written 

text. These cognitive strategies include: 

• initiation or task recognition: recognition of 

activating appropriate strategies and schemata, 

sampling and selecting: the brain seeks 

information, directing the eyes where to look 

and what to look for. 

® inference: making reliable decisions on the basis 

of partial information by inferring missing 

information. 

• prediction: the ability to predict and anticipate 

what is coming. 
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• confirming and disconfirming: self-monitoring of 

the task, the transaction between the 

author/composer and the text. 

• correction: use of correction strategies. In 

addition to the correction strategies used for 

reading written text, the singer must keep the 

flow of the melody moving to maintain a coherence 

and a cohesiveness of musical contour. A decision 

must be made about which strategies to use, if 

any, in order to keep this forward movement of 

musical flow, or to disrupt the musical contour 

and attempt correction. It therefore is less 

likely in sight-singing for the singer to 

terminate singing momentarily for an attempt at 

correction. 

• termination: a deliberate decision to end the 

reading or the singing. 

Cycles 

The cycles of the reading process appear to be the 

same both for reading written text and for sight-singing. 

However, in addition to the Goodman Model of Reading, the 

cycles for sight-singing involve two semiotic systems— 
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written text and musical text. Otherwise, the function of 

the cycles remains the same. 

• visual (optical) cycle: the eye must scan the 

text 

to provide visual input when the eye fixates. 

• perceptual: depends on selecting highly 

significant and distinctive features and 

inferring the wholes they relate to. 

• syntactic cycle: assigning a syntactic structure 

to the text. 

• semantic cycle: the emphasis on meaning making, 

construction of meaning. 

An in-depth discussion of each of the above cognitive 

strategies related to reading is found in several texts by 

K. S. Goodman (1967, 1982, 1987, 1996, 2003b, 2003c, 

2003d). By relating the elements of the Goodman Model of 

Reading and the processes and strategies of sight-singing, 

the Sight-Singing Model became transparent (see Table 6.2 

below). 
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Table 6.2. 

The Sight-Singing Model (Knox, 2003) 

Sight-Singing Model (Knox, 2003) 
(Musical Text and Written Text) 

Cue Systems 
Graphophonic (Symbolic musical text and written text.) 

orthography phonology (Musical text: notations, pitch, tones, and significant 
sound units. Written text: letters, punctuation, significant sound units, and 
phoneme relationships.) 

phonics (relationship between semiotics systems. Musical text: musical orthography and 
phonology. Written language orthography 
and phonology—letters and sounds.) 

Lexiso-grammatical (Structural: Musical text notations. Written text words in context.) 
syntax/grammar (Musical text structures and written text sentence structure, 

morphology.) 
order of functions (Musical text: pitch, rhythm, key, time, meter, note values. 

Written Text: wording.) 
Inflections (Musical text: stress within measures. Written text: words and word 

Syllables.) 
function words (Musical text: bar lines, staff, articulations, expressives. Written 

text: function words.) 
Semantic-pragmatic (meaning)(Musical text: social and personal meaning, shared knowledge 

with composer and lyricist. Written text: social and personal meaning, shared 
knowledge with author.) 

semantic (Musical text: emotive meaning, knowledge brought to musical text. Written 
text: connotative, knowledge brought to text.) 

ideational (Musical text and written text: experiential meaning.) 
interpersonal (Musical text and written text.) 
textual (Musical text: unity and cohesion, notations. Written text: unity and 

cohesion.) 
Cognitive Strategies 
Initiate/Recognizie (Musical text: act of reading. Written text: act of reading.) 
Sample/Select (Musical text and written text: brain seeks information.) 
Predict (Musical text: predict and anticipate with some sense of musical syntactic 

pattern. 

Written text: predict and anticipate with some sense of the written syntactic 
pattern.) 

Infer (Musical text and written text: reliable decisions on partial information.) 
Confirm/Disconfirm (Musical text and written text) 
Correct (Musical text and written text) 
Terminate (Musical text and written text) 
Cycles 
Visual (Musical text and written text: transaction depends on visual output.) 
Scan (Musical text and written text.) 
Fix (Musical text and written text.) 

Perceptual (Musical text and written text: selecting significant and distinctive 
features, inferring the wholes.) 

image formation (Musical text and written text.) 
narrow window 
schema use 

Syntactic (Musical text and written text) 
assign surface structure 
apply transformations 
assign deep structure 

Semantic (Musical text and written text) 
assimilation (if it fits schemata—Piaget 
accommodation (for conflicts) 
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The results of my research as shown in Tables 6.1 and 

6.2 answer the question. How does the process of sight-

singing relate to the socio-psycholinguistic transactional 

model of reading? It is clear that the above elements of my 

Sight-Singing Model relate specifically to K. S. Goodman's 

reading process model. K. S. Goodman points out that in a 

very real sense his reading model representation is a 

progress report (2003). His model continues to be 

developed, drawing on and tested against linguistic reality 

in the form of "close analysis of miscues, unexpected 

responses in oral reading" (p. 95). It provides a cohesive 

and informative understanding of the processes and 

strategies of reading. His continued research reflects a 

stage of comprehension and comprehending. My sight-singing 

model also continues to be developed, drawing on and tested 

against linguistic and musical reality, by further close 

analysis of the cues and miscues performed by singers,, 

research in process. 

Sight-Singers' Beliefs About Music 

Close analysis of the beliefs of the eight singers who 

were communicators for my study adds data from the initial 

and final interviews with my eight singers. I categorized 

the singers' comments about music into two categories: 
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cognitive strategies and instructional strategies (see 

Table 6.4). Cognitive strategies include those processes 

that are universal to learning: initiate/recognize, 

sample/select, predict, infer, confirm/disconfirm, correct, 

and terminate. Instructional strategies are those 

strategies that provide knowledge and background to support 

the cognitive strategies, such as note values, tempo, 

pitch, intervals between notes. These instructional 

strategies facilitate learning and provide fuel for the 

cognitive strategies. 

The singers' perceptions about sight-singing show the 

depth of understanding of the collective voices of the 

singers in both instructional and cognitive strategies. The 

category entries in Table 6.3 are in the words of the 

singers, 

The singers shared their knowledge and understanding 

of the meaning and purpose of music through their 

interviews. Their beliefs are very powerful in their own 

words. "Music helps you work, feel better, change feelings, 

feel good, give a break from other subjects, takes stress 

off, helps you study, and helps you focus. It also helps 

you be a leader and helps with speaking, memorizing, and 

taking tests." 
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Table 6.3. 

Eight Sight-Singers Process and Strategy Perspectives, 
Cognitive and Instructional 

A COLLECTIVE VIEW OF PROCESSES AND STRATEGIES FOR SIGHT-SINGING 
Cognitive Strategies Instructional Strategies 

General idea give every note its deserves 
Understand musical genres (duration) 
look ahead rhythms 
think in your head note values 
talk to yourself in your head tempo 
to it over and over in your head the key 
take sense treble clef 
look at meaning bass clef 
predict the time signature, the beat 
anticipate phrase lines of melody 
look back (confirm) dynamics 
a record of your life rest values 
have confidence minor scales 
have a good attitude major scales 
music is inspirational music structure 
skip it know relationship of different 
keep looking at it choral voices 
once you start, keep going tonal center 
keep up the flow tap, clap the rhythm 
layers of musical text and body movement 

written text humming 
similarities scan 
emotion hear first note, the tonic 
passion hear first pitch, the tonic 
be prepared intervals, skips 
leadership look for repeats 
confidence look ahead 
language improvement look back 

figure out the tempo 
play an instrument 
practice a lot 
solfege 
movable doh 
numbers for notes 
know where the pitches are going 
know how to read notations 
patterns 
keep going 
connect words, syllables, and notes 
put words and music together 
read through music first 
track 
know the basics 
sing with others 
follow others 
focus 
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Among the singers there was general consensus about 

when schools should provide music instruction, without 

stress. All eight singers agreed that music should be 

introduced in schools by kindergarten or before. Six of the 

singers had no direct musical experiences until fourth 

grade. Two of the singers had some musical experiences in 

their classrooms and families who loved music. 

Stammary 

Chapter 6 presents the relationship between the 

sociopsycholinguistic transactional model of reading, the 

Goodman Model of Reading, and the process of sight-singing. 

A Model of Sight-Singing is designed based upon the process 

of sight-singing constructed from data analysis of the 

miscues of eight singers (see Chapter 5). Chapter 6 also 

presented the knowledge and beliefs of the singers from the 

interviews that provide supportive data for the Sight-

Singing Model. 

Chapter 7, the final chapter, presents the findings, 

implications, and future research possibilities to complete 

the dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SIGHT-SINGING: 

SUMMaRY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS, IMMPLICATIONS, 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

My research focuses on defining processes and 

strategies of singers as they sight-sing a piece of music 

never before seen or heard. I then relate these findings to 

the sociopsycholinguistic transactional model of reading, 

the Goodman Model of Reading. 

Data from eight singers was collected by audio-taped 

recordings of two interviews and the sight-singing of one 

whole song. Analysis of data included categorizing 

knowledge and beliefs of the singers and transcriptions of 

all musical and written cues and miscues for further 

analysis. 

This research had its beginnings in the many 

experiences and observations in my primary classrooms over 

time as I watched primary age children explore and learn 

through using music as a tool for learning. Later, through 

coursework with Dr. Yetta M. Goodman at the University of 

Arizona, my interest in the relationship between reading 

music and reading written text continued to grow. 
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Questions I wondered about from my interest in 

processes and strategies of reading music with lyrics 

helped to clarify the direction of my dissertation. 

1. Do singers make similar musical miscues when 

singing 

2. a whole musical text as readers make when 

reading a 

whole written text? 

2. How do singers transact with musical text and 

written text to create a parallel reconstruction of 

a song? 

3. Is it possible to determine and analyze musical 

miscues from the same perspective as the procedures 

used in Miscue Analysis? 

Specifically for my study, I examined relationship 

between sight-singing process and the sociopsycholinguistic 

transactional model of reading, the Goodman Model of 

Reading. 

I studied the methods and procedures of K. S. 

Goodman's research and followed a path similar to his early 

research in reading to carry out my research. Thus, my 

journey toward this dissertation began years ago in my 
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classroom and culminated in the inquiry of how a musical 

miscue analysis might relate to the reading process. 

In order to answer my major research question. How 

does the process of sight-singing relate to the 

sociopsycholinguistic transactive model of reading, I had 

to first respond to two sub-questions: 

Sub-question 1: What tool is available to analyze 

sight-singing for the purpose of understanding it as a 

process? and 

Sub-question 2; What is the process of sight-singing? 

The research findings then were compared to a 

representation of the elements of the Goodman Model of 

Reading (1994) to show the relationship between K. S. 

Goodman's Model and the cues and miscues of my eight 

singers. The result of this relationship between the 

reading and singing models was development of the Sight-

Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy, the Musical Miscue 

Inventory: Coding Form, and the Sight-Singing Model 

(Chapters 5 and 6). 

In this chapter I review the procedures for collecting 

data. I present the findings of the study that answer my 

research questions, provide implications of my research, 

and give suggestions for future research. 



Overview of the Research 

The methodology and procedures of my study were 

designed to examine the cues and miscues of sight-singing 

in relation to the sociopsycholinguistic transactional 

model of reading, the Goodman Model of Reading. 

Collaborators 

Eight singers with a minimum of two years of sight-

singing in choral classes within a school setting, mostly 

of high school age, were selected to sing and discuss their 

beliefs and knowledge about music and reading music. The 

singers ranged from 15 to 20 years of age. They were from 

Cairo, Egypt, New York City, and Tucson, Arizona and were 

in choral singing groups at the time of the sight-singing 

sessions. 

Materials 

An appropriate choral song was selected. It had to be 

an entire song with a syntactic structure familiar to 

choral singers. It also had to have a pitch range that all 

of the singers for my research could realize in their 

sight-singing that also included some changes in rhythm and 

some predictability of musical phrasing. The Initial Sight-

Singing Interview and the Final Sight-Singing Interview 

were developed and field tested to provide personal 
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knowledge and beliefs of the singers concerning music and 

the reading of music with text. 

Data Collection and Procedures 

Each sight-singing session was individual. As soon as 

each collaborator arrived, an informal conversation created 

an environment of mutual trust. The procedures of the 

entire sight-singing were explained to the collaborator. 

The Initial Sight-Singing Inventory initiated the data 

collection and the audiocassette was turned on. This 

interview was conducted in an informational dialogic manner 

to elicit the singers' knowledge and views about music and 

sight-singing. This was followed by the collaborator sight-

singing the selected piece of music, after three-minutes to 

scan the song. The Final Sight-Singing Inventory completed 

the sight-singing session. Each session lasted 

approximately one hour. 

Data Analysis 

A musicscript of two staves was created on the FINALE 

computer music composition program (see Appendix G). The 

lower staff contained the original melody and the lyrics of 

the song. All cues and miscues from each singer's parallel 

reconstruction of the original song were marked on the 

musicscript. This musicscript was used to record the data. 



A total of 983 musical miscues were categorized and 

re-categorized. However, lack of an appropriate tool to 

help in the analysis of musical miscues necessitated 

relying on my own research to develop a way to further 

analyze and refine my data. The written text miscues were 

easily analyzed using Miscue Analysis procedures (Y. M. 

Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987). 

The Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscues and the 

Goodman Model of Reading served as my base for designing a 

tool to show a relationship between sight-signing process 

and strategies and the psycholinguistic transactional model 

of reading. Eventually each singer's data was entered in an 

Excel Workbook in order to organize and analyze the data. 

Continued data analysis and collapsing of miscue questions 

to find the mutually exclusive elements of sight-singing 

naturally evolved into the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue 

Taxonomy (see Chapter 5). The process of sight-singing used 

by my eight sight-singers now was clearly defined and the 

instrument for coding, the Musical Miscue Inventory: Coding 

Form, was designed (see Chapter 6) to code and analyze the 

miscues. 

The Musical Miscue Inventory: Coding Form, together 

with the Excel Workbook, provided the way to document and 
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assess musical text and written text miscues. This final 

data analysis provided the sight-singing documentation to 

show the relationship between sight-singing process and the 

Goodman Model of Reading. 

Findings 

Two major findings in addition to answers to my 

research questions resulted from my data analysis. 

• A comparison of the cues and miscues and an analysis 

of each singer's parallel reconstruction of the 

original melody showed that each singer had an 

internal structure of musical grammar which: 

1. allowed the singers to generally create a close 

reconstruction of the melody; and, 

2 . demonstrated an even closer reconstruction within 

the singer' internal structure of the melody 

(i.e., the singers were internally consistent 

with their personal strategies in reading the 

melody, generally repeating the same accuracies 

and miscues within repeats of the melody). 

e An analysis of the written text miscues in relation to 

the musical text miscues indicates a strong 
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probability that the two semiotic systems have an 

effect on each other. 

Analysis of the cues and miscues shows a strong internal 

or intuitive sense that all eight singers use musical 

grammatical rules beyond their metacognitive awareness of 

musical structure. The singers' interaction between written 

text and musical notations also indicates the singers' 

awareness of the relationship between the syntax and 

semantics of the musical and written texts through use of 

the cues and miscues to reconstruct the original melody and 

lyrics. These two important findings, beyond the answers to 

my research questions, indicate the value of using the 

tools developed for this research to further understand the 

process of sight-singing. 

To answer sub-question 1, What tool is available to 

analyze sight-singing for the purpose of understanding it 

as a process, I developed two tools to use to analyze each 

singer's musical miscues. The Sight-Singing Musical Miscue 

Taxonomy and the Musical Miscue Inventory: Coding Form are 

the instruments (see Chapter 5). 

In order to answer sub-question 2, What is the process 

of sight-singing, I analyzed the miscues of all singers on 

the Musical Miscue Inventory: Coding Form. This analysis 
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provided the elements of sight-singing process, which then 

was compared to the psycholinguistic transactional model of 

reading. The Sight-Singing Model, a sociopsychomusico 

linguistic transactional model of sight-singing, answered 

my major question: How does the process of sight-singing 

relate to the socio-psycholingistic transactional model of 

reading? 

My research shows that sight-singing process includes 

the same three systems that work simultaneously as reading 

process--cueing systems, cognitive strategies, and cycles 

for sight-singing. A discussion follows describing these 

systems in relation to music, specifically sight-singing. 

1. The three cueing systems. 

• graphophonic: in music the system of musical 

notations and their relationship to the phonology 

of musical tones and pitches. 

• grammatical: in music the appropriate structures 

of notations with reference to measures, themes, 

phrases, dynamics, and articulations. 

• semantic-pragmatic: in music meaning mainly is 

through emotive and connotative meaning and is 

affected by the knowledge the singer brings to 
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the musical text. For musical text and written 

text to have meaning, they must create a feeling 

of declamation, of the music and the lyrics as 

mutually supportive. There must be flow of tones, 

of cohesiveness to the parallel reconstructed 

melody. The semantic-pragmatic cue system is the 

most difficult to define. 

2. Cognitive strategies. 

• initiate/recognize-, in music the singer 

initiates the process of sight-singing by the 

act of singing. 

• sample/select: in music the singer continuously 

looks for meaning-making cues from the musical 

notations and from the structure of the music, 

as well as the musical genre. The brain is 

selectively looking for information from the 

musical graphic notations. 

• predict: in music the singer uses knowledge of 

the structure to predict and anticipate the 

pitches, note durations, and articulations that 

create the song. The singer must anticipate 
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what is coming and have some sense of the 

syntactic pattern of the music. 

• infer: in music the singer must make reliable 

decisions about what to sing based on partial 

information or missing information. This refers 

to the missing tones, insertions, and notations 

in the music since the singer can only have a 

limited view of any one piece of the music at a 

time. 

• confirm/disconfirm: in music the singer is in a 

continual self-monitoring mode to reflect on 

the pitch and note duration of the musical 

notations. The singer also is positioning the 

singer's view of the musical text and the 

composer's text. 

• correct: the determined act of correcting or 

attempting to correct a miscued musical 

notation. This strategy of the singer is a 

difficult one to carry out, as the flow of the 

music is of primary importance to the singer. 

Any attempt at correction concerning creates a 

problem-solving situation where the singer must 
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decide how to adjust or leave the miscue in 

order to continue the flow of the song, 

• terminate-, in music the decision to terminate 

singing of musical text with written text is 

determined largely by the context of the 

situation. Generally, singers feel an urgency 

to keep on going because of the structure of 

music and issues that can occur if they stop. 

The singers for my research were given the 

instruction to sing the whole song as if I 

weren't there. This instruction was followed. 

These processes also have an intrinsic sequence. 

"Prediction precedes confirmation which precedes 

correction. Yet the same information may be used to confirm 

a prior prediction and to make a new one" (K. S. Goodman, 

2003c, p. 103). 

3. Cycles, the cycle of information from visual input to 

the brain. The cycles for reading any semiotic system, 

of which music is one, appear to be the same. The 

processing of the cue systems and of the cognitive 

strategies include the visual, perceptual, syntactic, 

and semantic cycles. In comparison to K. S. Goodman 
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(2003c), singers, as readers, "employ the cycles more 

or less sequentially as they move through the text" 

(p. 99). While the cycles are more or less sequential, 

they also "melt into the next" as the singers "leap 

toward meaning." 

• visual/optical cycle: in music it is the same 

as in reading. The eye scans the text to 

provide visual input. 

® perceptual cycle: in music it is the same as in 

reading. The brain is looking for highly 

significant and distinctive features from which 

to relate the whole of the singing task. 

• syntactic cycle: in music it is the same as in 

reading. The singer determines what to sing by 

understanding and assigning a musical structure 

to the song. 

• semantic cycle: in music it is the same as in 

reading, except for the differences in the 

musical system. The emphasis is on construction 

of meaning that is emotive and connotative, 

rather than the denotative nature of reading 

written text. 
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The sight-singing process was determined, as stated above, 

from data analysis of the musical miscues of all eight 

singers and analyzing the relationship between my data and 

the Goodman Model of Reading. 

The analysis of data and previous discussions with 

collaborators make clear that the process of sight-singing 

highly relates to and parallels the sociopsycholinguistic 

transactional model of reading, the Goodman Model of 

Reading. Readers and sight-singers both use the same cue 

systems, the same cognitive strategies, and the same cycles 

to create meaning. 

Major differences as determined from my research are: 

® Semiotic Systems; A difference in the graphic 

symbols of the two systems: The Goodman Model of 

Reading uses alphabetic symbols to create written 

text for reading words, sentences, and whole texts, 

while the sight-singing uses musical notations to 

create musical text. 

® The semantic relationship: This relationship of the 

meaning of music is especially difficult to 

determine because of the lack of denotative specific 
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meaning assigned to musical notations and lack of 

agreement among music researchers and theorists. 

® Semiotic systems: The task of the sight-singer 

involves reading the symbol system of written text 

and assigning meaning to the text while at the same 

time reading the musical notation symbol system and 

assigning meaning to the music. Reading written text 

only is an active process involving at least one 

semiotic system, while sight-singing is an active 

process involving at least two semiotic systems-

written text and musical text. 

The differences in the symbol systems, phonology 

systems, and the semantic systems substantiate the fact 

that the sociopsycholinguistic transactive model of reading 

and the sociopsychomusico linguistic transactive model of 

sight-singing are parallel but not exact systems. 

The findings from my research also describe additional 

strategies and knowledge used by the singers that are not 

considered miscues and therefore are not coded. They 

provide important data for more complex understanding of 

the processes and strategies of each singer (see Chapter 5) 

and include: 
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• Simple Repetitions: a place holder to repeat and 

rethink one or more notes confirming or disconfirming 

musical text or written text. 

« Complex Repetitions: a deliberate return to the 

beginning of a musical phrase to confirm musical text 

or written text. 

• Partials: a self-correction strategy. A partial can be 

in musical text or written text. Either way the 

partial has an effect of both texts. A partial can 

also be in the form of a slur from one tone to 

another. 

® Pauses: a full stop interrupts the meter of the song. 

An arrhythmical pause slightly changes the note value 

within a measure but maintains the meter of the song. 

« Recurring Miscues: recurring phrases or themes within 

a song. 

« Tonal Memory: the singer's awareness of the 

organizational structure of the song around a center 

tonic tone. 

• Semitone Deviation: the half step unit of measure to 

show the differences between the original melody and 

the reconstructed melody of the singer. 
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• Contour: the closeness to which the singer maintains 

the contour, the ups and downs, of the melody. 

• Tonal Memory: the continuous recall of the bottom note 

of a major triad that provides means for the flow of 

the melody. 

My research also supports important findings by music 

educators, researchers, and theorists (see Chapter 2). 

• The symbol system of music uses the three cueing 

systems of reading written text—graphophonics 

phonology of notes), syntax, and grammar. 

• Music and language both are universals. 

• Music and language both evoke emotion. 

Implications for Future Research 

The findings of my research have important 

implications for researchers and for music teachers and 

music educators who teach music in their classrooms. The 

effects of possible changes in music teaching and learning 

and from continued research automatically may have an 

effect on the children and young people learning and 

creating music in our schools. 
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Iwplxcatlons for Ressazchers 

The strong relationship between sight-singing process 

and reading process is the major finding of this study. 

Research for this finding was limited to a population of 

eight singers. More research needs to be carried out on a 

larger population in order to validate the findings. 

Additional research also is important for verifying the 

reliability of the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy 

and the Musical Miscue Inventory Coding Form. 

It's My Song contains a melodic phrase of 15 notes 

which occurs 4 times within the original melody. A major 

surprise finding from my data analysis specific to 

recurring notes and phrases over time is that all eight 

singers appear to have internal strategies they use in 

reading music that were not well defined for this research 

nor acquired from educational music instruction. All eight 

singers were more consistent in singing their own rendition, 

or reconstruction, then in singing the original phrase. 

Their own recurring repetitions indicate personal strategies 

that allowed each singer to re-structure the same recurring 

notes to their own melody. Research on this amazing feat on 

the part of the singers can add greatly to our understanding 

of the process used by singers when reading music. 
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Another surprise implication from my research is the 

relationship between the singer's response to the written 

text and the musical text and the effect they have on each 

other. This is an area of study that can add greatly to the 

distinctive features of written text and musical text that 

show the interplay between words and notes. 

The lack of research on sight-singing implies the need 

for further research on sight-singing. While there is much 

research on instrumental music reading there is little on 

sight-singing. Indeed, most research is specific to errors 

in music. My research is specific to miscues related to 

process and strategies: those differing music responses 

that are not random errors but that imply strategies and 

process singers use in reading music. The existing limited 

research on process over product implies that much future 

research should be based on the concepts of Miscue Analysis 

and Musical Miscue Analysis rather than on error analysis 

in order to build on the basis of process over product, 

A wider vision concerning the importance of using 

whole and meaningful musical texts needs to be considered. 

With rare exceptions, most research was conducted on 

contrived music specific to the research or short 

selections of authentic music of 16 or fewer measures. A 
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few articles evidenced some of the principles of the 

sociopsychomusico linguistic transactive model of sight-

singing (see Chapter 2). An informed understanding of what 

musicians do when they sight-read music requires whole 

texts to be utilized for sight-singing and the cues and 

miscues of the musicians analyzed from a constructivist, 

miscue analysis viewpoint. 

Further study of the processes and strategies of 

different academic disciplines and how they interrelate 

will benefit our understanding of how children and young 

people learn in general. This research may lead to 

understanding the benefits of a whole curriculum for 

learning rather than a linguistic-only or music-only 

curriculum. It should enhance the funds of knowledge that 

exist on music and learning and encourage others to design 

similar studies to see how a wide range of disciplines fit 

a sociopsycholinguistic model. Knowing more than one 

semiotic system supports greater learning of other semiotic 

systems. The cue systems, cycles, and cognitive, strategies 

of musical and written text are the same for reading 

written text and for sight-singing and reading musical 

text. Other academic disciplines may well be based on the 

same sociopsycholinguistic transactive base. 
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Constructivist and qualitative studies in music 

reading were limited. All literature I read was based on 

statistical research with some qualitative interpretation. 

My research is both qualitative and quantitative but is 

based on a constructivist viewpoint. The procedures and 

methodology used for my study evidences the possibility 

that for specific research questions both qualitative and 

quantitative research can be compatible. 

Tools available for analyzing data by process over 

product are negligible. The only tools found were specific 

to skills and product over process focused research. This 

study developed the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy 

and the Musical Miscue Inventory Coding Form to support 

analysis of miscues from a holistic, constructivist point 

of view. The Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy designed 

for this study is the only tool available to my knowledge 

that provides for both qualitative and quantitative 

analysis of sight-singing. The availability of tools for 

analysis and evaluation needs to be expanded. 

The literature review for this study included a review 

of eye movement studies for sight-singers. These studies 

were conducted on limited musical elements and limited, 

specific skills. Eye movement research should be conducted 
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on whole pieces of music over time to build on this 

beginning knowledge of the cues and miscues of singers. 

Such research would also serve to validate this study on 

process and strategies of sight-singing and reading music. 

My study implies the importance of listening to our 

singers. Their retrospective thoughts about their views of 

sight-singing created a self-awareness that naturally 

facilitates more informed learning. These discussions 

together with research on processes and strategies may 

provide understanding of strategies that will enhance the 

music curriculum in classrooms. 

Implications for Music Teachers and Music 

in the Classroom 

My research findings have specific implications for 

teaching music in the classroom and for music teachers. 

Teachers need to be aware of the value of using multiple 

tools for learning within their classrooms in addition to 

and in support of learning language and literacy. The 

knowledge we now have of parallel systems for learning, 

specifically musical text and written text, imply the basis 

for incorporating these tools early in a child's education 

to enhance music curriculum in classrooms. My singers who 

played a musical instrument such as the piano, flute, or 



other instrument produced a closer reconstruction of the 

original melody than did the students with less experience 

in reading music for the purposes of playing these 

instruments. 

My finding that the more efficient sight-singers had 

early music experiences supports research that the optimal 

time for developing the strategies and processes of music 

are early in the child's life (Flohr and Hodges, 2002). 

Through the process of analyzing the musical miscues 

of individual children, the knowledge that miscues are not 

random but have validity and reason becomes stronger. This 

finding should impact the teaching methodology in our 

classrooms. 

A literature search of other sign systems and the 

theoretical relationship between these systems and language 

systems and the sociopsycholinguistic transactional model 

of reading would add greatly to our understanding of 

learning through multiple means. A study of the methods and 

strategies music teachers and university departments use to 

form their curricula would support an enlarged 

understanding of teaching and learning. 



Final Comments 

My dissertation shows the complexity of the process 

and strategies singers use in reading music and the need 

for a larger fund of knowledge for researchers and music 

teachers based on what singers actually do when they sight 

read music. My singers proposed that music is a world 

commodity and that through art, music, and dance our 

language and our learning are enriched. Music can create 

peace among different people of the world. Music is a 

communicative possibility beyond the word on a piece of 

paper. As Sarah, one of my sight-singers, said, "Music can 

bring people together regardless of the diversity of 

feelings of problems, because it's very moving." Oliver 

said, "It is a universal language, it punches you, makes 

you feel bad or good, and takes the stress off." And Josh 

talked about communication. "When somebody writes a piece 

of music, they have to have something they want to 

communicate through the piece of music." Maybe the eight 

singers will contribute music to the peace of the world. 

Finally, the results of my research create a base line 

study for understanding the process and strategies singers 

use through understanding their cues and miscues. The 

process and strategies of sight-reading music, or the 
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skills that singers use when reading music new to them, is 

parallel to the sociopsycholinguistic transactional model 

of reading. I propose from my findings that the term 

sociopsychomusico linguistic transaction be used to 

identify the process and strategies of sight-singing 

according to the Sight-Singing Musical Miscue Taxonomy and 

the Musical Miscue Inventory Coding form. I also propose 

that future research be conducted to build on this 

beginning understanding of process and strategies of 

reading music and sight-singing and how this learning 

applies to all learning. 
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Glossary of Terms for Sight-Singing Research: 

Musical Terminology 

Definitions of the following terms used throughout the 

study are based upon my knowledge of music and enhanced by 

definitions from the New Harvard Music Dictionary compiled by 

Randel (1999). Other relevant sources are noted where 

appropriate. 

Anacrusis--One or more notes preceding the first 

metrically strong beat of a phrase (Randel, 1999, p. 

37) . 

Communicator—The singers who informed my research. 

Declamation—The American Heritage Dictionary (2000, 

p. 360) describes declamation as a recitation with 

strong feeling. The musical sense of declamation is 

when the accent and textual accent coincide (Randel, p. 

223). It is a flowing together of the notations and 

the text to create meaning. 

Intervals—The distance, or relationship between two 

pitches indicated by the number of lines and spaces 

between succeeding notes on a staff. 

Lyrics--The written language that matches a melody. The 

lyrics and the melody together create a song. 

the staff, more commonly referring to popular music. 
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The lyrics also are referred to as written text. 

Measure--The space between two bars on a staff that 

together with the notes represent a metrical division 

of beats, major accents and pulses. A given number of 

beats, with a given note-value receiving one beat, "a 

unit of musical time consisting of a fixed number of 

note-values of a given type, as determined by the 

prevailing meter and delimited in musical notation by 2 

bar lines. 

Melody--The tonality, or shape, of the pitch 

representations of notes. The succession of notes varying 

in pitch and having a recognizable musical shape. Thus 

the three dimensions of music are often thought of as 

(1) melody, (2) rhythm, (3) harmony and counterpoint'' 

(Jacobs, 1958, p. 233) . A coherent succession of pitches 

clear and stable enough to be coherent is accepted as 

belonging together. 

Musical Miscue--The observed response (OR) of the 

singer's deviation from the original musical notations. 

The miscues can be notations only or notations and 

lyrics that create complexity of miscues. 

Musical Text—The musical notations that support a 

written text (lyrics). 
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Musicscript--The document upon which the markings of 

miscues are placed. It can be either a copy of the 

original song or it can copied on a 2-stave computer 

music program for writing music. In this case, one 

staff is for the original melody for sight-singing, and 

the other staff is for recording notations exactly as 

the sight-singer produces them. Notes about the singing 

that are not marked should be written on the same 

document. 

Notations—Any means of writing down music. Current 

Western notation is the system most widely used and 

includes four components of any musical sound: pitch, 

duration, timbre, and loudness. The tern "notations'' 

indicates any symbol used for writing music that gives 

information to the musician concerning pitch, duration, 

timbre, and loudness, such as: 

1> (jt) 'l  ̂  ̂

Note—The graphic representation, symbol that indicates 

pitch, or tone, and the relative duration of length of 

time for each note. The note is constructed from various 

symbols: stem (or tail), head, dots, flag. The term note 
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indicates the use of notes in the miscue or 

description of music. 

Period-~A complete musical utterance, defined in tonal 

music by arrival at a cadence on some harmony that 

does not immediately require further resolution. In 

this sense, which is necessarily flexible, the musical 

term corresponds to the sentence (or period) in 

language. The concept of a musical period is 

controversial. Bernstein (1976) believes that a 

musical sentence does not exist until the entire piece 

of music ends. However, groupings occur for the purpose 

of constructs. Phrases and clauses are part of a large 

statement. 

Phrase—By analogy with language, a unit of musical 

syntax, usually forming part of a larger, more 

complete unit sometimes termed a period. A phrase is 

the product, in varying degrees, of melody, harmony, 

and rhythm and concludes with a moment of relative tonal 

and/or rhythmic stability such as produced by a cadence, 

a harmonic configuration that creates a sense of 

repose or resolution, 

Reading music--Music reading, the process of a 

singer transacting with the musical notes and written 
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text in order to produce sounds, rhythm, and lyrics. 

Rhythm—The pattern of movement in time. The measured, 

organized sound of the tones. That aspect of music 

concerned not with pitch but with the distribution of 

notes in time and their accentuation. 

Scale--A collection of pitches that are arranged in 

order from lowest to highest, or highest to lowest. The 

pitch world of Western tonal music is defined by the 

chromatic scale. 

Singer / Sight-singer--'The person singing the melody 

while reading the lyrics of a song not previously known 

using the human voice as the instrument. The human 

voice is considered a wind instrument because of the 

air supply necessary for tone duration's vibrator 

(relation of the flow of air in production of tone, and 

resonator, the cause of the sound produced. The terms 

singer and sight-singer are used interchangeably 

throughout this dissertation. 

Sight-singing—The act of producing both the melody 

and lyrics of a song at first sight without extraneous 

support. The ability to sing at sight requires the 

ability to imagine the sound of pitches or intervals 

without the aid of an instrument, and training in this 



skill forms an important part of instruction in basic 

musicianship or ear training. Solfege and other 

systems of solemnization(designation of pitches by 

means of conventions of conventional syllables rather 

than letter names, i.e. doh, re, me, fa, sol, la si 

(ti) , are among the strategies used in sight-singing. 

Tonal memory is another important strategy for sight-

singing. The terms sight-singing, sight-reading 

musical text, and music reading are used 

interchangeably in my dissertation 

SIur--Notes sung to a single syllable or breath. The 

slur is considered as a partial miscue in this 

dissertation. 

Socio-psychomusico linguistic transactional—The term 

that describes the Sight-Singing Model constructed for 

this dissertation. 

Solfege—A textless vocal exercise. The syllables 

do (doh), re, me, fa, sol, is, si (ti) are applied to 

notes in two different ways to reading of music. The 

fixed do where the syllables, or notations, are 

equivalent in meaning to letter names (i.e. C = do, 

D = re), and the movable do that indicates the scale 

degrees according to the scale it is being applied. The 
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solfege system is widely used in sight singing. 

names. 

S ta ff- -A group of five equidistant horizontal lines 

upon which notes are placed in such a way as to 

indicate pitch on the spaces and lines for musical 

representations that represent the melodic contour, or 

shape, of the melody. The staff consists of 

four spaces withi'n five parallel lines that can be 

expanded to additional lines and spaces above and below 

the five-line staff. The bar, or vertical lines across 

the staff, divide the staff into metrical divisions. 

Text and Music—The relationship between a text and 

the music that sets it may bear on the text's 

phonetic, syntactic, and semantic features.[text must 

guide music—music should respect the prosody [metrical 

structure, syllable accent]. Declamation is the term 

used for this aspect of the musical setting of the 

text. It corresponds to the purely sonorous quality of 

the text itself. It requires that musical accent and 

textual accent coincide, both at the level of 

individual words and syllables and at the level of 

phrases and sentences. 

Tonal Mefflory--The tonic is the reference point for 
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reading and singing music, a code over space and time 

throughout the song. It is the retention of 

organized relationships of tones with reference to a 

definite center, the tonic, and generally to a 

community of pitch classes, called a scale, of which 

the tonic is the principal tone " (New Harvard 

Dictionary of Music, 1999) . 

Tone—The sound quality associated with a specific 

note. The sound of definite pitch, (p. 863) 

Tonic--The primary, or first tone of a scale. Thus, 

" G" is the tonic of the tonic triad, G-B-D, 'in the 

scale of G major—G, A, B, C, D, E, F#, G. Tonic is the 

pitch a singer utilizes for tonal memory. 
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Glossary of Terms for Sight-Singing Research 

Miscue Analysis Terminology 

The following Miscue Analysis terms are adapted to fit 

the musical context of this dissertation (Goodman, Burke, & 

Watson, 1987). 

Abandoned correct response—A correct response 

abandoned for an observed response or miscue of 

musical notes or text. 

Correction--The sight-singer's correction of the 

observed response that deviates from the lyrics or 

notes. 

Expected Response (ER)—The lyrics or written text. 

Insertion—adding of additional oral information to the 

expected note/lyric response (ER) 

Miscue—An oral sight-singing response (SSR) that does 

not match what the researcher expects to hear (ER). 

Omission - Deletions from the lyrics or written text. 

Repetition—Rereading of the text (lyrics) and musical 

notes. 

Reversal--h substitution that is a complex miscue 

involving reversal of notes of pitch, time, or pitch 

and time. 

Observed Response (OR)—The difference between the 
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expected response (ER) and the response produced by the 

sight-singer (OR) 

Socio-psycholinguistic transactive—The term that 

describes the Goodman Model of Reading. 

Substitution--replacement of lyrics or notes. 

Unsuccessful correction—^An unsuccessful attempt to 

correct the observed response that differs from 

lyrics/notes. 
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Goodman Taxonomy of Reading MIscues* 

Correction 
0. No attempt at correction is made. 
1. Ihe miscue is corrected. 
2. An original correct response is abandoned In favor of an incorrect one. 
3. An luisuccessfiil attempt is made at correcting the miscue. 

Dialect 
0. Dialect is not involved in the miscue. 
1. Dialect is involved in the miscue. 
2. Idiolect is involved in the miscue. 
3. A supercorrection is involved in the miscue. 
4. There is a secondary dialect involved In the miscue. 
5. A foreign language influence is involved in the miscue. 
9. Dialect Involvement is doubtful. 

Graphic Proximity 
0. There is no graphic similarity between BR' and the OR. 
1. The ER and the OR have a key letter or letters in common. 
2. The middle portions of the ER and OR are similar. 
3. The end portions of the BR and OR are similar. 
4. The beginning portions of the ER and OR are simflar. 
5. The beginning and middle portions of the ER and OR are similar. 
6. The beginning and end portions of the ER and OR are similar. 
7. The beginning, middle and end portions of the BR arid OR are simOar. 
8. There is a single grapheme difference between the ER and the OR, or a reversal 

involving two letters. 
9. The ER and the OR are homographs. 

Phonemic Proximity 
0. There is no phonemic similarity between the ER and the OR. 
1. The ER and the OR have a key sound or sounds in common. 
2. The middle portion of the ER and the OR are similar. 
3. The ER and OR have the end portions In common, 
4. The ER and OR have the beginning pprtion in common. 
5. The ER and OR have common b^iruiing and middle portions. 
6. The ER and OR have common begiiuiing and end portions. 
7. The beginning, middle and end portions of the ER and OR are sLmUar. 

^Adapted from Goliasdti. F (1982), The SdecUd Writings of Kenneth 5.- Gcodman (Vol. l). 
Routledge & Kegan Paul. 
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g. The ER and OR differ by a single vowel or consonant or vowel duster. 
9. The ER and OR are homophones. 

AMologs 
0. An allolog is not involved in the miscue. 
1. The OR is a contraaed form of the ER. 
2. The OR is a full form of the ER contraction. 
3. The OR is a contraction which is not represented in print. 
4. The OR is either a long or short form of the ER. 
5. The OR involves a shift to idiomatic form. 
6. The OR involves a shift from idiomatic form. 
7. The OR involves a misaiticniation. 

Syntactic Acceptability 
0. The miscue results in a structure which is completely syntactically unacceptable. 
1. The miscue results in a structure which is syntacticaliy acceptable only with the 

prior portion of the sentence. 
2. The miscue results in a structure which is syntactically acceptable only with the 

following portion of the sentence. 
3. The miscue results in a structure which is syntactically acceptable only within 

the sentence. 
4. The miscue results in a structure which is syntactically acceptable within the 

total passage. 
5. The miscue results in a structure which is syntactically acceptable within the 

sentence except for other unacceptable miscues. 
6. The miscue results in a structure which is syntactically acceptable within the 

total passage except for other unacceptable miscues in the sentence. 

Semantic Acceptability 
0. The miscue results in a structure which is completely semantically unaccept

able. 
1. The miscues results in a structure which is semantically acceptable only with the 

prior portion of the sentence. 
2. The miscue results in a stmcture which is semantically acceptable only with-the 

following portion of the sentence. 
3. The 'miscue results in a structure whidi is semantically acceptable only within 

the sentence. 
4. The miscue results in a structure which is semantically acceptable within the 

total passage. 
5. The miscue residts in a structure which is semanticaUy acceptable within the 

sentence except for other unacceptable miscues. 
6. The miscue results in a structure which is semantically acceptable within the 

total passage except for other unaccejptable miscues in the sentence. 

Transformation 
0. A grammatical transformation is not involved. 
1. A transformation occurs which involves a difference in deep structure between 

the ER and OR. 
2. A transformation occurs In which the deep structure of the ER and the OR 

remains the same while the surface structure of the OR is generated by a 
different set of compulsory rules. 

3. A transformation occurs in which the deep structure of the ER and the OR 
remains the same while the surface structure of the OR is generated by alternate 
available rules. 
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4. The deep structure has been lost or garbled. 
5. There is some question of whether or not a transformation is Involved in the 

miscue. 

Syntactic Change 
0. The syntax of the OR and the ER are unrelated. 
1. The syntax of the OR and the ER have a single element in common, 
2. The syntax of the OR has a key clement which retains the syntactic function of 

the ER. 
3. There is a major change in the syntax of the OR. 
4. There is a minor change in the syntax of the OR. 
5. There Is a major diange within the structure of the phrase, 
6. There is a minor change within the structure of the phrase. 
7. There is a change In person, tense, number or gender of the OR. 
8. There is a change In choice of fimction word or another minor shift in the OR, 
9. The syntax of the OR is unchanged torn the syntax of the ER. 

Semantic Change 
0. The OR Is completely anomalous to the rest of the story. 
1. There is a change or loss affecting the plot in a basic sense.or creating major 

anomalies. 
2. There Is a change or loss Involving key aspects of the story or seriously interfer

ing with subplots. 
3. There Is a change or loss resulting in inconsistency concerning a major incident 

major character or major sequence. 
4. There is a change or loss resulting in inconsistency concerning a minor incident 

minor character or minor aspect of sequence, 
5. There is a change or loss of aspect which is significant but does not create 

inconsistencies within the story, 
6. There is a diange or loss of an unimportant detail of this story. 
7. There is a change in person, tense, number, comparative, etc. which is noncriti-

cal to the story, 
8. There is a slight diange In connotation. 
9. No change has occurred involving story meaning. 

Intonation 
1. An intonation shift within a word is involved. 
2. An Intonation shift is involved between words within one phrase structure of 

the sentence, 
3. Intonation is involved which is relative to the phrase or clause structure of the 

sentence, 
4. A shift in teiminal sentence intonation is involved, . 
5. The intonation change Involves a substitution of a conjunction for terminal 

punctuation or the reverse: 
6. The intonation change involves direct quotes. 

Submorphfemic Language Level 
0. The submoiphemic level is not involved. 
1. There is a substitution of phonemes. 
2. There is an insertion of a phoneme(s). 
3. There is an omission of a phoneme(s). 
4. There is a reversal of phonemes. 
5. There are multiple minor phoneiruc variations. 



Bound and Combined Morpheme Level 
1. The miscxie involves an inflectional sufiBx. 
2. The miscue involves a noninflected fomi. 
3. Itie miscue involves a contractional sufBx. 
4. ihe nuscue involves a derivational sufOx. 
5. The miscue involves a prefix. 
6. Hie mistue crosses aflSx types. 
7. Hie nuscue involves the base. Hiere Is some confusion oyer wliat constitutes the 

root word. 

Word and Free Morpheme Level 
1. The ER and/or the OR Involve a multiple morpheme word. 
2. The ER and/or the OR involve a sin^e morpheme word. 
3. Hie ER Is a single morpheme word and the OR is a multiple moipheme word. 
4. The ER Is a mulidple moipheme word and the OR is a single morpheme word. 
5. The miscue Involves a free morphone within a longer word. 
6. The miscue Involves one or both of the IBtee morphemes In a compotmd or 

hyphenated word. 
7. The OR fa a nonword. 
8. The OR Is a phonemic or morphophonemic dialect alternate of the ER. 

Phrase 
1. A substitution is involved at the phrase level. 
2. An insertion is involved at the phrase level, 
3. An omission is involved at the phrase level, 
4. A reversal is involved at the phrase level. 

Clause 
1. A substitution Is involved at the dause level. 
2. An insertion is involved at the ciause level. 
3. An omission is involved at the dause leveL 
4. A reversal is involved at the dause levd. 
5. Clause dependency is altered within the sentence. Only one ER sentence should 

be involved in the miscue. 
6. Clause dependency is altered across sentences. Two ER sentences should be 

- involved In the miscue. 

Grammatical Category and Surface Structure of Observed Response 
1. Noun Category 
2. Verb Category 
3. Noun Modifier 
4. Verb Modifier 
5. Function Word Category 
6. Indeterminate Category 
7. Contraction Category 

Observed Response in Visual Periphery 
0. The visual periphery is not involved in the miscue, 
1. Hie OR can be found in the near visual periphery. 
2. Tlie OR can be found In the extended visual periphery. 
9. It is doubtful whether the visual periphery was inolved In the miscue. 
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Initial Sight-Singing Interview 

1. Can you read music? Do you sight-read music? 

2. Explain what sight-reading music means. What do people 

actually do when they sight-read music? 

3. When you look at a score, what do you see? What do you 

think? 

4. Tell your history of sight-reading music. What made you 

decide to learn? How did you learn? Why do you want to 

sight-read music? 

5. In what way is sight-reading music important to you? 

6. How does music make you feel? Why? 

7. Does sight-reading music entail using strategies? 

Which? 

8. What understanding do you have of a theory of sight 

reading music? What does having a theory mean? 

9. What do you do when you sight-read music? (music with 

text) 

10. Does music help you in other areas of your life? School? 

Specifically, how does it affect learning school 

curriculum? Are there ways sight-reading music and 

learning are connected? How? 

11 In what ways do you see sight-reading music influencing 

the wider experiences in school? In life? 
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12. When you are sight-reading music and come to something you 

don't know, what do you do? 

13. Who is a good sight-reader of music you know? What makes 

that that person a good sight reader? Do they ever come to 

something they don't know? What do they do? Could you help 

them? How? 

14. Are you a good sight-reader? Would you like to be 

better at sight-reading music? How could you do this? 

15. How do you feel about sight-reading music for me? 

Final Sight-Singing Interview 

1. What is your understanding of the lyrics of the song? 

2. What do you recall about the music itself? 

3. Is there anything you would like to ask or add about 

the music or lyrics? 
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ITS MY SONG 
' S-Part Mixed Voices with Piano 

(Also available in SSA) 
Words and Music by 

JOYCE ElAINE EILERS 

Gently, in rwo ( « « 144) 

/// 

Gentiy. ux rwo ( J » 144) 

iiJ 

U is vrith mc in the mom-inc. 
TTpO 

k is with ms in the morr.-ing, 

_fE_—_# g g a 

at the vcr - v- break of dsv. .\nd it 

«• ^ ^ ̂  ^ 

ar the ve: - v break o: dav. And 

i 
It is with me in the morn-Lng, 

fil 
J.I the vej - V break of day And it 

®While intended for SAB (3-oart mixed voices). Part IE! may be 
doubled by a few low aitos. This technique wiU make the piece 
very useful for training choirs. 

•«)2-0?020 
®i979 JENSON PUBUCATIONS, INC. 
'lnt«rt\aUonal Copyrisht Secured Made in U5-A. 
AH RisKts Reserved 

NOTc TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS . 
The writers of (hU fnu«tc a=-« d«p«ndent op«n its aal« for 
their Uvelihood. Oupticadaa by any tneane is not oniy 
3t«sa( but it tnhcbks ih« cnsatlon of tnuctc 
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lin - gcrs when zhc sun has slipped • 

i 
It 's mv 

9 9 
lin - gers when che sun has slipped a 

^ a 

It's mv 

Im - ?ers when 

€; 

has sh'pped Ic's mv 

i 
121,1 
JTfp 

i 
com - rort wnen 

7np 
ione - Iv. cour - age to be Scrong. Keep - ing 

^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ 

com - fort when I'm lone - ly, 
77Tp 
s e» & at 

my cour - age to be strong. Keep - ing 

com - fort when I m ione - ly, m*-' cour - age to be scrong Keep - ing 

13 

i 
~~W 
mp 

402-09020 
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And I 

7^ 
give to you— this with my heart -beai.it's my time 

And with my heart-beat, it's give to you_ this time 

give to you this with mv heart-beat, it's mv 

21 

part of me— be - cause you ar; heart of me ih mir-rar 

part or me heart of me. cause vou arc mv mir-ror 

:nd— It's part ot me. cause you are my 

1 

402-09020 
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27 

i 
P slight rit. 

i 
Look in ' side, 

p slight rit. 

a tempo 

sec my souL 

np, 

Share mv song and it will nev - er end. 

a tempo 

W —9 9 G 
see my soui. Look in - side, 

^ slight rit. 
— ^ ^ 5 —  

Shsrc zr.y song and it will nev - cr end. 

5 JTp:: tsrnpo 

Look in - side. 

i 
27 

see my soul. Share r:y song and it wHl nev - er end. 

P slight rit. 

J wmpo 
mp_ 

4-^ 
3 

A ^ 

i: is 

rrp 

al - wavs deeo in che 

it is 

 ̂ ' igr-

al - ways deeo in 

jnp 
side me. 

—y-

the 

It is al-ways deep in - side mc. the 

35 

-6p ® ^ -5^ 

nip 

402-09020 
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thou - sand mem - o mv mind. shad the 

mind. shad - ow of thou - sand mem - o 

shad - ow mind It's thou - sand mem - o ech 

-w 

© 

rssad and gen - tie. -nes. and some-times brave and 

rssad and gen - tie. -ncs. and some-times brave and some-:: 

some-ti.^essad and gcn-tl< and some-times brave and 

43 

402-09020 
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i 
J 

W -rj 99^ 9 ^ 

Strong. The re - flec-tion of my spir - i:, ii's my song.. 

i 
And I 

TT^ 

^ Tj-
strong. The rc ~ flcc-tion of my spir - it, its my song.— 

• cresc. 

And I 

strong ^Thc rc - flcc-tion of my spir - ;r. it's my song.. .And \ 

T13 ^ _g jr- ^ tr -w 

51 

to VOU part of me. vou are 

part of me. give to vou__ trie: vou 

part of me. fricad It's to you this cause vou are mv 

402-09020 
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a tempo 

Share my song, and 

a tempo 17^ ' ~~ 

Look in • side, see mv soul. of the heart of mc mir-ror 

-#- • -e-
Look in - side, Share my song and 

a tempo 

see mv soul. of the heart of mc mir-ror 

Look in - side, sec my souL Share my song, and heart of me 

a tempo 
bt rit. 

end. 
decresc. 

'in few voices) 
N ev - er ic will nev-es end. end. no, 

slight rit. 

TT 

end. 
slight rit. decresc. 

^'rl| - c; end. (Oo) 

O 

decresc. slight 7%t. 

XT 

402-09020 
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m HAL®L.EONARD CORPORATiOlNi 
TTTf WeST BLUSMOWNO ROAO 

POST omce BOX I3«IS 
Ma.VirAUKeE, WISCOMSIN 53213 

TC{.i <8**S.T7«-362 

FAK: ^J<l-77<S-3aS 

hlcopyright^jailconard.com 

January 2,2003 

Marge Knox 
1530 E. Entrada Sesta 
Tucsotx, AZ 85718 

RE; It's My Song 
Words and Music by Joyce Blaine Eilers 
Copyright (c) 1979 by Jenson Publications 

' - • Inteniationai! Gopyri^t Secured All Rights Reserved 

Dear Ms. Knox; 

We hereby grant you permission to include the above-cited composition in your dissertation. 
Credit will be given directly under the music to be included as listed above. This permission is 
limited to use of the above-cited Composition for purposes of ^ar dissertation, and does not 
include any right to use the Composition, or any part thereof in any other publications, or for any 
cormnercial purposes. 

Our fee for this usage is 515.00. 

The terms of this agreement shall not be deemed effective unless and until we receive a 
countersigned copy of this letter, along with the fee cited above. 

Sincerely, 

U. 

Jennifer V. Chartier 
; Permissions Admiaistrator 

Business Af&irs 

Agreed to; 

BY 
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MOSICSCRIPT 

It's My Song 
Joyce Ellers 

4ezzo-Soprano I 

rfezzo-Soprano 2 

D M  
TO I 

Lfi-t—-d-ri ^ 1 Jl 
J 

^ ... - . , . — 
c) 0 ̂  ̂  -J J ' o ^ 

It is with me in the mom-ing, at the ver-y brealt of day. And it 

Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 -J J: 
iin - gers when the sun has slipped a - way. It's my 

Mez. 1 

Mez. 2  ̂  ̂ I zj "  "—g*——a w—»—— w 
ione-ly, my couc-age to be strong. Keep-ing time with my heart-beat, it's my 

Mez. I 

16 

i 
Mez. 2 fLj'r r ~~9 

And I give to this part of me be - cause you are my song. 
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Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 

21 

i 
J -J # I p jg- lffi? 

friend. It's a mir-ror of the heart of me. Look in side, see my souL 

26 

w 
Msz. I 

Mez. 2 * 
Share ray song and it will nev - er end. 

Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 
Lju - f-H • ^ •(]<S J—^—-«• J c) -.jS*- •• 1 ..i}. • — 

tt is al - ways deep in - side me, the sha-dow of my mind. It's the 

Mez. i 

Mez. 2 I J J 
ech - o of a thou-sand mem - o - ries. U is some-times sad and 

Mez. I 

Mez. 2 
— ""27 ^ ̂  

gen-tle, and some-times brave and strong. The re - flec-tion of my spir-it, ifs my 
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46 

Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 
J I r [jTn-^-TO 4 4^ m 

And I give to you this part of me be cause you are my song. 

Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 J—p I*' [*—jgrz -li I <1 I I 
t) ' V I I j ' w w 

friend. It's a mir-ror of the heart of me. Look i - sice, see my soul. 

56 i Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 
• 
n 

HJf "UP U) 

Share my song and it shall ne - ver end. 

61 

Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 

"vT 
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Mister 020312 
020721 

1. playged G oa piano, Wendy himuned G 
F # E D  

1. Sang "It is", slur*. "Wait." 
2. sang wocxfe quietly. G F#. E. 
3.U is with— 

It's My Song 
Wendy 

Joyce Eliers 

2, Sapg "at Ulc" 55 2 quarter notes 

4ezzo-Soprano 1 

fleszo-Soprano 2 

TT^ 

It is with me in the mom- ing» 
(R) It is» It is w-ith 

at the ver - y break of 
(R.) at the 

Ntez. I 

Mez. 2 

i • ̂  • 

1 —gers: slur (to correct) 
F# to G; 

2 -gcrs: fi a cotrcctloti} 

1. held beat 1-2 
2. Rq?eat "way" 6 beats 

fff 

day. And i( lin - gers when the sun has slipped a - way. 

W 

1 ..It's 
2. says "It's" 
3. sings -"It is" 

It's my 

(R) and lext/lyrics 

i Mez. 

Mez. 2 

# 
f cont'd. 
4 cofTCcts lyrics"lt*s my com-
5. "com" B (AC) 

3/4 tiiiiG this measui^ 

.J. S ^ 9 J 3: Ts w 
com-fort when I'm lone-ly, my cour-age to be strong. Keep-ing time with my 

Mez. I 

Mez, 2 

13 

m 

-jg ^ @ "<y 

held 2 beats, waited 2 beats 

pause after "beat" asln score 

^p=gf 
measures 1^19 rhythm 
AP breath after "part" fcefrt time 

TUTT^"'''^ 
heart'beat'^ it's my song. I9?ftd I give to you this part'5 of me be 
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Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 

I J  ^ ^ 1  r r rri"̂ ''=j=  ̂
AP-breatii after 
"are" 

measures 22-23 complex 
Repeated "Look" 

r' r r I "J -c? p—j j 1 

cause you are'^ my friend. Ifs a mir-ror of tfie heart of me. 

sr 
Look in side. 

Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 

counted under breath all wait measures 

J-

see my soul. Share my song and it will nev - er end. 

30 

Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 

"J-  ̂
slur E to F natural to 
abandon correct response 

It is al - ways deep in - side me, the sha-dow of my 

Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 

airrzif—1»-—J ^ 
held 2 beats, waited 2 I. "U" (G) is (E) 

2. "It" (G) is (F natural) 

mind. Ifs the ech - o of a thou-sand mem - o - It - is 

Mez. I 

Mez. 2 

slurred F natural 
to F« repeated E E tones 

sang The r\i' changed to 're' 

^ J ^ 

some-times sad and gen-tle, and some-times brave and strong. The re - fTec-tion of my 
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measures 4S-49 cocnptex 

Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 

Held one beat, talked to herself under 
her breath. Went oo to "And I" 

3/4 lime — fto rest 

(• [J f r I •'=4^ 
spir-it, it's my song. And I give to you this part of me be 

measures 52 & 53 

Mez. I 

Mez: 2 

' I. cause (G). abairfoaei correct 
2. cause {A^). omiRcd "vou", 

arc mv 

1. to 
2. coo-ectton: of 

& cf 
Slh tiotcs "to" 
EtoD 

fT~TT 
cause you are my friend. It's a mir-ror of the heart of me. 

27-
Look side. 

I 

Mez, 2 

held 2 beats, then tried voicc endings m score 

see my soul. Share my song and it wilt ne-ver end. 

i Mez. 1 

Mez. 2 

TT 
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Melodic Contour Line Coding Measures.31-46 

Measures 31-38 
31 32 33 34 36 37 38 

c 

§ 
(3-
if-

D 

g 
it 
A 
it 

9 J 

4 • • J 

sJ J. J * 

-» J 9 4 J 1 0 © 

i J 
1 #' i t 

d a J. 
V 

It is al- waysdecp in- side mt the sha-dow of my mind^, It's the ech- o of a thou-sand mem-p-rics<. 
33 ? 34 31 32 35 36, 37 38 

Measures 39-43 
39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 

c 
8 

A 
it 
(3-

F 
e 
0 

yni^Wie-C 

k 

G-

J 
\ 

i \ A' i 
d «• 

# J 0 
J # J. eJ j i A 9 • # -  - # 

0 • J 

it is some-times sad and gen-tie, ajid some-times brave and strongjThe re- ftec-lion of my spir-it. it's niy songa 
39 40 11 42 43 " 44 45 46 
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1 Melody It is with me In the morn» Ins, at th® •-ver- V break of day. 
Measure 

SSalosSy Not* Number •• 1- 2 3 4 5 € 7 . 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 
Numerics f i 

Melody 8«mlton« 13 10 8 13 13 15 13 e 8 10 11 10 8 6 8 
Slngar Ssmitone 13 11 9 13 ,13 . 15 13 8 8 10 12 8 •6 3 6 

Mlscues 1. • 

Semitone Deviation 
Type 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 

, Complexity .0 : 0 1 1 1 0 0 • -0 0 0 
. Classification 1 1 2 . 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 

Music/Text involvement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tonic 

Tonal Memory 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Corrections 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Syntactic Acceptability 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Syntactic Change 3 3 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 

Semantic Acceptability 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Graphic Similarity 1 .1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 

Semitone Devlancy 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -2 -2 -3 -2 
Repeated MIscues 

Repetition 
Partlals 
Pauses 
Lyrics 
Beats 

C# 19 
c 18 
B 17 
A# " 16 
A . 15 IS 
G# 14 
G 13 13 13 13 13 
F# 12 - 12 
F 11 . 11 
E 10 10 
D# 9 . 9 
D 8 8 .8 , 8 
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MUSICAL MISCUE INVENTORY CODING FORM SAMPLE 



Sight-SliigSag Morfcal Mbeiie Inrentoiy 

UJsnd^ 

Ag./G«de^.^^ gj^t . 

Selection Xt's 01 ̂  SoYig >' ^ 

rt 

0 c 1 ° 
vi p c 

3 C 0 a? p o -H •H »H "fJ IM P 0} U 
0 (Q to 0) 

£ w 0> 
0 3 6c & (0 0 'H 
1? H W 

1 
! • -«  

+J <0 flJ 
«M C W > 
0 <U D 

3 0 
d o c> 0 
S 0} M C 
^ CM n c

la
s
s
if

ic
a
ti

o
n
 

3
 

1
:p

it
c
h
 

2
:<

iu
ir

at
io

n
 

3
:p

it
c
h
 
an

d
 d

u
ra

ti
o
n
 

M 
4J J: 0 G M y -H 0 

P -P H ra p to 
V. g fl) w 
0 OJ CJ -H 
•ri 5 n e -H 0 
S H C4 tn 

tet 
•p 
0 0 
M i) M 

g 8 

& 0 tt p 
<u m M ^ 

8 p& •rt V d) a V rt UP 
jJ V U (0 
0 « 0 rH 
^ ? 
" 13 0) -0 W fi <D M $ D) 
0 P M c a> 
•H 0 0 0 0 ii fl) u tJ 0 
0 U C 3 S p 4-t <0 
u 0 0 XI c: W 0 C O 3 
u H N (0 ^ 

3 

1 » 
fife r^ 
sT -Q Q • nj 
yd) p 

'H 0( Xh o 
P « iH 0 

•H P fO 0 ii a-H (Q 
0 O P 1 « 0 u c 
4i U (0 0 
fi « a c 
W rH csj rn 

p-

p 

1 ii 
& XI ST «» 0 0) P 
Q H 0« 
<< x> c; 
_ ffl 1-t 0 
0 P n] 0 
•ri Oi -H n} 
4J (U P t 
fi V P C 
a 0 2 0 1 (0 a c 

rH IN CO 

CO 

s 
H <V 

1 i « 
0 o 
3 •§ 1 > 
Is 85 
M .. .. is -i oi (n W

H
«
ca

T
eE

t:
L

y
rf

cs
 

9
 

' 
1
:s

u
b
s
ti

tu
ti

o
n
 

^ 
2
:r

e
v
e
rs

a
l 

3
:n

o
n
 w

o
rd

 
' 

4
:e

n
u
n
c
ia

ti
o
n
 

C
o
rr

e
c
ti

o
n
: 

iy
ri

c
s
 

1
0
 

1
:c

o
rr

e
c
te

d
 

2
:n

o
t 

c
o
rr

e
c
te

d
 

3
:a

b
a
n
d
o
n
e
d
 
c
o
rr

e
c
t 

re
sp

o
n
se

 
4
:u

n
su

c
c
e
ss

v
u
la

tt
e
n
p
t 

to
 
c
o
rr

e
c
t 

H ^ 

1 § 

1 1 
Observed Response (OR) Expected Response (ER) 

rt 

0 c 1 ° 
vi p c 

3 C 0 a? p o -H •H »H "fJ IM P 0} U 
0 (Q to 0) 

£ w 0> 
0 3 6c & (0 0 'H 
1? H W 

1 
! • -«  

+J <0 flJ 
«M C W > 
0 <U D 

3 0 
d o c> 0 
S 0} M C 
^ CM n c

la
s
s
if

ic
a
ti

o
n
 

3
 

1
:p

it
c
h
 

2
:<

iu
ir

at
io

n
 

3
:p

it
c
h
 
an

d
 d

u
ra

ti
o
n
 

M 
4J J: 0 G M y -H 0 

P -P H ra p to 
V. g fl) w 
0 OJ CJ -H 
•ri 5 n e -H 0 
S H C4 tn 

tet 
•p 
0 0 
M i) M 

g 8 

& 0 tt p 
<u m M ^ 

8 p& •rt V d) a V rt UP 
jJ V U (0 
0 « 0 rH 
^ ? 
" 13 0) -0 W fi <D M $ D) 
0 P M c a> 
•H 0 0 0 0 ii fl) u tJ 0 
0 U C 3 S p 4-t <0 
u 0 0 XI c: W 0 C O 3 
u H N (0 ^ 

3 

1 » 
fife r^ 
sT -Q Q • nj 
yd) p 

'H 0( Xh o 
P « iH 0 

•H P fO 0 ii a-H (Q 
0 O P 1 « 0 u c 
4i U (0 0 
fi « a c 
W rH csj rn 

p-

p 

1 ii 
& XI ST «» 0 0) P 
Q H 0« 
<< x> c; 
_ ffl 1-t 0 
0 P n] 0 
•ri Oi -H n} 
4J (U P t 
fi V P C 
a 0 2 0 1 (0 a c 

rH IN CO 

CO 

s 
H <V 

1 i « 
0 o 
3 •§ 1 > 
Is 85 
M .. .. is -i oi (n W

H
«
ca

T
eE

t:
L

y
rf

cs
 

9
 

' 
1
:s

u
b
s
ti

tu
ti

o
n
 

^ 
2
:r

e
v
e
rs

a
l 

3
:n

o
n
 w

o
rd

 
' 

4
:e

n
u
n
c
ia

ti
o
n
 

C
o
rr

e
c
ti

o
n
: 

iy
ri

c
s
 

1
0
 

1
:c

o
rr

e
c
te

d
 

2
:n

o
t 

c
o
rr

e
c
te

d
 

3
:a

b
a
n
d
o
n
e
d
 
c
o
rr

e
c
t 

re
sp

o
n
se

 
4
:u

n
su

c
c
e
ss

v
u
la

tt
e
n
p
t 

to
 
c
o
rr

e
c
t 

i i F #fc &- / / — 2 1 1 I -

fl- ^ P ( 1 —— 2. 1 1 i 
3 S O fe 1 / a- ( 1 1 - — 
« 4 c. o 1 1 2- 1 1 1 

. G- 1 — 1 / • a. •7. I -

i> Sf Q i a — •3L. •3- a. a. —-
/ Xr it, £+• I'e 3^ t:' 8 vyiw — / I 

/ ooo /S / / 1 / i 
H F-Pf- / — 1 OL 1 I 1 
10 'V l»/u vyj&rer 1 •a. X t. ^ OK - , 
/'JS / / A 1 1 1 —-

•f lb W / .I... a. :2L 2- •3L "X. ^,.- ' 

»3 <fi rl «f3 ^ _ fL, . «i , , 1 3 2. -2^ I •TL. SL . -
lU (<? t -a. 1 fl- a. 

la ml m m d / J X O- / -x. 1 -

/» Zb •! ai o! d ntS A 1 1- — I 1- •2_ 11 3^ 
• Pi? / / i I l / Jif O a. / — i a. ! t J 

a. 
Co!mmi Numlier 1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 3 9 10 a. Total MI«»ieB Sob Categoty Number 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 S 2 3 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

b. Tot^ Notes 

c. a I>xlOO"MMPHN 

Salscategory Total IT - - - - 10 7 - -f - - \ 17 I - B 3 I <=? 7 I 5 I [ « I - -

b. Tot^ Notes 

c. a I>xlOO"MMPHN 

Fercentage of Total 

b. Tot^ Notes 

c. a I>xlOO"MMPHN 

OJ 
CD 
O 



Slght>Singiisg MiasScal MIsese IiiY^itoi7 

Singers CdJmS^^ ®ate! tfo 

Age/Grade Uff^ Stjjoof 

SelecUon ^ if'c Qcfti ^ 

« c 
8^ 
«n 4J c 

3 C 0 a -M o 'H •H -r* JJ 
^ P to M 
0 n n IV ja ^ to 
0 3 g C 
g 0} 0 'H 
^ H C«J fO 

£• 

1 

ISHI V fO (8 <M C tQ > 
0 0 3 V 0) 
H cr > 4J 
p 0 V 0 
S n H c 
S  ̂̂  n C
la

s
s
if

ic
a
ti

o
n
 

3
 

l:
p
it

c
h
 

2
:d

u
ra

ti
o
n
 

3
:p

it
c
h
 a

n
d
 d

u
ra

ti
o
n
 

«• 

•g 

H 
c 

•P X 0 c « 0 -H 0 V 4J -H «} M to 
V. g w 
0 « ,B 'H 
•H H C E 
n E -H 0 
^ A "N (*> C

o
sr

e
c
tl

c
A

: 
n
o
ta

ti
o
n
s
 

5 
1
:c

o
rr

e
c
te

d
 

2
:n

o
t 

c
o
rr

e
c
te

d
 

3
:a

b
an

d
o
n
ed

 
c
o
rr

e
c
t 

re
sp

o
n
se

 
4
:u

n
su

c
c
e
ss

v
u
la

tt
e
n
^
t 

to
 
c
o
rr

e
c
t 

& . 

^ 01 

f ^ Q 0) -P 
S-. XI 0 y fl) fH o 

•A 4J « 0 
JJ £i» "H rf 0 4J 4J > 
rt 0 M C 
4J O nj 0 
C ffl a C 
W t-4 CM fO 
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